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Introduction
by David M. Garner, Professor of
Psychiatry, University of Toronto

1. he recent surge in professional

and public concern about eating disorders has led to
the appearance of innumerable books on the topic.
Although some of these have served a useful pur-

pose, the sheer number ensures that many are

redundant. In addition to books for Professionals,
there has been an abundance of personal accounts
that have_ been overly simplistic and, as I will

mention later, that indirectly may have had deleterioui effects. The sotial significance of the widespread
fascination with these disorders leading to the array
of publications is an interesting1 area for -Sociological
speculation in its own right. Moreover, it certainly
raises the standard of expectations for any new
contribution. In light of this admonition, Dr. Levine
must be congratulated for writing what I believe to

be the best book that I have seen to date aimed at
those who may not be familiar with the disorders of
anorexia nervosa and bulimia (the latter term will be
known increasingly as bulimia nervosa). It is an honor
and a sincere pleasure to be able to pre vide a few
introductory remarks for this volume.
There has been much confusion in

the definition of anorexia nervosa and related disorders. Simply cataloging the terms that have been
applied to the "binge-eating" syndrome is a signifi=
cant undertaking. In addition to the mere accepted
terms bulimia and bulimia nervcsa, other SYnonyms
have entered the psychiatric nomenclature, including
dietary chaos syndrome, bulimarexia, normakveight
bulimia, and the abwormal normal-weight syndrome,

among others. The use of the term "bulifriii" has
been used to describe both a relatively common
resulted in some confusion since the same word has
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symptom, which may not necessarily iniply psychn7
pathology; and a serious psychiatrid Syndrome. After
considerable debate, it appears _bulimia nervosa will

become the accepted term. Dr. Levine tuit only

defines these eating disorders in a cleat iVayi but he
also recognizes the close assoCiation between anorex-

ia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. This is extremely

important since some have assumed that even
though hoth disorders share a common pSYChOPithology, they must be very different because of their
weight status. It must be rememllered that,' although
bulimia nervosa patients are at a statittidally nornial
weight, their disorder has, in virtually all cases, been

precipitatd by extreme dieting and weight loss. In
fact; evidence ftom several studies indicates that

many _bulimia nervosai patients have loSt AS
ci
weight as -patients with anorexia nervosa; the only
difference is tliat the bulimic patient has started at a
much higher weight level _(3).* According tO "ta
point" theory, "these so7called "normal Weight_
may be just as unrealiStiC in their pursuit of a

Statistically normal weight as is the Anorexic in

striving for emaciation. This factor has rimitly praCti=
cal ramifications for treattnent (4).
Dt. Levine repeatedly emphasizes the

Milltidimensional nature of the eating disorders.
There is a growing consensus that bOth Anotekia
nervosa and bulimia nervosa are final torthrion Path-

ways with multiple routes of entry. Dr. Levine is
careful to dispel the_ "uniformity myth" by such
statements as "Not all anorexics correspond to die
stereotme of the perfectionistic, comPliAnt; and Sexually naive adolescent" (p. 51).:Although this view of
these disorders as mUltidetermined has gained accep=

tance, still there are some who primarily attribitte
the disorders to :one factor such AS depression;

stress, amcietyi lack of assertiveness, or poor labeling
of emotional states; Particularly in the case of bulitn;

ia nervosa, the latter view may reflect cotitiioii
°Ninnbeis in _parentheses appearing in the text refer to the Reference

at the end of each chapter.
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between precipitants and fundamental causes. Although it is true that most bulimia nervosa patients
are stressed, anxious, nonassertive, and depressed,
binge-eating is rarely seen in individuals who do not
diet and/or maintain what Russell (9) has referred to
as a suboptimal weight. Despite our greatly improved understanding of the etiology of bulimia
nervosa and the tremendous advancements in treat/Tient (see Garner and Garfinkel [7] for a review), it is
important to emphasize that our understanding is far

from complete. For example, we do not understand
why soMe individuals are able to successfully suppress their weight but fail toclevelop the pattern of

binge-eating. We do not understand the action of

various drugs (including those that are pharmacologically unrelated) that have been found to be effective
iii a minority of bulimia nervosa cases. Despite ample
evidence that most cases of anorexia nervosa have a
psychological origin, we do not understand the rea-

sons for the remarkably high concordance rates

among monozygotic compared Vith dizygotic twins.
We do not understand the pathophysiology of starvation and how exercise may potentiate dietary restric-

Hon. And these would appear to be the easier

eluestions to answer! The precise influence of psychological, familial, and cultural factors is undoubtedly more complex. Nevertheless, we have come a
long way in the last decade, and many have benefited from the1 treatment recommendations that have

been derived from our improved understanding of
etiology.

Today few would challenge the argu-

ment that the current cultural preoccupation with

slenderness in women_has played a fundarriental role
in the increased :incidence of eating disorders. Only
in the last decade, however, has the importAnce of
sociocultural factors been recognized in the development of anorexia nervosa. It was with soirie appreheriSion that Paul_ Garfinkel and I presented our
original findings that used Playbay centerfolds and
MisS America Pageant contestants to document the

shift toward an ever thinner standard of attractive-

INTRODUCTION

ness for women that was then linked_ to the rise in
eating disorders (8). We also provided: data: from

studies with ballet 'dancers which indicated that
exaggerated emphasis on slenderness, particularly
within a competitive environment, was a risk factor
for anorexia nervosa (5, 6). Although these findings
confirmed the clinical speculations of Bruch (1) and
others, we were concerned that the "cultural hypoth-

esis" might be interpreted as a dismissa: of the

individual :psychopathology in the etiology of the
disorder. Indeed there have been some who have

attTibuted eating disorders almost exclusively to culture without apparent appreciation for the fact that,

in the precise sense, etilttte can rarely "cause"
serious psychologiCal disturbance without mediation
from the individual and the family. One of the most
laudable aspects of Dr. Levine's presentation of the

topic of "cultural influences" in this publication is
the balance he has achieved between individual and
societal contributors to distubed eating patterns.
Moreiver, he has gone:beyond simply:describing the

diltiiral_ influences and has provided educators with a
series of practiCal recommendations for helping the
individual to deemphasize slenderness as the model

of physical attractiveness and to decouple body
shape:from self-esteem and self-acceptance; He conveys the_sphit of pesonal liberation that comes from
the recognition that self-esteem need not be tied to
unrealistic social expectations. It very well may be
that this type of approach can moderate the continued spread of eating disorders.

On the point of prevention, however,
a word of caution is in order; It has become clear to
many professionals and nonprofessionals alike that
prevention of eating disorders would be enormously
cost effective in both human and economic terms;
Prevention efforts are currently under way_ by many
organizations. These consist of the distribution of
information on eating:disorders, lectures at schools,
announcements on radio and television, just to mention a few; While these efforts are probably beneficial in many instances, they may also be harmful in
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softie -eases; As has been arved: elsewhere (3)i care
must be taken not to unwittingly_ glamorize eating
disorders. In a steady Stream of popular novels,
television dramas, and ``confessions" of certain me=
dia personalities, eating disorders have acquired_ a
not-altogether-unfavorable stereotype; They haVe apparently captured the faScination of the public by
their association with attributes such as ultrathin-neSs; intelligence, upper-class status, perfectionism;
and_Physical fitness. This phenomenon has led Soine
individuals to actively 'pursue the development of
anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa as ways to
eicptess their suffering or their quest 'for identir,r.
BriiCh (2) has referred to these sad victims of socIZ
contagion as "me bac) atörexics;" and she has asserted that' they ate clearly different from those who
atqUired the disorder in previous decades. In Our
*ell-intentioned efforts to preVent eating disorders,
then, we could inadvertently make them appealing to
adolescentS _Who are psychologically vulnerable. This
StateMent should not be construed as an indictthent

of prevention efforts but Only as a caution that

justifies conducting carefUl research to determine the
effectt _Of preventiOn initiatives. On the to:Vic' of
prevention, Dr. Levine presents a balanced view that

is hopeful yet circumspect.
PrObably the most outstanding char=
acteristic of this book is the remarkable skill that the
anthor has shown in synthesizing a vast and coniPlek
field. He treats the sUbject matter with depth and
scientific acettacyi and at the same time is able to

convey cUrrent understanding m a practical and
i-eadable way. He captures the phenomenology of

these disorders_ and leaves the reader with realistic
hope and useful fools for changing the attitudes that
have led to the proliferation of eating disorders since
the 1960s.

4
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Preface

his book grew out of a series of
articles written by seveal colleagues and m_e_for The
Kenyo-n College Alumni Bulletin (Winter 1985). Ironi-

cally, I was reluctant to contribute to that publication, because I felt there would be little general interest in anorexia nervosa and bulimia. I could not have
been more wrong. Eating disorders seem to be everywhere (see Chapter 6), and the response from parents, students, alumni, teachers, and school librarians
was overwhelming. This reaction, coupled with my
other efforts in preventive education, has convinced
the that sound knowledge and authoritative guidance
can help prevent eating disorders and contribute to

the educationin the true sense of the wordof all
students.

This_ book reflects the assistance and
suppiort of many individuals. I am especially gratelul
to Amy Enright and Colleen Motel of the National

Anorexic Aid Society and the Center for the Treatment of Eating Disorders in Columbus, Ohio, for arranging the interviews presented in Chapters 3 and 5,
for providing me with newsletters and other "inside"
information, and for their continuing encouragement
of my effort& hi preventive education. In this &lam
vein Norma Fladen, Executive Director of the Knox
County Mental Health Association, was instrumental
in obtaining the pamphlets listed in Appendix II and
in helping me see how a teaCher like myself could use
existing_ resources for publir education in mental
health. I am also indebted to the following people for
their generosity in sending me nutherous publications

and works in _press: Dr. David Garner, Dr. Craig
Johnson, Drs. Susan and 0. Wayne Wooley, and Dr.
Regina Casper. I would also like to thank Mary
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Suydam, Pat Bosch, and Sonja Gallagher for their
assistance with transcriptions, correspondence, and
computer printers. Finally, fond thanks are extended
to the friends who saw me through the research and
I

writing: Mary Suydam, Dennis Marikis, Ellen
Sullins, Jay Tashiro, Linda Smolak, and Dick Hoppe.

=Michael P. Levine
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CHAPTER

Overview
Student
Eating Disorders

Karen
Karen (a pseudonym) began to devel-

op an eating di& rder at the end of her sophomore
year in high school. Throughout the 10th grade she
was 5'2" tall and weighed approximately 95 Pounds,
but then, for no reason she can recall and with no
intent to diet, she lost her appetite and her weight
fell to 89 pounds. She enjoyed very much the
attention and concern she_received ftom her parents
and the family physician. Subsequently (if not consequently), she began to severely limit her food intake.

She cut out breakfast and lunch and ate only plain
bagels several times a day. At tithes the hunger
created by this semistarvation regimen hecame too
much, and some afternoons when she was all alone
she gorged herself on pizza and cookies. After such
an indulgence she fasted for the remainder of that
day and ate nothMg but a few bagels for each of the
next few days until hunger overwhelmed her once
more.

Her family and ffiends began to ques-

tion her refusal to eat at mealtimes, but thes

inquiries and exhortations only motivated her to cling
to her diet of bagels plus a few low-calorie foods.

This resolve was strengthened by the fact that,

unbeknownst to her, her binge-eating was preventing
her from losing weight. In her mind, other people
were eating far more and losing weight, while she
was "really eating only bagels" and her weight was
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fluctuating between 90 and 103. She tried to eat
normal ineals, but this made her feel panicky because she was certain they would cause her weight
and her body ta balloon.

Throughout her junior and senior
years in high school Karen alternated frequently
between a very uneasy peace with "normal meals"
and a fierce battle with her restrictive diet and its
constant companion, extreme hunger. She became
obsessed with her weight and with her inability to
reduce below 92 pounds. Feeling like a "terrible
failure," she deflected her friends' requests to go out

with them, and gradually she cut herself off from

them completely. Her old self-confidence gave way
to a profound feeling that she was hopelessly unpre-

pared to cope with the challenges of schoolwork,
friendships, and dating.

At one point Karen tried to escape

from this web of despair by making an all-out effort

to lose weight. However, when she reached 89

pounds again, she became so sickly, cold, hungry,
and frightened of losing control that she couldn't
concentrate. As before, the constant and intense
hunger would occasionally become too much, and
she would binge-eat on a weekend afternoon when
her parents were out of the house. Her concerned
and frustrated parents took her to a psychotherapist

who did not know how to help, so Karen was

referred to an in-patient eating disorders clinic affiliated with a nearby university. This sequence ended
infrustration for Karen and her parents because the
clinic's policy was not to hospitalize individuals
whose weight was as high1 as hers.
Things settled down somewhat dur-

ing the summer following high school graduation,
and Karen's weight climbed to 97 pounds. Although
she was very apprehensive about leaving home, she
enrolled in a college far away. As she began college
life, she found she was just plain scared, and soon
she started to eat voraciously for hours on end, even
though she was not hungry. 'When her weight shot
up to 1071 potmdsquite acceptable for a Person 5'2"
tallshe became so disgusted with herself that she
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implored her roommate, wha occasionally induced
vomiting after a meal, to teach her how to purge in
this manner. Karen was determined to control her
vomiting by resorting to it only after a particularly
bad binge or a frightening weight gain. Nonetheless,
a short time later she was throwing up automatically
after every meal. Her life became focused on obtaining food, birige-eadng, and throwing up.
Thanksgiving vacation was a nightmare for Karen and her parents. Social exp-ectations
and limited privacy interfered with Karen's bingeing
and purging, and she became sullen, contentious, and
spiteful. Karen returned to college in December, but
the constant bingeing and purging began to take
their toll in the form of inability to concentrate,
dropped classes, weakness, severe stonnich pains,
sleeplessness, depression, anxiety, and a cnIshing
sense af alienation from other people she felt so
alone because the binge-purge cycles %ere "consuming" her life and because no one seemed to understand. Many people told her, "Just don't eat so much
and you will be all fight," and one physician told her
"it was just a phase you're going through." During
Christmas vacation, she saw a succession of general
practitioners, pediatricians and psychologists, 1büt
her bingeing and purging continued, _and her weight
fluctuated between 88 and 9S pounds.
After much deliberation it was decided that Karen would return to college and stay there
as long as she remained in therapy with a psychologist specializing in eating disorders and as long as

she kept her weight above 90 pounds. She was

delighted finally to have found someone who understoo-d her disorder, but, nevertheless, her days became a nightmare of fasting until her roommate went
to work in the early evening, and then bingeing and
purging until her roommate returned from work at
930 P.M. Karen's weight .dropped to 83 pounds, but
the rewards for this accomplishment were stomachaches, chest pains, weakness, dizziness, an inability
to get warm, chronic hunger, and an unassailable
"feeling" that she was "too fat." in early February,
simultaneously scared and relieved, she was admit-
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ted by her psychologist to a private hospital with a
special unit for the treatment of anorexia nervosa
mid bulimia.

Karen spent just over three months
in this program. When she was released, she was no

longer bingeing and purging, and she was able to
maintain a fairly healthy twxly weight and a stable
regimen of three meals per day. However, she was
very depressed, a problem with which she continues

to wrestle. She is currently seeing a therapist who
specializes in the tvatment of eating disorders, and

this therapy focuses on Karen's depression, her

confusion of developmental issues with eating and
weight management, and her tendency to induce
vomiting as a resimnse to a particularly bad day.
Kamn clearly suffered from a severe
eating disorder. When asked, "What is an 'eating
disorder'?" even most experts would 1:e inclined to
answer "anorexia nervosa and bulimia" before proceeding to define these technical terms. Although
this approach is sensible, it is very important for

people interested in prevention not to allow the
phrase "eating disorder" to lose its_more general

meaning by virtue of repetition or reflexive translation (10).

Self-starvation and binge-eating tend
to lx awe-inspiring topics for adolescents in search

of notoriety or relief from pressures of identity
formation. The frequent characterization of anorexia

nervosa and bulimia as the exclusive, tragic problerns of talented and wealthy young girls only adds to

the unfortunate glamour surrounding eating disorders (2, 5). Careful consideration of two questions
What is an eating disorder? and What are the eating
disorders?will enable school employees to highlight
the seductiveness and destructiveness of anorexia
nervosa and bulimia without resordng to scare tactics.

What h an Eating Dis-,y,*e

What Is an Eating
Disotdell
In psychiatry "disorder" implies the
presence _of abnormal patterns of behavior and
thought. Then! is no agreed-upon definition of _"abnormal," but the following criteria (3, 10, 11),

represented by the acronym IMAD, are _very useful
in
distinguishing the abnormal from the unusual or

idiosyncratic:

INEFFICIENCY: Abnormal behavior disrupts the
ability to fulfill obligations as a family member,
student, friend, athlete, etc. It also retards psychological and social growth, and, as in younger
adolescents, it may inhibit physical development

MISERY: Although the person thay vigorously
deny any sort of -suffering, _abnormal behavior is
usually accompanied, by high levels of anxiety,
depression, tension, guilt, and worry.
ALIENATION: Abnormal behavior reduces or elim=
inates completely the desire or the ability to forth
fulfilling relationships.

DISTURBANCE: Abnormal behavior tends to disgust, _ffighten or otherwise disturb the person or
others The cause of this concern, partictilarly for
other people, is behavior that departs significantly
from accepted practices, is unpredictable and uncontrollable, or is dangerous.

Applying the IMAD criteria, an "eating disorder" can be defined as any collection
of
eating habits and weight management practices in
which (10)
1.

The person's health and vigor are _ultimately
reduced, and his

or her life _may be threatened.
(INEFFICIENCY and DISTURBANCE)
2. Isolation and secretivenesS
significantly reduce

the ability to fulfill obligati-ms to the self and
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others. (INEFFICIENCY and ALIENATION)
3. There_ is_ stiffering in the form of :obsessions plus
recurrent: 'anxiety, irritability; depression, and

jttilt. (MISERY and INEFFICIENCY)_
4. The preoccupation with food and weight' _control
increases_iself-absorption and emotional instabil,

ity, thereby disrupting the capacity to love and
care -for- others and themselves. (ALIENATION
and DISTURBANCE)

5; The:person is out of control._ This is _evident in the

persistence_ of dysfunctional eating habits and
weight control practices, despite the realization iof
their irrationality or_ dangerousness,_ or _despite the

fact that others _are .befuddled and horrified _by
.

what seems so obsiously extreme and self-destructive. (DISTURBANCE and ENEFFICIENCY)

What Are the
Eating Disorders?
Eating disorders can also be defined
in terms of the specific syndromes that constitute the
focus of Chapters 2 and 4. These include (1, 13) the
following:

Restficting anorexia nervosa
Anorexia nervosa with bulimic complications
Bulimia in a person who was previously anorexic
Bulimia in a person who has never been significantly overbulimia)

or

underweight

(normal-weight

Bulimia in a person who was previously overweight ("thin-fat" people)
Bulimia in a person who is currently overweight.
The exact relationship(s) among these
categories is unclear. But, as Figure 1=-1 shows, it is

possible to conceptualize them along a continuum
according to level of present body weight and presence of extreme caloric restriction and/or binge-
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Self-Starvation
2

Extreme
Emaciation

Binge:Eating
_3_

Normal
Weight

4

5

Extreme
Obesity

1. Restricting anorexia nervoSa
2. Bulirnic anorexia nervosa
3. Normal- weight bulimia
4. Thin-fat people (formerly obese)
5. Extreme obesity
Note: This figure must not be interpreted to mean that all obese
or formerly obese people binge-eat, only that some haVe a
probleth With binge-eating.

Figure 1=-1. The Spectrum of Eating Disorders
(Adapted from Vandereycken and Meerman (13, p. 4)
eating (13). ThiS PerSPective acknowledge§ the
shared features of anorexia nervosa arid
instead of artificially categorizing them. bulimia
It also
makes an important deVelOpmental point: havingihad
one eating disorder, a Person is at risk for the other.

Taken together, thi§ spectnun and

the definition of "abnormal" einphasize the necessity
of blurnng the _distinditin between anorexia nervOSA
and bulimia before sharPening the focus on eaCh. It
is important to recognize that eating disorders share
many features, including (1, p 109)

1. A fear of becoming fat and a drive to become
thin
2. An obsession wah food, weight, calories, etc.
3. The reliance on: eating and/or refusal
to eat in
order to cope with

emotional distornfort, Stressful life event§, and developmental challenges
4. The fad that female stifferers outnumber
malea

at least 9 to 1

5. An increased _itiCidence of depreSsion, obesity,
stibStance abuse, and eating disorders in the
families of sufferers
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6. A world view that values external appearances
over personal integrity.
This list illustrates an imvortant theme
of this book: eating disorders are _not fundamentally
disorders of eating; they are multidimensional and
multidetermined disturbances in the perception and
expression of one's being-in-the-world (2, 5).

Should School Staff
Be Concerned About
Student Eating Disorders?
The _answer to this question is a

resounding "Yes!" The following statistics make it
clear that anorexia nervosa and bulimia often develop during adolescence, and that eating disorders
occur with alarming frequency in middle school and
high school students (see Chapter 6 for a detailed
analysis of numerous findings and issues relevant to
the prevalence of adolescent eating disorders):
1. Between 1 and 6 in every 200 girls will develop
anorexia nervosa between the ages of 12 and 20.
2. At any given point in time 6 to 10 percent of all
high school girls are bulimic and 1 to 2 percent
have a very serious bulimic disorder. If present
trends continue, by age 20 as many as 1 in every
7 high school girls will be or Will have been
bulimic.
3.

Given a prevalence of 1 to 3 percent for border-

line eating disorders, in a class of 200 high

school girls, 15 to 25 will currently be anorexic,
bulimic, or borderline.
4. One to two percent of all boys will be bulimic
during their high school years.
5. Available data are sparse and plagued by methodological problems, but it is likely that student

eating disorders are becoming more prevalent
than they were 10 years ago.
6. Recent research (see Chapter 7, p. 159) sug-
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gests that at least 40 percent of all white, middleclass normal-weight girls attending suburban
high schools are actively engaged in losing
weight in order to become very thin.
7. One in five high school girls binge=tats on a
regular basis, and 1 in 6 does so weeldy. These
rates are at least twice those reported by AmeriCan college women, suggesting that the rate of
binge--eating among younger girls is increasing.
8. A survey of nearly 1,300 girls attending a high
school in Illinois found that 6 Percent reported
using diet pills at least weekly and 12 percent
used them_ at least monthly. In general, it seems
that today's high school students are more likely
than previous ones to use evacuative methods
(for example, self-induced vothiting), fasting, and
diet pills to contrOl their weight.
The age of Onset for an eating disorder is highly
variable, but, in general, the peak ages of onset
for anorexia nervosa are 14 and 18, while those
for bulimia are 16 to 18.
Although eating disorders are not, as
some people have proclaimed, an "epiderhiC" on
today's middle school, high school, and college campuses, they are distressingly prevalent. Moreover,
they usually have serious and long-lasting negative
effects on academic performance, interpeisonal relationships, and eneral mental and physical health
(see Chapters_2=5, 8, and 9). Even with highly skilled
care, 30 to- 50 percent of those bulimics and anorex-

ics who do not receive attention early in their
disorder will, like Karen, have chronic problems with
eating, weight, health, and psychopathology (for
example, depression) (5, 9, 12).*

*Instead of the aWkWard phrase "theiperson with-anorexia iii-Vosa/bulitnia,"1_ will use the nounS "aiioiikic(s)," "bulimic anorexk(s),"
and
"Iniliinic(s)." Because at least 90 percent of those with eating_ disorders are female, I- will alSO Use the feminine pronoun,Jsleither Of
theSe
Convenient practices should obscure tWo_ important._ lacts;_however: (1)
people with anorekinnervosa and/or bulitnia ire individualt in
terms of
intelligence, personality, tOping Skills, interests; and so forth; and (2)
males are not immune to eating disorders.
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The Goal and Guiding
Principles of This Book
Goal

This book is not meant to be a

curriculum guide or a training manual Its goal is to
organize a great deal of potentially useful informa-

tion into a single handbook that will enable and
encourage school staff:to prepare for the prevention

of eating disorders via classroom instruction; improved detection and referral, and the professional
development of school personnel. The information
provided includes the following:

L Facts about the nature and causes of anorexia
nervosa (Chapters 2 and 8)
2. Facts abOut the nature and causes of bulimia
(Chapters 4 and 9)
3. An extensive analysis of the sociocultural determinants of eating disorders (Chapter 7)
4. In-depth interviews with an anorexic adolescent
and her parents (Chapter 3), and with_a bulimic
adolescent and her parents (Chapter 5;

5; Facts about the extent of eating disorders, the
demographic characteristics of anorexics and
btlirnicsi and the prevalesice of dangerous
weight control methods which seem to be on the

verge of becoming normative among today's
adolescents (Chapter 6)

6. Lists of specific resourcescurriculum guides,
readings, and filmsthat school staff can use to
educate themselves and students about anorexia
nervosa and bulimia (Chapter 10 and Appendix
II)

7. General principles for discussing eating disor-

ders with students in the classroom (Chapter 10,
pp. 243-44)
8. General principles for identifying eating disor-

ders and for referring anorexic and bulimic
28
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students to the proper services (Chapter 10, pp.
253=56)
9. Suggestions for working with the entire achool
sstem (administrators, counselors, school nurses,

and librarians) to educate students more thoroughly and to provide referralinfomiation more effectively (Chapter 10, pp. 256=62)
10 Naines and addresses of the national eating

disorders associations, accompanied by a description of their many services (Appendix 1)
11. Suggestions and inspiration about the many
creative ways in which teachers can integrate
preventive educafiofi about eating disorders intO
basic lessofis in important acaderffic subjects
(Chapter 10; the sections enf fled "Conclusions
and Implications" at the ends of Chapters 1, 4,
and 6=10; and Table 8-1, p. 204).
Guiding PfmciPles

The development of this book was
guided by a set of basic pruiciples, some of which
are faCts and some hOpeftil_assuMptions. For qui&
reference, thete are listed in Table 1=1 GiVen that
the ilook it designed to educate schetil Staff so that
they riray contribute to the prevention of eating

disorders, their acceptance (or at least critical eXamination) of thea-6 principles for the purpostS of
preventive edutation and more effective adviSing consti-

tutes another primary goal of this work.

The prevention oftatmg disorders may

be the Most important-a-skeet:of efforts to comMt eating

diSorders. The number of adolescents and adults who

suffer from anorexia nervosa and/or buhriiia far
exceeds The niiiiiber of therapists with the expertise
to help_ them. This means that him basic types of
preVention are trUcial to the elimination of eating
disorders (set Chapter 10). Primary prevention is the
attempt to preVent eating disorders frOrri ever happening by eliminating or reducing risk factors.
Set=
ondary prevention is the early identification, accurate
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Table 1-1. Guiding_ Principles for Combating
Student Eating Disorders
1.

The- Trevention of eating disorders may-be the most
important aspect of efforts to combat eating disorders.

2:

Many middle school _and high_ school teachers and staff
members want to help prevent eating disorders.

3.

Culture-_plays a s4nificant role in the production and
prevention of eating disorders; and the school is a signifi-

cant part of culture.
4. Teachers can help fight the ignorance and misguided
attitudes that contribute to eating disrders.
Students with anorexia nervosa and/or bulimia are people,
not psychiatric enfities.
6. Eating disorders affect a wide variety of studentS.
5.

It is a major error to convey- directly or indirectly that
eating disorders are a "woman's problem:"
8. Teaching about eating disorders requires extensive prepa7.

ration because it is intellectUally and emotionally demanding.
9.

Teachers can promote understanding and constructive
collaboration by avoiding simplistic pronouncements about

We cause" of anorexia nervosa or bulirnia.
10. Teachers need to coordinate their preventive efforts with

the work of experts and of other infiuenfial school

personnel.
11. Teachers and school staff members are not therapists and,

therefore, they should actively refrain from becoming
involved in diagnosis and counseling.

referral, and prompt treatment of people whose

eating disorders are in an initial phase.
Three facts suggest that school staff
can play an important role in both 1typesof prevention. First, adolescence constitutes the modal 'age of
onset" for lmth anorexia nervosa and bulimia (see
Chapter 6). Second, school staff observe students
regularly and often have an excellent, if at times
poorly defined, sense of when something is wrong
with them. Third, early identification and treatment
of an eating disorder is associated with a significantly better prognosis for recovery (4, 8).
_
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Many Middle ickaol and high school
teachers and staff meMbers want to help prevent eating

&sot* rs. They are very interested in the
developthent of young people. 13ised on my wsitive
experience with middle school and high school teachers in
my area and on the enthusiastic response of many
schools across the country to a curriculum guide I
have developed in association with the National
Anorexic Aid Society (10), I am convinced that
many
teachers and school staff want to know more about
anorexia nerViisa and buliniia so that they can apply
their knOWledge in the classroom and in their many
contacts with troubled

students and frightened parents.
Culture plays a signeicant role in the
production and pre-vention of eating disorders, mid the
school is a signifwant

kart of culture. Culture an
important factor in psychopathology in general,isand
ill eating disorders in paelieular (see Chapters 6 and
7). Since the school plays a very important role in
the transmission of

culture, the shaping of peer
interactions, and the -development of knowledge
about the body and the seLf, teachers and their
students can have

a significant impact
the prevention of morexia nervosa and bulimia. on
In order to do
SG, teachers, staff, and students must recognize the
opportunity, if not the responsibility, to shift from
inadvertent participation in a negative social process
to active elimination of p-ernicious attitudes, expectations, and practices.

Teachers ran help fight the ignorance
and misguided attitudes that coiitribute to eating diSordeii. Eating disorders reflect a desp-erate need to be

thin and a morbid fear of becoming obese. These
motivations are based in part on indiVidual pyschological problems, but they aiso develop out
of a
cultural context tharaderized by prejudice against
nonslender people, restrictive attitudes about the
mearing of femininity and of attradiveness
forboth
sexes, and ignorance about weight regulation.
teachers are devoted to the examination and Since
eradication of both prejudice and ignorance, there is
every

reason to believe they can help prevent eating
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disorders. From an academic perspective, the variety

of sociocultural factors that contTibute to eating

disorders makes anorexia nervosa and bulimia fertile
subjects for teachers of social studies,1 history,
speech, home economics, health science, biology, and
psychology (see Table 8-1, P. 204).
Students with anorexia nervosa andfor
bulimia are people, not psychiatric entities. In general,

students with anorexia nervosa and/or bulimia are
not "crazies" whcL fall prey to an incomprehensible
"mental illness." Rather, they are peopleour students, our children, our colleagues, and our friends
struggling in comprehensible and often legitimized
ways with insecurities, pressures, and ignorance that
we as members of our &ulture have helPed create or
sustain. Teachers who wish to prevent eating disorders must join counselors, nurses, parents, and students in resisting the strong temptation to dissociate

themselves from eafmg disorders by marveling at
their bizarre signs and symptoms, giving them impressive psychiatric labels, and then turning over all
responsibility for comprehending, identifying, and
prevenemg them to experts
In practice, this means that the prevendon of eating disorders will be best accomplished
not by using scare tactics, but by inviting school staff
and students alike to think seriously about their own
relationships to many of the factors underlying eat-

ing disorders: our cultural obsession with slender-

ness, sex-role stereotypes, dieting, the psychobiology
of hunger, self-esteem, the developmenal stressors of
adolescence, pnsitive and negative coping strategies,

and what it means to grow up (s( e Chapters 7-10).
In other words, effective preventive education should
remove anorexia nervosa and bulimia from the realm
of clinical psychology and place them clearly in the
context of the student's life.
Eating disorders affect a wide variety
of students. Although there is a strong positive
correlation between socioeconomic status and the
prevalence of eating disorders ',see Chapter 6), it is a
dangerous myth that the only suAents susceptible to
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eating disorders are rich and talented overachievers.
Students with eating disorders, particularly bulimia,
may be male or female, Black or white, rich or poor,
conformist or retel, go-od student or dropout.

It is a major error to convey directly or
indirectly that eating disorders are a "woman's poblem."Although girls are much more likely than boys

to develop anorexia nervasa or bulimia, boys and
young men are not invulnerable to eating disorders
(see Chapter 6). It is very imp-ortant that teachers try

to explain the sex difference in the prevalence of
eating disorders withont obscemg the cultural, familial, biological, and indiiiidual factors that shape
the development Of anorexia nervosa and billiniia in
both boy§ and girls (see Chapters 7-9).
_

Teaching about eating disoriers re-

quires extensiVe Prefraration became it is intellectithlty
and einOtionally demanding. This book is lengthy and

detailed because the prevention of eating disorders
involves many obstacle§ and challenges. Teaching
atout anorexia_ nervosa and bulimia requires at least
some knoWledge of these two multidimensional dis-

orders (see Chapters 2 and 4), each of which has
complex biological coriiponents and multiple causes

(see Chapters 7-9). In addition, teachers need to
examine their own 1Yeliefs and behaviors fc,- evidence
of a psychological investment in slenderness, unhealthy dietary restraint, and/or prejudice against
overweight people. Finally, dedicated teachers face
the formidable task of helping an image-conscious
and self-conscious group of people examine such
highly charged toPics as body weight, body image,
dieting, competition, sex roles, and coping with
stress.

It iS an article of faith that dedicated
and creative teachers can use this book and other
resources (see Chapter 10 and Appendixes I and II)
to meet these challenges in ways that contribute to
the prevention of eating disorders, staff development, and the fundamental education of adolescents.
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Teachers can pmnote understanding
and constiuctive collaboration by avoiding simplistic
pronouncements about "the azuse" of anorexia nervosa
or bulimia Each occurrence of an eating disorder is
unique, and each is the product of a complex set of

predispositions, irecipitants, and perpetuators (see
Chapters 8 and 9). There simply is no necessary_ or
sufficient cause of anorexia nervosa or bulimia. For
example, in some cases anorexia nervosa is attributable in large part to dysfunctional interactions within

the family, whereas in other cases there is

no

evidence of disturbed _familial relationships. In xeply
to some variation of the inevitable _question "Who's

fault is it?" I suggest the following: "Each case of
anorexia nervosa/bulimia is different and each is the
result of a number of forces within the person, the
family, and our culture. What's really important is
that the person, the family, and friends work together to get help for the eating disorder and to increase

their ability to care for each other."

Teachers neal to coordinate their preventive efforts with the work of experts and of other
influential school personnel. There are two ideal and
interrelated conditions necessary for effective preventive education in the_classroom and for sensitive
advising outside it (see Chapter 10). First, the efforts
of teachers shoud be coordinated with the philosophy
and functions of the school nurse, the librarian, the
guidance counselors, the psychologist, and the administrative staff (for exaxnple, the cumculum director). Second, all these individuals should be trained
and mobilized by an expert in preventive education
for adolescents. It is highly recommended that teachers and administrators committed to the prevention
of anorexia nervosa and bulimia contact a national

eating disorders association (see Appendix 1) for
advice about staff development
Teadwrs and school staff members are
not therapists and, therefore, they should actively refrain from becoming involved in diagnosis and counsel-

ing. It requires considerable expertise and experience to help someone overcome an eating disorder,
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and many anoi-exics and bulimics have suffered a
great deal from bad advice offered by well-meaning
but unskilled psychologists, physicians, social workers, etc. (6, 7). No matter how much they know
about eating disofdefs, teachers must keep in mind

that their_ snificant contributions to the fight
against eating disorders are preventive education,
detection, and compassionate, well-informed referral.
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CHAPTER 2

orexia Nervosa
orexia nervosa means "nervous
lack of appetite." Technically, the phrase refers to a
syndrome characterized by loss of appetite, aversion
to food, and weight loss. This syndrome is observed
in various psychological disorders, most notably dePression and schizophrenia (4). But the psychiatric
and popular use of "anorexia nervosa" reflects the

way in which the phrase was first used by Dr.
Williath Gull in 1868 (2): it refers to a _distinct

psychological disorder in which a drive for thinness
and a fear of fatness result in life-threatening emacia-

tion _and a host of other problems that meet the

1MAD cnteria for determining abnormality (see Table 2.-1).

Anorexia nervosa is a misnomer for
this disorder. "Nervous lack of appetite" implies a
lack of interest in fo-od, and this is most certainly not
the case with anorexics (8, 13, 23). Starvation causes

virtually all anorexics to experience and indeed
battle intense feelings of hunger. Although hunger is
stubbornly denied, it is manifest in an obsessive
concern with food, calories, diets, mealtimes, and
fcod preparation. A more precise label for what is
called _anorexia nervosa is the German synonym:

Pubertatsmagersuch or "leanness passioh of puberty"

(2). Despite the fact that a significant number of

people devekp anorexia nervosa well past the age of
puberty, and despite the fact that this term is far too
awkward for frequent use, it is worth remembering
for its emphasis on the "passion" for slenderness as
the central feature of anorexia nervosa.

General Definition
Anorexia nervosa is a "relentless pursuit af excessive thinness" (5, p. ix, italics in original)
that interferes with the fulfillment of responsibilities
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Table 2-1. Central Features and Commonly
Associated Characteristics of Anorexia Nervosa
CENTRAL FEATURES
2.
3.
4.
5.

7.

An iron determination to become thinner and thinner
An ektreme fear of becoming fat
Significant _weight less

A distorted body image
Difficulty_ in accurately interpreting hunger and Other internal sensations (for example, anger)
ReftiSal to Maialtain _a healthy body weight
Abnormal reproductive functioning

EFFECTS OF STARVATION°
1.

Obsession with food and_fo-od prepAration

2.

Unusual eating and drinking habits

3.
4.

Etilotiorial disturbances
Social withdrawal
Binge-eating

5;

COMMONLY ASSOCIATED CHARACTERISTICS
L

Hyperactivity

2.

Perfectionism coupled with a profound sense of ineffec=

.

tiveness
Binge-eating

Purging via self-induced vomiting, laxatives, and/or diuretics

Although _there are significant individual differNices in the
WayS in which people respond to weight restoratior, many of
the effects of starvation persist for at least several weeks after
nutritional rehabilitation haS been in effect.
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to the self and to others (9, 22) because it produces
an intense and irrational fear of becoming fat, an
obsession with faad and weight control, and a life-

threatening weight loss. Eventually, a Series of starvation-induced physical and psychological changes
threatens control over eating and motivates more
conscientious efforts to reduce. The result is a truly
vicious circle of weight loss, hunger, and fear that

will become a deadly noose if the process is not
acknowledged and reversed (13).

Natural History
The major features of anorexia nervosa: are best understood as the end points of kj n
insidious process (see Chapter i8 for incite detail).
This eating disorder usnally : begins innoCiionSly.
Although the fattire anorexit iS Often not at all or

only slightly overweight, an insensitive remarkiOr the
perception of inadequate performance at school motivates her to diet seriously in order to flatten her
stomach or hipsii to "get in Shape," or "just to lose a
few potmds" (13).
Unlike most dieters, the anorexicAti=

be relishes the opportunity to regulate fOed

and body_ weight andthereb) control the Self (4); The
entire enterprise unleashes a sense of potency and a
supply of :inexhaustible energy. At first she is txtraordinarily capable of suppressing hunger and fatigue and of successfully immersing herself in School-

work, athleticsi dance; and so on (13). But after a
timei "dieting" gives way to an extreme fear of
losing control over eating and a compensatóry need
to rid the body of alliflesh that can be _Construed as

representing fat (14)_. If hunger iS acknowledged, it is
interpreted as a_sign of an authentic and special self-

control in an age of laxity and indulgente (5).
The ostensible reason for dieting it
usually to become healthier and more popular; of to
"get it together," The grim determination to sustain
weight loss Ultimately merges with the effects of
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starvation to isolate the anorexic from her friends
and family, to restrict her interests, to sabotage her
schoolwork, and to threaten her physical well-being
(13). As reducing becomes an obsession, the facade
of adjustment crumbles.

Major Characteristics
The_ central features of anorexia nen
vosa are difficult to _specify because the disorder
emerges over time- aS a Complex mixture of, the
relentless_driVe for thinness, the effects of starvation,
and Commonly associated psychological distittbances
(for example; low self=worth._and._ mistrust of others)
(2,_ 13)._ The following list (see _also Table 271) is my
cOrnpilation__ of prominent characteristics -described
bY Major_ theorists in the fieldAndersen 12), Bruch
(4), Eckert (9), Garfilikel_ and Garner (13), and by the
American_Psychiattic Association (1). Although these
tharatteriatiCS would not, be accepted by everyone,
they provide a convenient framework 'for discussing
many of the basic features of anorexia nervosa.
Significant Weight Loss

Experts agree that a significant
weight loss is one of the cardinal _feattires _of__anorexia

nervosai but they disagree__ over the definition _of
,`signifitant." The f)rOgram at Johns Hopkins Hospital operates on the premise that severei weight loss
has taken place if th& current body weight is incapa7
ble of supporting menstruation in females- or sexual

driVe in Males (2). _For _people under 18, the iAineri7
Can.Psychiatric Associatio:
USeS thetriterion of_ a
body weight loss Of ati least 25 percent _from the sum
of the- originaliplus .the projected gain based on _a

steWth ehaet_. It is difficult to say,- however, what
Stith a loss would mean if the indiViddal :were _25
percent or even 15iperceht overweight_ originally (9).
Similarly, in ifidividtialS who were initially under=

weightSay; 95 pounds at 5 feet talla loss of 10
40
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percent of body weight Mild suppresS menstruation
(2) and create physical problems.
The supPression of meristrtation or
sexuat functioning seems like a more meanmgful
sigh of dysfunction than:a fiXed perCentage of body
weight lost, partictilarlyibetause in 10 to 30 percent
of_, the Cat6t amenorrhea precedes a nOtiteable
weight lb-SS (13). But menstruation iS PriVate and
ethotiOnally charged functioni so CeSsation is not
very helpful in deteetilig anorexia nervosa. As a: Pile
of thumb, Weight loss should not bt icenSidered the
printipal Criterion for the deterrninatiön of anorexia
nervosa, but a loss of 10 to 15 percent should
stimulate curioSity about the other central character-

istics (23).

The Dfive foi fhinness
The anorexic approaches weight loss
with what Bruch (5, p. 5) calls an "iron determination." In fact, twcyof -the world's foremost experts on
eating disorders, Paul Giffinkel and David Garner of
the Departrhent of Psychiatry at Toronto General
Hospital, maintain that "the central feature of anorexia nervosa is the individual's marked pursuit of
thinness with the associated conviction that her body
is too large" (14, p. 2).
It is crucial to note
.
that the dedica.
tion to becoming thin is not equivalent
to a phobic
fear of becoming obese (see the next section). In a
phobia, avoidance of the feared object or circumstance produces an uneasy relief. In anorexia nervosa, the weight loss is experienced by anorexics in
the following terms: "acconiplishment . sensuous
delight
exhilarated . . . triumphant . . . powerful"
(16, p. 110). Slenderness is highly valued in our
culture (see Chapter 7). Moreover, as -noted previously, starvation in a land of plenty is awe-inspiring, and
for some adolescents emaciation and perpetual hunger are small prices to pay for distinction and a
spiritual sense of mastery (5, 16).
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Extreme Fear of &coming Fat

The drive for thinness produces an
extreme fear of becoming fat (16). This sounds
backward, but it is not. Battling_ hunger is a very
difficult and unremitting task. The fear of losing
control and becoming overweight creates anxiety
that the anorexic welcomes tecause it sustains the
vigilance required to become thinner and thinner.
This anxiety seems completely irrational to others. How can someone be terrified of
getting fat when he or she looks more and more like

a concentration camp inmate with each passing
week? The key to this enigma is the fact that the
body overcompensates for significant weight loss in

many ways, including an increase in hunger and a
decrease in the ability to stop eating after intake of
only a small amount (see Chapter 8). Thus, the fear
of losing control has a realistic basis and, in some
cases, is reinforced by terrifying episodes of bingeeating (13).

The phobic fear of weight gain expresses itself in a number of ways. Most anorexics
weigh themselves several tunes each day and respond to slight but normal increases with extreme
anxiety (9). As insurance against the possibility of
weight gain, they may eat only one carefully planned
meal each day and keep a detailed_ record of every
calorie consumed and expended. They divide foods
into "safe" and "dangerous" categories, with the
latter tecoming larger at the expense of the former
as time goes on. Having eaten, the anorode may be
so amdous about therrospect of weight gain that she
feels compelled to induce vorniting, exercise until she

is exhausted, or take laxatives. All these phobic

behaviors are physically and emotionally draining,
but the stark truth is that anorexics are more afraid
of becoming fat than they are of dying (23).
Distorted Experience of the Body

Most anorexics have two significant
disturbances in the perception and interpretation of
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messages froth their own bodies. Misperceptions of
external bcKly shape constitute a "distorted body
image," while inaccuracies in the exrwrience of
internal sensations such as hunger or anger are
called "disturbances of interoceptive awareness" (4,
13, 14).

Distatfed litady linage

_There are two types _of __distOrted

bodY image (14). The most commonly reported iS a
perceptual disturbance_in:Whith the anorexic seems
literally unable_to "see" how thin she has btome.
The_"iliability_to recognize her appearance as abhor,
thal" (13, p. 125) often- takes EMI :the features of a
delusion as she vigorously insists that her emaciated
figure is just _right ot-_ even too fat._ This distortion is
teethed _to_ the anorexic's:_prception: of her _own
body;_ her -_rwrception of_ thhigs__ outside her body,

includingithe size of Other anorexics, is as accurate
as that:of:anyone else (14). -Some anorexics:can see

that Certain parts of their:bodies arti too thin; lint
inthst that their stomach.% _thighai and hips are "fat"
and in need ofJuttlier _reduction.
The second type of _body image: dit=
tOrtion iS emotional rather than perceptual. TheSe
anorexics can see that _they_ate too thin, but they
either rejoice in this "adhievement" or they cling to

slenderness_ as Protection agai_nst a 4o-dy_that_they
kiathe in its normal form_ (13).The diStinction between those anorexics whiS Markedly overestimate
their Vody site_and_ the more accurate perceivers:is
an ithpOrtant one_ (14). Overestimators terid_AO_ be
more _dePréssed and psychologically: disturbed; and
their prognosis for recovery" is significantly worse.
Fin them_ the__CoMbihation of perceived otwsityiand

low self-eStetin seems to generate a partictilatlY
inter-1Se and refractory drive for thinness (14).
DisturIcances

Inkraceptive Awareness

Most anorexics have great difficulty
in accurately interpreting hunger and other internal

t; 2
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sensations such as sexuality, emotions, and tempera-

ture (4, 5). They may deny or confine hunger

impulses with other strong emotions. Their experience of satiety is also disrupted, and therefore the
tendency to :binge-eat may alternate with "endless
complaints of acute idisconifort and Hitless after the
intake of even small amounts of food" (4, p. 252).
In general, anorexics are as out of
touch with their emotions as they are with their
Wily sensations concerning hunger. Often they do
not know what they are feeling or how to express it,

a condition known as "alexithymia." Many feel
hollow or blank inside, incapable of experiencing
anger or finding a igenuine sense of pleasure in
anything :but weight loss (13). Some of these intero-

ceptive disturbances are attributable to starvation;
but often the problem remains After weight restoration (2, 13). The misperception of motives and

feelings, in combination with the anorexic's_ chronic
struggle to control hunger, creates a fundamental

mistrust of the bt-Ydy that must be overcome if
therapy is to be successful (13).

Refusal to Maintain a
Healthy Weight

?he interplay among the drive for

thinness; the ffar of fatness; and the distcrted body
image produces an antagonistic refusal to maintain a
healthy body weight. Hospital nurses report that;
even under intense scrutiayi anorexics win surreptitiously attach path of butter to the underside of trays
and graceffilly spit pieces of partially chewed meat
into milk containers (2). Since the anorexic angrilY
denies she is ill; she resents the intitisions of parents;

friendt, and physicians; whom she perceives as

conspiring to force her to eat and become fat (23).
This refusal to eat often results in unpleasant strug-

gles for control; but it: is import= to understand

that the:anorexic's motive is usually fear of weight
gain and not aggression (13).

The Effects of Starvation

Abnormal Reproductive Functioning

For females an important sign of

anorexia nervosa is a delay in menarche (primary

amenorthea) or a cessation of menstrual periods
(secondary amenorrhea) (2). For males the corresponding gign is impotence and infertility caused by

a substantial drop in levels of testosterone. Some

experts believe that deficits in reprciductive functioning are due entirely to Starvation, but others point to
two facts that contradict this simple explanation.
First, as noted previously, in as many as one-third of
the cases amenorrhea precedes a noticeable weight
loss (3, 9). Second, in a significant number of cases
amenorrhea ptrsists long after a weight sufficient to
initiate or restore menstruation has been attained (2).

This controversy is not yet resolved, but most
experts include abnormal reproductive functioning as
a criterion for anorexia nervosa.

The Effects of Starvittiim
Descriptions of anorexia nervosa
have emphasized many more symptoms than those
given here. For example, Levenkron (21) connects
anorexia nervosa with obsessions, compulsionS, Para-

noia, and depression. It is true that a number of
psychological problems are commonly associated
with the central features of anorexia nervosa. However, many of these are caused by starvation.
During the late 1940s researchers at
the University of Minnesota studied the long-term

effects of a semistarvation diet on 36 male conscientious objectors who volunteered for the research
(Keys and others [19], as reliiewed in Bruch 15],
Garfinkel and Garner [13], Gai-fnkel and others [15],

Garner and others [18]). None of the men was

anorexic. In fact before the study began, the investigators carefully determined that each of the men was
physically healthy and psychologically well-adjusted.
What follows are a few of the many
striking parallels between some of the commonly
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noted features of anorexia nervosa and the effects of
a semistarvation diet on normal males (for a fuller
comparison, see Garner and others [18]).
Obsession

Although anorexics stubbornly refuse
to eat, they are often preoccupied with food and food

preparation. They "savor" collecting, reading, and
talking about books on ccoking or nutrition. Some
anorexics will secrete fckid from the table and hoard
it in their room, as if planning to eat it later. As the
male volunteers in the Minnesota study lost a signifi-

cant amount of weight, they became similarly obsessed with fo-o-d, eating, and cooking, to the point
where they could concentrate on very little else. The
hoarding of food and cooking utensils was commonly

observed. Several of the men found themselves

thinking about careers in fo-od preparation, and three
became chefs after the experiment concluded.
Unusual Eating and Drinking Habits

Many anorexics develop strange ways
of consuming what little food they allow themselves
to eat. For example, they may cut each piece of meat

into four identical pieces. Then they will eat only
three of them, making sure that the fork does not

touch their lips and that they chew eath chunk
exactly 12 times. Sometimes they mix foods in

strange ways, such as putting vinegar and sugar on a
piece of lettuce. Some anorexics_ "live on" diet soft
dririks Or coffee. The list of rituals, bizarre practices,

and oral habits goes on and on, but the important
point is that every one of them was observed in the
semistarved male volunteers.
Emotional Disturbance

Descriptions of anorexics commonly
note their depression, anxiety, and contentiousness.
Although the men in the Minnesota study were
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carefully screened to exclude the emotionally unsta=
ble, semistarvation produced _ profound emotional
changes_ In_ general, the thresltold_for negative emotional reactions was lowered. In response to little or

no prcvocation, the men herame depressed, angry,

and anxious. 5ome btcatne apathetic and overly

attentive to what ordinarily _would be Minor aches
and Pain. TWO of the men became grossly disturhed
and were hospitalized for psychiatric treatment. In=

terestingly, some of the men became even more

difficult to get along with_ when they were permitted

normal access to food again. This strengthens the
conclusion that the process of starvation creates
powerful emotional disturbances above and beyond
the impact of obvious nuttitional deficiencies.
Social Withdrawal

One of the reasons that anorexia ner-

vosa is so devastating for the family is that self

absorption makes the anorexic oblivious to the needs

of others. This is due in part to the fanatical drive
for thitthess, but the Minnesota study indicates that
social withdrawal is also a result of starvation. As
starvation progressed, the inen became more selfcentered, inexpressive, and isolated. Dealing with
others became "too much trouble" or "too tiring."

Sexual interests and activity ceased ahnost complete=
ly._As was the case for emotional stability, all these
indices of self-absorption persisted long after weight
restoration began,
Binge-Eating

From one-third to one-half of all ano-

rexics periodically lose control of their prodigious
hunger and proceed to eat tremendous quantities of
food. These episodes of bulimia ("ox hunger") were
also observed in some of the Minnesota vohinteers
during the starvation phase. During the rehabilitation
phase, many engaged in binge-eating, and a startling
but extremely significant finding was an increase in
their hunger following a large meal.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA

Implications of the
Minnesota Starvation Study

This research is fundamental to understanding_ and teaching about lIoth anorexia ner-

vosa and bulimia. It suggests that chronic and
extreme dieting of the type practiced by many
adolescent trls, some adolescent boys, and a fair

number of educators of both sexes has very negative
psychological effects. Since the weight loss efforts of
anorexics are by definition more extreme, the psychological effects of starvation form an important
part of the eating disOrder. Unless they persist after
weight restoration, however, depression, self-absorption, and so forth should be considered significant
by-prciducts of starvation that are intensified by the
drive for thinness and the fear of btcoming obese_(2).
The Minnesota study also highlights
the basic paradox that engulfs the anorexic (13). The
drive for thinness and the fear of obesity sustain the

process of starvation. But starvation results in an

obsession with faad and eating, a tendency to bingeeat, and_decreases in aleetriess, ambition, and ener=
gy, all of which threaten the anorexic's commitment
to weight loss and control of herself. The anorexic's
response to this challenge is to tighten her belt and
her lips in further resolve to get thin. Although_selfdestruction is not her motive, the end result of the
battle with starvation is the tightening of a noose.

Conunonly Associated
Characteristics
Hyperactivity

Unlike people who are starvingi be=
cause food is unavailable, anorexics may have an
extraordinary amount of energy in the initial stages
of theii illness (9, 22, 7). "This energy is usually
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expended in 'Activities which contribute to weight
loss, such as dancing r doing calisthenics, but it can
also- be expressed in any activity which_contributes
to the 0-important sense of control" (22, p. 22; 9).
Initially, the "driven" quality of_ these activities
meets the approval of parents, coachqs, and friends
who encourage self-sacrificing dedication to achievement. As _time goes on, however, the hyperactivity

assumes a ritualized and compulsive nature that
isolates the anorexic from the flow of everyday life

(9).

Peffédionism and a Profound
Sense of Ineffediveness
A-cc-di-ding to Wide Bruch (4, 5),
world-renowned expert on anorexia nervosa, the
stiThbOrn and defiant drive fox thinness is a compenSation for an undifferentiated and intense feeling of
helplessness. ThiS is Consistent with_ the clinical
observation that iriany anorexics _see themselVeS as
stupid arid ineffectual in-a wOrld filled with complex
Challenges (23) . iAltlititigh the world of today's ado=
lescenti is indeed CoMplex and challengingi the anorexic's low Self-esteem is built upon: an all-or-none
perfeCtiohism that has no robm for failure or degrees
of success (13; Ste- ChaPter 8 of this book).1
When a profound sense of ifieffectivenesS is coupled with eXtreme perfectionism and
unmistakable talent, at iis often the case, the result it
alienation from Self and from others, Self-acceptame
crumbles in the face of unrelenting pressure to do

well and the conviction that whatever is accom;
plished will not be enough, Other people, seeing Only
talent and driVe against the backdrop of a "good
home," cannot relate to the anorexic's insecurities.
Paradoxically, the belief that failure and loss _of
control are always just around the corner may be

responsible for the Cempulsive insistence on orderliness, structure, and goodness- that keeps other peoOle at a distance (23).
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Anorexia Nervosa with
Bulimk Complications
-The continuum of eating disorders
presented in chapter 1 makes it clear that anorexia
nervosa and bulimia are not entirely distinct eating
disorders. According to several recent reviews, be=
tween 10 -and 47- percent of anorexics engage in
bUlithic _behavior (94: 12); That is, they have episodes

of binge-eating followed by purling in the form
of self-induced vomiting or abuse of laxatives and
diuretics.

In this regard experts speak of restricting versus bulimic anorexics (13, 17). The

utility of this division is supported by the finding that
bulimic anorexics are significantly _morei disturbed

than restricting anorexics (9, 18, 23). Although the

bulimic group tends to be more extroverted and

sexually exrwrienced, the instability of their eating

habits seems to extend to many aspects of their

lives. As a group they are more emetionally unstable,
more impulsive, more likely to complain of various

aches and pains, more likely to report extreme

conflict within their families, And_more prone to the
abuse of alcohol and drugs (2, 18, 23). In addition,

before the onset of illness, bulimic anorexics are
more likely than restrictors to have been overweight

and to have had interpersonal difficulties interspersed

with

depression,

anxiety,

and

erratic

changes in moods (12, 18). Ironically, although
bulimic anorexics are more likely to admit their

illness and participate in treatment, their long-term
prognosis is poorer, probably as a function of a more
disorganized personality and the addictive qualities
of bingeing and purging (9).
Researchers are continually extracting and evaluating new subgroups of anorexics, such
as those who vomit versus those who do not. The
principal implications of this research for school staff
are as follows:
1. Efforts to delineate meaningful subgroups should
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not obscure the fact that each anorexic is an
individual With complex feelings, behaviors, and
values that are distinct from the drive for thin-

ness and fear of fatness shared With other

anorexics.
2. Not all anorexics correspond to the stereotype of
the perfectionist, compliant, and sexually naive
adolescent.
3.

Although a good deal of further research is

needed to determine the significance of diagnostic subgroups for the prevention and treatment of
anorexia nervosa, bulimic anorexia seems to be
more closely related to bulimia (see Chapter 4)
than to restricting anorexia nervosa.

Anorexia Nervosa Versus
Other Psychological
Disorders
Given an 1fricrased public awareness

of anorexia nervosa; it is important that education
employees and others interested in adolescents not
interpret every significant loss of weight as anorexia
nervosa. Here are a few disorders that may be
confused with anorexia nervosa (5, 13, 15).
Endocrine Disorder

Addison's- diseaseii which _.compro,
mises the functioning of the adrenal glands; produces
symptoms that -_superficially resemble anorexia ner=
vosa (6, .13);_ _Victims lose weight, vomit, eat- very
little; show little interest in sexualityiand isocialiiing,
and have lowered blood pressure .and_ body temperature.- Generally _they are very concerned- about their
rapid _weight _loss, however, and they try hard___to
keep food down. In- -addition;_. in Addison's .disease

patients, unlike victims of anorexia nervosa, the

pcitassium levels are elevated instead of reduced (13).
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Psychogenic Malnutrition

"Psychogenic malnutrition" refers to
an extreme loss of weight that has a psychological
originthat is, it has no known physical cause (4,
23). This would apply to a depressed person whose
lack of motivation and general withdrawal encompasses a loss of interest in food. It would also be the

appropriate labtl for the nutritional status of a
on the delusion that the food is poisoned or posparanoid schizophrenic whose refusal to eat is based

sessed of evil powers.

Conversion Disorder

In a conversion disorder the_Patient
unconsciously converts an intolerable nnotional conflict into the symptoms of face-saving physical illness

(I, 24). In some cases conflicts ovei sexuality or

dependence are converted into_ loss of appetite; Pieblen% with nausea and indigestion, and uncontrollable

vomiting after any sort of food intake. These pa=
tients may be mistaken for anorexics because their
ostensible concern &out emaciation and theif will

ingneSS tOeooperate with weight restoration efforts
are contradicted by their resistance to therapy and
their comfort with the role of patient (15) h these
patients the denial of hunger and the inability to

ktep foOd dOwn indirectly communicate distress
abOut interpersonal problems; they do not represent
a drive for thinness.
Significance

Consideration of other disorders in
which appetite is reduced and weight is lost highlights the distinctive features of eating disorders in
general and anorexia nervosa in particular. As Andersen (2) emphasizes, the diagnosis of anorexia
nervosa should be based on the presence of "positive" signs, not the exclusion of other disorders.

The Effects 0 Anorexia Nenesa

These signs, each of which is Missing in the preceding disorders, are as follows:

1. A drive for thinness
2. A morbid fear of becoming fat
3. A distortion of body image
4. The refusal to eat properly despite an obsession

with food
5. Dangerous methods of reducing and/or purging
6. Episodes of binge-eating.

The Effects
of Anotexia Nervosa
Psychological

As the illness progresses, anorexics
experience severe psychological turmoil. Chronic
athdety about weight gain and appearance, the effects of malnutrition on the brain, the severe stress
involved in combating the body's natural inclination
to maintain weight at a healthy level, and, in some
cases the very real threat of binge-purge episodes
all take their toll. Over tithe the anorexic b-ecomes
irritable, hostile, indecisive, depressed, defiant, and
resistant to change (23). The obsession with reducing
and the effort necessary to overcome a mounting
hunger create a fog that blankets normal psychological functioning, leaving the anorexic at times in what
amounts to a dissmiated state (5).
Physical

The physical effects of anorexia nervosa represent the intersection of starvation, chronic
stress, and the abuse of weight control methods such
as overexercising, self-induced vomiting, laxatives,
and diuretics (10, 13). The effects of starvation and
purgatives can be severe and even fatal. Currently,
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the mortality rate is between 2 and 3 percent (2, 13),
but it has been as high as 10 percent in the past (13).
Thus, even though an anorexic says she "feels fine"
and her parents claim "she is very active and healthy
as a horse," it is important that all anorexics receive
careful medical evaluation (2).
Stanration

Starvation has at least a score of

negative effects on psychological and physical functioning (2, 10, 13). Those that sabotage the anorexic's battle with hunger and significantly threaten her
health include the following:
1. Numerous problems with the brain-body systems
that regulate basic bodily itmctions. Thus, sleep

is disrupted, it is difficult to stay warm, and

sexual drive is decreased.
2. Cardiovascular problems such as slow, irregular
heartbeats and a drop in blood pressure. These
result in light-headedness and dizziness that
worsen during exertion.
3. Muscle wasting and muscular weakness.
4. Susceptibility to severe and sometimes fatal illnesses, such as bronchopneumonia and kidney or
cardiac failure.
Starvation also has some less severe
effects that may serve as warning signs of anorexia
nervosa (see Table 10-1, pp. 254-55):
1. The hair on the head becomes thin and brittle
and begins to come out in clumps during combing.
.

A fine, raised white hair called "lanugo" appears
on the cheeks, neck, forearms, and thighs, proba-

bly to conserve heat.

Gastrointestinal symptoms, including chronic
constipation and abdominal discomfort (bloating),
follow ingestion of even a small amount of food.
4. The palms and soles of the feet may become
3.
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yellowish in appearance from a diet consisting
primarily of vegetables such as carrots. These
vegetables contain a yellow or red plant pigment
called carotene.
Weight Regutation Methods

Repeated self-induced vomiting has a
variety of negative effects on each component of the
digestive system (13, 10, 25, 26). The backwash of
voinitus produces unusual patterns of enaMel erosion
and tooth degeneration, a process that is compounded by decreases in the ability of the saliva to serve

its protective function. The throat and esophagus
may be chronically sore or otherwise iffitated, and

the person may complain of difficulty in swallowing.
Chronic vomiting can also cause lesions in the esophagus, and, in rare cases, a rupture will be fatal. The
stomach is adversely affected in ways that worsen
the1 bloating and digestive pain produced by starvation.

The majot11dange r of self-iriduced
vomiting and the abuse of diuietics is a disruption of
the potassium-sodiuth balance necessary for the
proper functioning of nerves and muscles, including
the heart. LDS' potassium levels, called hypokalemia,

can develop without much Warning. The result is
fatigue, muscle weakness, muscle spasms (tetany),
diminished reflexes, and a worsening of depression
and irritability. Abuse of diuretics alSo contributes to
dehydration, which magnifies the weakness and
light-headedness created by starvation and hypokalemia. Severe hypokalemia_ can cause conVillsions,
irregular heartbeats, and fatal heaft or kidney failure. Unfortunately, research suggests that the effects of hypokalernia may be particularly pronounced
and even deadly during the type of _intense and
prolonged exercising seen ii -Many cases of anorexia
nervosa.

The abuse of laxatives exacerbates
the digestive problems created by starvation. For
example, stomach discomfort, cramping, and, para-
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doxically, constipation are all worsened by chronic
laxative abuse. Such abuse also leaves the anorexic
weaker by making it more difficult for the intestines

to absorb fat, protein, and calcium. In cases of

extreme abuse the bowel becomes completely
dysfunctional.
It is important to note that some
anorexics :and bulimics induce vomiting by ingesting

syrup of ipecac (11, 28). This product is available
over the counter, and many parents buy it as a :first
aid measure that enabks them to stimulate vomiting
rapidly hi cases of accidental poisoning. Chronic use

of syrup of ipecac as a weight regulation method
creates all the dangers of repeated :vomiting, plus
another, more deadly one. Syrup of ipecac contains
emetine. With repeated use; emetine builds up in the

heart, weakening it dangerously. The much publicized death of anorexic singer Karen Carpenter was
attributable to emetine poisoning.
Chronic Stress

Anorexia nervosa is _both a cause and
an effect of psychological distress. Consequently, the

physical effects of anorexia nervosa reflect the impact of chronic anxiety, tensirfrn, and depression on
the human body. In general these effects intensify
the disturbances of hunger, satiety, sleep, and sexuality produced by starvation.
Social

The anorexic's:initial commitment to
dieting is:often based on a desire to be more popular
or attractive; As the illness progresses, however, the
anorexic becomes increasingly alienated from other

people (4, 7, 13). Obsession, fear; and starvatiOn
make anorexia nervosa a lonely enterprise that bewilders, horrifies, and antagonizes others. One recent
study found that in general anorexics:lead depreSt-

ing, restricted, and joyless lives, with feelings of
personal inadequacy at work, and often overwhelming social and family problems" (27, p. 56).
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Teaching About Anorexia
Nervosa: ConeluSions
and Implications
Definition

Conclusion. Anorexia nervosa is a
misnomer because it means "nenrous lack of appetite"Iñ fact, anorexia nervosa should be thought of
as a drive for thinness, an irrational fear of weight
gain, and a distorted experience of the body. Together these experiences produce fanatical measures
desigiled to suppress a mounting sense of hunger
and a concomitant preoccupation with food.

Imptication. Discussions of anorexia
nervosa should deemphasize weight loss and debunk
the myth that anorexics have conquered hunger.

The Effects of Starvation

Conclusion. The anorexic envithOns
slenderness as the solution to life's problems. But
most people are not "designed" to lx extremely thin,
and thus the anorexic's efforts to reduce constitute
staevation. Starvation produces an obsession with
food and eating, emotional disruption, social withdrawal, and a tendency to binge-eat. In other words,
starvation generates a number of negative effects
that intensify many of the same problems that
reducing was designed to solve.

Implication. A conscientious discus-

&yin of anorexia nervosa, one that tries to capture

both the comprehensibility and the irrationality of
the anorexic's motives, should include a section on
the physical and psychological consequences of
starvation.

r
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Anorexia Nervosa with
BUlitnic Complications
Cot:elusion. A significant number_ of
anorexics periodiCally lose control over their hunger
and binge-eat. The prospect of weight gain and the
uncertainty produced by episodic helplessness:propel

these btillitic anorexics to try to lid themselves of
the Calories by self-induced vomiting, laxatives, and

fasemg. But rarging only intensifies hunger and
weakens the abdity toresist it, thus setting the stage
foriengulfthent by daily or even hourly binge-purge
cycles. Those anorexics who are prone to bulimic
complications tend to lead chaotic lives characterized
by impulsivity, emotional instability; and overt family
conflitt.
Implication. The existence of bulimic
anorexia emphasizes two major points. First, it rein-

forces the critical point that the battle with starvation is a dangerous one. Second, not every anorexic
is "the best little girl in the world" (20).
Consequences of Anorexia Nervosa
Conclusion. Anorexia nervosa is selfdestructive and potentially fatal, but the dieter who
becomes anorexic does not intend to commit suicide.
On the contrary, this person hopes to gain control by
achieving a highly valued state in our culture, that of
being slim and trim (see Chapter 7). For reasons not

yet fully understood (see Chapter 8), in certain

people dieting unleashes1 a fanatical commitment to
weight loss. This obsession is ultimately self-defeating but self-perpetuating. Specifically, anorexia nervosa produces starvation, chronic psychological
stress, and physical abuse. These effects ensnare the
anorexic in a web that builds fatigue, confusion, and

inadequacy around an expanding core of anxietydieting-hunger-anxiety-dieting-hunger. Seeking vigor,

the anorexic creates weakness; seeking control, the
anorexic manufactures helplessness; and seeking
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connection, the anorexic finds herself completely

alone. At the IYeginning, suicide was far froiii the
intention; at the end, it is a distinct possibility.
Implication._ Understanding the trap
of anorexia nervosa is an important means of avoiding authoritarian scare tactics and empathizing with
the authentic concerns of adolescents. Conceptualizing anorexia nervosa as the breakdown of coping
strategies that are culturally approved and initially
successful sets the stage for an effective discussion
of adolescent stressors and both negative and positive means of adjusting. It also humanizes the disorder by encouraging teachers and students alike to
think about their own relationship to many of the
topics covered in subsequent chapters; dieting, self-

esteem, our cultural obsession with slenderness,
biological weight regulation, and sex roles.
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CHAPTER 3

Story:

The Perso
Sidë Of

descliption of the general signs
and symptoms of anorexia nervosa simply cannot
capture the intensely personal side of this tragic
eating disorder. This chapter presents the introductory portions of very lengthy interviews that I (ML)
conducted separately with an 18-year-old Caucasian
girl (referred to as "V" for "Vicki") and her uppermiddle-class parents.

The Adolescent
ML: How and when did your problems lr.Yegin?
V: I was in the eighth grade. That summer I visited

my 1grandparents. At my grandparents I would get
up in the morning, and sometimes I would stretch
out or something. This really impressed my grandparents, because my cousin was a little bit overweight and, although I was just about normal for my

size, I did exercise. So I was special. I liked to do
things for my grandparents. I would vacuum, and I'd

mow the lawn for them, and I started running and
they just thought that was wonderful, because_l was
really active and I wasn't lazy, because my grandmother isn't lazy at all. And so I had a really gond
time there.
My parents and I left there, and on
the way home I said, "Why don't we all three go on
a diet together?" My mom and dad liked the idea
because everyone talks about it and because we were
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corning home frorii _vacation and shift and eVer-Yöhe
thought_ theY had gained weight, and so We never

really mentioned it again.

ML: What made you suggest going on a diet
together?

V: Well; I had_stai-td t think atout -weight and I
was just starting to develop. I remember I had first
gotten new clothes, and -when_ I _put them on I just
realized_ I was l-wkitig different; And I had _also
started, to wear makeup_ for the first titritibtcauSe I
remember iny grandmother asked me to_=talte it Off. I
was trying kind of to he old, brit then I liked teing
the ,baby, and especially now since _I _was just the

baby left-_ with _thy mom and dad. I felt tönfirSed
abbut which way__ to go.
_When I gotLhome I was real_ excited

about starting highiathool; I made the varsity s_occer
team, and thiS iS When I really started to think aboUt
exercising and not eating.
ML: I'm still _not dear why you decided tO diet.

V: 1 feay don't know what made me actually

decide. I liked how I was starting to look, but then I
decided I wouldi_loök A little bit Ixtter if I jil8t
weighed a little bit less.
ML: How tail *eie You and how much did yOti tireigh

at that time?
was 5'4" and about 105. I remember beCause I

had just gone over 100. And 100 pounds just stuck in
thy mind . . . .
ME. When you got back home ffom your grandpar=
ents' and began. trying out for the soccer teami wee
you dieting then?
Lwas just Starting to run. No, I was eating fit-Atrial
but I was trying to cut out some-_of my eating; mostly

fats,_ and then I startetl tutting out my snacks
because I used ttiijiitt: come home from school and
eat like a horse Then I stopped eatinglundi. It *AS

a big deal-, because_ we would all eat luneh at_ high
school together, and lieople Started noticing when I
said, "Well, I'm dieting; I'm not eating my hmch."
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At first it wasn't a big deal because I wasn't loolemg
like I was losing weight or anything.
So I kept exercising, but my exercising was getting to be very compulsive; Coming home

I'd jump off the bus and start running, and the girl
that lived next dwr would take my books and drop
them off at the front door. And then I started trying

to find ways that I could lose morethat I could

start to sweat more, because I always felt so good
after I had run. So I started putting saran wrap on.
ML: Did you run regardless of the weather?

V: Oh, yes. It was like hell bent for nothing,iyou just
went. I felt really-strong. I'd run, and then I'd go to
soccer practice; But that was all that I was doing
really, just running and doing soccer practice;
ML: Did you_ do exercises in the morning?
V: Ii started doing stuff for illy stomach just_ before
I'd get up in the morning; But it wasn't something
that I thought alyaut or planned ahead. That went on
for a few_ months. TheniI startedi to Jose weight and
it was starting to show; I wasn't thinking cif it, bilt_at
school people were saYing, "Gee, you look really
go-ad." I was looking_ thinner, so I was probably
or 97.
down around
Then people stopped saying stitff to
me, so I thought, "Something's wrong here. I'll lose
five more pounds and get down to like about 92 or
around there." And then I had my eye set oni9O, and
so I started losing more weight; By this time my
mom and dad were starting to notice a change. They
weren't really concerned, but they were starting to
get concern&L Theyl ask mei :"Ate you eating?"

"Sure I'm eating;" But I wouldn't eat and I had

started kind of doing things in my head, planning
ahead what to say to get out of things. I would not

eat breakfast because I'd get up before them to go to
school. I didn't eat lunch because I was- at school,

but I'd tell them, "Sure, I had something." Then I
would go to soccer and I'd come home and I'd have
just a little bit; I was starving, so I had to have
something.

The Adolescent

ML: Were you hungry thröiighout all this?
V: Yeah, I was really hungry, but I was trying_ to eat
things that normal people eat on diets like chicken
noodle soup or cottage cheese. Then every night
before I'd go to bed I'd haw like a big diet drink or
a slush, so it looked like I

normal way.

was just eating in the

_

Then my face started to get shrunken, and my parents ttiok me to a doctor. I didn't
want to go, b-ecause I thought they were crazy to
think anything was wrong. But it was getting the
point where my mom and dad were saking, to
"You
can't exercise,' and I was like, "You can't tell me
what to do." I especially wanted my dad to see me
running in the pouring raM, but I didn't _want to talk
to him about it. I liked the fact that I was doing
something even though he may not want me to.
ML: Were you -able to play Soccer without eating?
V: I was able to play, but I was starting to feel really
run-down. And when I was in school, all I would
tLink about was food all day long, I was so hungry,
but I wouldn't eat. No way. Especially at school,
because I really felt good there.
ML: Did you have trouble concentrating on your
schoolwork?

V: Oh my Goe I didn't even think about schoolwork.
Schoolwork wa like, dropped. It was funny bccause
I had _always t
I really good student and schoolwork had coin, .-st But then it just kind of took a

back seat; just

!ating--food, food, foodcame

first.

ML Did you thir

about calories?
V: Oh, God, I st
rized calories. L

,

ea.ing or did you think

,:ilatir, caloriesI

memoLo szet really involved

with food and I va;, inLv;ag, kr.t kind of moving
away from aly frLn:.' because they
into
eating. We were ju:t kird rf gett=k intowere
separate
little worlds.
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ML: What happened when your parents took you to
see the doctor?
V. He weighed me and I think I was around 96 or
97. He said, "I want you to write down for the next

two weeks what you eat." I said, "Fine, let's go

home." Over the next two weeks I lost ten pounds. I
was around like 87.
ML: You lost ten pounds in those two weeks?
V: Yeah, and the doctor told my mom and dad, 'She

needs to go to a hospital right away." I remember

when I went to see him the second time I was feeling
really good, because I_ was wearing these pants I had
worn when I was real young, and I was just feeling

so thin, it was just great.
ML: So you didn't feel badly? You didn't feel that
you needed to go to a doctor?
V: No. I didn't know what it was all about really.
ML: Were you angry?
A little bit, because I kind of felt like someone
was tampering with the world I was making for
myself, and I didn't like it.
ML: What was sac A like at this time?
V. Things started to get really bad. I was getting
really thin and trying to cover for it, but in another
way I wasn't trying to cover for it. I was wearing
baggy clothes, but even with baggy clothes you could

notice it. I'd go through the halls and people would
say my nickname: "Annie" for anorexic. . . . That
was just sick, but some of the ones who did it were
sick. But I was getting noticed. in high school you
don't get noticed, you're just a little nerd freshman
the, -vant to squish on. And my soccer was coming
to an end, which was good because it was getting to
be tc.,.) much.

.

ML: Were you still exercising at this time?
V: Yeah, my exercising became A-number-one importan t, before soccer c;. everything.
ML: At this time what i- i d of food and how much
might yoli .-at in the course of a day?

The Aelokseeht

*aSn't eating any breakfast ó liinCh. So
probably all I- was eating:was around three- or four
hundred calories._ Not much. At this point_ it wasit't
hard fot_ine not to eat. It was:getting_ to be eaSier.
I'd Probably_ shrunk:my stomach by then, and it just
_V:

wasn't an effort ha to eat;

It was more of an effort_ and a prob=
leM_ aft& I had eaten, because _I was really Starting
to _feel guilty. I remember_ we got our__ Christmas
picture taken, andi_then we_ all went -out to eat. I
refused tO eat anything. That was the first title that
I liad ShoWn that I wasn't going to_eat in front of My
brothers antl sisters. This WAS When my brothers and
sisters _4ecathe aWare. And when we _got the pictures

back, thy Mom wouldn't even send them out; becaiise I was really looking thin.
ML: Tell_ me _about going _to the hospia

daV before I went to the _hos-i;
home ainund 4 -o'cluck and tny mon ahi..
home. They didn't even_say anythikknew something was wrong because
home this early-. And so finally that nirgl:s.
!!Wh_are you guys home?: What's _happeiiiiie" And
my mom_ and dad saidi
decidee we're
going to take you_to the hospital_ tomorrow."And lot
ati:Mane reason, God knows why, :mas so Mad, but
I didn't Say one thing I just said, "Oh, _okaY.'" I was
really mad, but I think:inside I knew that something
was -wrong.: Another _thing; I kind of felt it mighti

yOU knoW; just be fun -to go to a hospital for a day
and then be back to the -norMal things;
The_next day we went to the hospital

and I hist _knew something was going_to be Ctaky
abOut thiS Olace, because the ladyithat adMitted you
was the weirdestlooking thing I'd ever_ Seen. I just
got scaredI didn't kriow-_-wheri they said a _hospi=
tal, LAVAS: thinking a normal hospita174 neVet eVen
thought of a psychiatric hospital._I didret kilo* *hat

one was. And the dtictora were just asking me
everything, ih front_ of my_ morn and dad, just like _I
was cittY or something, and I didn't know what WAS

happening. By this time I was starting to cry,
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because I wanted to get out of this place. I was on an

adult suicide and depression unit, because they
didn't feel I'd fit in with the _teenagers and their
drugs and stuff like that. In effect I was kind of a
goodyI had always beenwell, I had just not been

a problem at home ever.
Finally, my dad said, "The best thing
for us to do is just go. We'll come back and see you
or call you in a few days." So I started running after
my mother, crying, and then they went through the
doors, and I'll never forgetI just stood there sobbing away, through this door, and my mom's trying
to reach through the door, tinting to go for me, and
my dad's telling her, "No, you're not going back."

ML: At this point did the doctors or nurses or
anyone tell you why you were there? Did anyone say
anything about how thin you were?
V: Well, they said, you know, "You're skinny." But

in my head I was thinking, "I want to lose more
weight".

.

ML: Did anyone mention "anorexia nervosa"?
V: NO,_ I'd never even heard of the word up to that
point; So I go to dinner with the other patients, but I
wouldn't eat anything Vecause I hadn't run that day
and I was very mad al:knit that. The next day I get
up, and they do all this testing and took blood and

weighed me; I was losing weight still because I
wasn't eating.

ML: How tall were you and how much did you weigh

at this point?
V: I was still 5'4" and around 85 pounds.
ML: When you looked in the mirror and saw yourself without any clothes on, what did you think?
V: I didn't stand in front of the mirror naked like

everyone Always asks me, but I used to stand in

front of the mirror and I thought I looked normal. I'd
look at myself naked but I didn't stand in front of the
mirror, and' I just thought I was' normal. I liked my
hipbones sticking out and I liked it that when I laid

The Adohseeht

flat my stomach would sink down. I just
was attractive to me.

liked it

AM: Tell me about your first few days in the

hospital.
V: _By the third day I was_istill_lesing WeightI was
down around 80 pounds; _So theY started this thing

where you have to gain one-fourth of a pound a day
Ot__-stay in bed; And I was like,"Okay, =right, you
ean't_ make me do _this.!'_ So_ the__next daY I _kept
losing weight and I ended up staYing in bed. So-I had
to stay_in= bed_ until _I gained weight.- Then it statted

to be reallY Weirdit was like a icytleI'd gain,_ and
then I would lose,: and_ Iiw_oUldi_be in bed, and then

I'd gain, and then I would lose-._I was supposed to b-e

going to school, but when I didn't gain my weight I
had to stay_ in bed all day. So I_ StAttt-i _ha dating,
because I didn't want to go to iehool anyway.
ML: Were there other anorexic gitIS or boYs there?
V: Yes, this -was the first time I had ceme in contact
with other girlt with anetexia. There was a ballerina
gitl and this_ other girl _from the adoleseent Watd; I
was really jealous of themiibecause one _of _theth was

really, thin, and she had been iii the paper fonI

don't know why-,she Was not really famous, but the
had some notice about her because she_ had been in
another hospital. She had been like a gifted ballerina

and gotten So thin and evetything that she was
written up about;

ML: Did: they leek_ _Vei'y thin to you? Did you See

tkem as being too thin?
V: _I thought they wereugly, but =I liked that theY

were -thin, although =it made__ me_ jealous because I
thought they were thinner than me.
ML: Was the staff letting you exerciSe?
V: No, So when I was in_bed I would get_ up to go to

the bathroom, but I would go in the :bathroom and
eXeteise; Well, they :caught on to that:pretty
and then-they started taking me te the bathfoom and

all this- kind Of junk; Then I realiied that I got
weighed every morning at 6 o'clock. So I'd get up St
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4:30 A.M. andi weigh myself.i If] Was OkaY [in her

eyeS]i I'd _go back_ to bed; If I Wasn't, I started
drinking almost a gallonI mean I could drink so

much that I could gain almost five or ten pounds like

that. So it just became a little game there.
ML: This is going to sound like a strange queStitin,

but how did you feel about the food? Were you afraid
Of it?

V: Iliated it; I wrote poems ard stuff about calories
and how much I hated them. I hated it so bad, but I
was so hungry it_tasted g6od and it was the firSt tiMe
I atc- these kind of_ things. They brought _iiie like
Statth gaiot6doughnuts and powdered eggs and
bread and everythingand I ate it, because I wanted
to be out of lTied. But then aftet I ate it, I jutt hated
myself so much.
ML: Why did you hate yourself?
V: Because I felt fat. I felt like the foOd was just fat

and that was it.

ML: Did you feel like you were losing contrcil When
you ate?

V: Yeah, but I had never thought of the word

!'control." I just thought of it as like losing a
power. . . .Yeah, I loved it when_ I didn't eat. I just

thought it was great;

just felt so_ strong and
eVerything. I didn't want to start eating and changing how I was. Because I had conquered hunger. . .
I

The Parents
ML: When did you first become aware that your
daughter had a problem?
Mom: She was 13 years old and had just finished
eigbth grade. That summer she had some dNappoint-

mentS. She had1 tried out for cheerleading two or
three linies and had not made it, and the ninth grade

tryout was the final elm Her very best frierviat
that time had alr. ) trie:i out f.:ir it and made it. The
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night:her friend made it, we were feeling badly for
our daughter because she hadn't made it and We
went to a pizza place, and as we were there; the girl
walked in and just literally ignored her.
Dad: Her other cheerleader friends_ cut her _like she
didn't even live, the kind of Stuff I thought only
happened in movies.
Mom: Along: with that, she seerried to be having
prOblems with her peer group. She'd go to the pool
and there were girls there that literally: Wanted to
fight, physically. A :couple Of them folloWed her
home and: threatened to hit her because she was
trying to be so_prim and proper and so forth, arid
they were going to show her.i
That summer she flew back East by
herself to_ispend a couple of Weeks with her grand=
parents; We came out early to meet iher, and She
seemed very different. I knew she was lonesome, but
she had her family and igrandpaients there, so I
couldn't understand why she was acting so different=
ly than I'd ever seen her act. When we got there 'She
was very conscious of what she was eating and of
exercise.

Also she *anted everything planned.
She'd wake up and say, "What are we going to haVe
for dinner tonight? What are We going to do today?

Let's have the day planned."
ML: WaS this need te have things planned present
before the vacation?
Morn: Yes. AS We look back, we see sane Of the
indications, but we didn't notice them at the tinie. At
our previous house iwe had shag CarPeting. If any=
body was lying on the floor, she'd go in and "rake"
it every time;
Erdd: That took place a year or so before,-_ thiS gteat
desire for even striations, even carpeting. If Soineone
would walk across it, she'd get fiiriotia; But it wasn't
serious enough to pay any attention to at_ the time.
In retrospect Nire 1have never been

able to determine=andi I mentioned thiS to the
counselors at' the hospitalany great traumatic event
that omitted during that time.
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MOit: When we_ got home from the vacation, her
personality change becamewithin a month it was
unbelievable. Here was a kid who was happy
. .

Dcid: She WaS -starting to become a bug on _exercise.
MOM: And things had to lye in, order. She didn't like

to have anything outof order._Ifi put anything_down
on my- desk and _went away for five minutes, ,when I
came baCk it was gone. This became unbelievable
later, so that I would just _get furious_and say, "If
you touch my things__when I _put thein down,, I'm
going tO__break your arm; because_ I want my glass
there when I come back." But we didn't_ pay a whole
Int of attention to all these things,_ because_I dionght,

.0h well, it's just_ one of _those thing&" But my
husblild Scd to me; "I think she wants to do this
cleaning bit too much. I really thfrik that we shOtild
tri to curt her. . ."
wat turning _into _an olnes31oni;he WAS
lstarely running around with ,es vacuu.rn cleaner=
_

;

.

La scrt of thing. It wasn't nattral ficr a teenage
I got tirecLof it
Then when isho :got back to school=

she was one of the few freshmen who made the
varqity soccer team. This made itireasonable that She
wouldi be interested_ in jogging; but _then she really
started to _jog _She still looke, good, but the exercise

was continuing, and one ofithe first outSide dUes
that something was wrong_physically_ came _froth the
snetei- Oath,' Alter our daughter had been on- the

teani a month; she got hit in the head by a ball.

When 1 we came over, the_ coach said she was COncerned; 1Yecause ouridanghter was becoming lethar-

gic. The enach said, "We _don't_ know, we think
thde's something wrong- with herthe hit in the
head, for instance, shouldn't_ have had that_effect;"
And she wasn't happy at school; although the used to love schcol-. When things began
to happen; there was this tremendous nostalgia for
the city we used to live in, where S_he was popular as
the devil; where she had girlfriends that were close
and all that,

Morn: In Oc- ober she was losing weight and she was
snea!:ing foo43 around, and she was planning all this

to avoid us noticing that she wasn't eating.
ML: Can you tell me what mealtimes were like?
Mom: Dreadful.

ML: Can you describe one?
Mom: She wotild become sullen, and not want to talk

to us about anything. We were1 trying :to bring her

out, we were trying to_ reason with:her, but occasion-

ally we got mad at heri and she'd get up from the
table and put her plate off to the side. She was not
very pleasant to be around.
Dad: She got more and more overtly nasty tO her,
mother, but she'd P 1- ays temper herself becau:
wouldn't stand for :s acting like that with me.
ML: Did you comment on her weight and food and
matters of that sort at the dinner table?
Mom: No, not at the dinner table; I remembered the
interaction of the parents With this young girl in an
after-school teleNision program1
anorexia nervosa,
and so one of the things that I really tried to avoid
was dwelling on fob&
Dad: In fad, dinners were horrible, filled with
reproaches, and my wife and I would sit there with

our stomachs like this. . .. And we'd watch her
fiddle around, and we'd say, "Aren't you going to

eat anything?" And some nights I'd get up and throw
her platei I'd get so damned mad. We ..ouldn't eat.
I'd get so upset because the kid is literzlly starving
herself in front of us.
And we knew iwe couldn't force her
to eat; This is what gave usgave me=the combina,
tion of complete frustration and upset, fear, and
complete angerthis ambivalencetoward this willful, damned brat. .. . On the other side, here's my
baby, starving to death. And it was horrible. It wag
hellish;

ML: Did the term 'anorexia nervosa" come up at all
at that point?
Morn: Yes it did; One day I had come home from
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work early _and_ she was partictilarly niade We_ were

talking and I saidi- _"Does the *ay you're _eating
teitiind you of anYthing We have seen together?" And
She -said, "What do you mean?"_ And I said, "Well,

just some of tht_ interactions_ and the_ Way this is

evolving make me_ think of the program we saw
tOgether about this &I who was anorexic and was in
the hospital, and wouldn't eat, arid _the way her
parents triedi to _force het to eat." And_ she said,
"Yeahr And I said;_ "Well, do you feel that you
haVe anything that's like that at all?", And- she -said,
"I dOn't know. Do you think so?" And I Said; "Well;

I don't know, because I dOn't _reallY_ know what
you're :trying to_ do._ _For one thing, I know that
you're losing weight and you're not kidding ine. And

I_ don't know if_ you're trying to_kid yadfself or What
the story is." Then she said; "Well, it's none of your
business."

As time went on, she would really
blow up at me. Here's a kid whO never had Words
with nie, And going through the Younger years and
ei-y early stages of 10 and 11 and 12 and all thatit
was a breeze.
2n: Were those fights and blownPs aliV,.ys about
1:.00d?

Mom: Ntii_ they weren't neceSSarilY about food at all.
It WOuld be just about anything _that happened. We
COUld not agree on 2.nything. And at one ointi when

she was really getting to me, I finallY_realiied_ -she
resented that I was:gone and that I was working. It
tattie out very vividly that I had stayed home for 23
Years but I couldn't stay home for her.
ML: Tell ine about the decision to See a ileac*.
Mom: At first there were so many little thihgs that

were said, but they weren't impOrtant enough to
really pay attention to thern; But when they finally
began to add up; I decided that I wasn't going to fOOl
around with a family doctor that didn"t have, any idea

about this at all., My daughter,in-law'S neighbor,Was
a nurse at a Iota] hospital--and they had a very good
friend whose daughter was anorexic at age 14and

she brought a book over for me to read;
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ML: Can you reCall the title?
Mom: It was Tke Gotten Cage [by Hilde _Bruch.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press; 1978]. 1
scanned enough of it in an evening to decide to call
the nurse and get the name of a doctor who would be
able to recognize anorexia nervosa. I got the name
and made an appointment. She was then about 5'5"
and 95 pounds;
She was furious at me for taking her.
Her personality was changing. . . . This kid had
never had a spanking in her life. You don't have to
spank a kid who never does anything wrong. She
was a perfectly terrific kid.
Dad: What made this very hard for us to:accept was

that the four older childrenour daughter is the
youngest by almost five yearshad literally :gone
from the same womb through the same procedures.
We hadn't made any radical changes in discipline

and so forth. All four graduated from college. I'll
also say_i_right up to that time we were quite self=
congratulatory about this, and I'm sure were even
rather: intolerant of other people who hadn't raised
their kids as well, _Along tomes this obstreperous
kid; and she caused thi; big trauma of fright and
anger andwhat the hell's the matter with this kid?
ML: _Could you describe some of these personality

changes?
Mom:_ She_ becameiangry at everything that was said
to_ her.__ She cut off her -friends, she didn't want to

have anything to do with them. She liad :decided_ at
that point that people hereiwere not like _her friends
in- the town where we used to live. _She said,: "They

all have to have sex, they drink, they smoke, and

none of_ my old friends are doing that.'_' You know;

we had the regular talks: "Now; you've got to

recognize_thateveryone is changing at this age. Your
friends are changing too. And hopefully they're nOt
dFinking and smoking and having sex. .":
Dad: She was putting herself on the outside; that was
clear.
Mom: Right; And she was saying, "This is all wrong.
P,
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I'm not going1 to have al-II-thing to do with any of
them because they're all doing this." And so one by
one, 1She v.rw.- eliminating her friends. She was also

runnine nght miles a day after going to soccer

practice.

ML: What was_ happening in school at this time?
Dad: Very antisocial behavior. No friends and she
was miserable.
ML: Did she have any trouble With her_ schoolwork?
Dad: No, she could keep her Marks in decent shape,

although there was no question she wan't able to
maintain concentration.

ML: Was she upset about her studiel:?
Mom: Oh yes; she did become obsessive about her
studies. At a later point she did. She urOtild have to
get, all her, homework clone, and her tYping teacher
toldi me, "I have never had a Student who wants to
go through evefy book, and do absolutely everything
and be ahead of everyone else."

Dad: But it was more tote mechathcal memory;

almost a try to grasp itiand Squeeze it all in. But she
was almost correspondinglY ineffective in math and
subjects where she had to think, where her mind was
free.

. . .

Mom: The counselor called me and1 she said one of
the classroom teachers had noticed that our daughter
was very tired. Of course, she was dropping weight

more rapidly as time went on, and she was getting
very sullen and resentful. She was losing all this
weight, she was doing all this exercise, all this
running, and she was exhausted.
.
_
.
ML: Was she still playing soccer at this. point?
Dad: She had lost interest by then. She thought they
were_ a bunch of jerks. She just didn't give a damn
about anyone. There mere a couple of times that
really depressed me. She Was lying up on her bed
and she was raving. .
MoM: Screaming and crying.
Rad:

.

. .

.

and I thought, "She's crazy.
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MI,: It sounds like things had deteriorated almost
completely by the time you were getting ready to:go

back to see the doctor. Was she purging icor using
diuretics or laxatives or anything like that?
Mom: No, no. Well, she did tell her sister-in-law that,

after we had been out for a huge brunch, she said
she felt "hoffible" and "hated herself" and then she
went out and hought laxatives. After she took them,

she got really sick; she :got weak and she almost
passed out She didn't tell us that, but she told her
sister-in-law, who said, "Well, that's going to hap,
pen. You could get sick and: you coUld pass out
taking those. It's very, very dangerous." And she
wag Still young enough that those things scared her,
and I think she p.obably tried to purge a couple of

times, but that also scared her.
ML: Tell me about the period right before she was
hospitalized.

Morn: When: we went: to the doctor for the second

time,:a Week later; she was down from 95 to 90
pounds-. She told him what she ate and he said, "I
don't understand how you're down to 90 pound§ if
you've eaten what you said you've eaten." And she
aidi "How do you Irr,ow your scale's right?" And he
said; "Well, I'm quiLe sure my scale is right." But

she was so very sullen and said; "I do just what I
please."

Then she weni. outside and he told

us, "I very definitely feel that you have a
problem. I would suggest that you seek out

a

psychiatrist or psychologist; whichever." After we
asked; he recommended someone at a nearby university. I tried for about three_days to get hOld Of this
person, but when I finally did, he said; "I can't see
you for about a week."

By this time things were :getting

worse and worse daily. And she wasisaying things to

me like, "I'm going to kill myself. I'm either going
to starve myself to death or I'm going to go over the

nearby dam." She had me scared. And She

Was

saying all _of this to me and avoiding saying any of it

in front of her dad; She was nasty but she wouldn't
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tell him anYthing.

First of _all, I tholight I *as overreactingand my husband thOUght I was overreacting
at first=but then I Called the doctor at the university
back. When I told him what she said; he said;
"You're not overreacting Get het in the hoSpital."
Dad: The day that it actually came tO Passit was
Noveml:YerI was:standing out _in the garage, and I
see it:pouring rain, and for maybe the second or
third time that day, there's our daughter, running in
the rain, up and around the :circle, axid she comes
around and keeps right on going. I Went back in the
house and I said, "There's something terribly wrong
With this kid; she's sick and we've sot to do
something."

ML: It must have been frightening.
Dad: Scared the hell out Of ine.
ML: What har..1:ened when you told your daughter

you were taking her to the hospital?
Mom: Well, after she was through running in the
rain, she came in and we told her. She died and was
upset and said she'd be fine. But the next morning
we took her to the hospitalthat was an experience

beyond belief. When we_ took her into the ward and
finally did leave her, she was literally Pulling at me
and dragging at me, "Mom, don't leave me, don't
leave me. _ "
Rad: A locked psychiatric ward.
ML: This was not an eating diSOrders unit?
Morn: No, they, thought she_was_ better aff to stay in
an adult psychiatric unit than to go into the adolestent unit where_ they were having drug probleing and
drinking problems. But the adult _Unit Was scary;
Later she would SCrediii at me on the
teleplionei_ and call me eVerything under the sun, if I
didn't do exactly what she wanted-me tO do I was
just torn apart, because you can't keep tearing into
her. VI go down:there everY Single night .. and if
she caildn't manipulate me totally from the tittle I'd
arrive, then later she'd get me, you know, She'd keep
.
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me on the telephone, she'd scream and holler at me.
She'd tell rpt: this was a crazy place I'd put her in,
and why was I doing this to her, beczuse 'there was
nothing wrong with her, and there was something

wrong with all the rest of us.

ML: How much did she weigh the day she went into
the hospital?

Dad: She was 5'5" and she weighed about 80
pounds.

ML: Looking back on it now; how would you
describe what you, went through emotionally?
Mom: Much_later, in support group we finally did see

a pattern; We were there for several evenings and
maybe several weeks and, the next thing you know;

someone else there would come who was at the same

stage that we had been five weeks before that, and
they were going through the same feelings . . . the
sadness.

. . .

Dad: No, I think you start off with, if not bewilderment, surprise: when you first come home from the
hospital; you're almost thunderstruck by the implication that you've got a mentally ill child. Depending
on your personality, what's really happening under-

neath is that you're scared silly and upset and
frustrated at the insidious nature of it. The real
frustration of the thing is that; on the one hand;

you're terribly upset and worried, because this kid is
in a life-threatening position. On the other side, the
one who is doing this to you is creating more damage
to you than anyone else you: know could, because
you cotild shut others off or fight or defend against
therm So there's the combination of almost hate at
times toward is child for the pain she's _bringing
you've got thi, damned:mixture of complete upset,

sympathy, affection; and so forthand at the same
time, there's real enmity for the same person who's
doing this uniquely to you. How do you defend
against someone in whom the threat exists as well?
You may cover this mixture upmy
wife's way is to be upset and I suppose the way I
ie fear is anger. The culture doesn't allow me to

Irc

(.:_v _and c4i7ry. o.
wcio the_ bell can .1

g.

I. ,:c) _a fighting mode, but
Av wife, the -wolnan I woTk
with, whom I'm closest A-,, i fi--ijitiWith her_ and so
.

forthyou're upset all th- tilre; and it's got to come
out somewhere,

Then_ graduzlly._there's kind of a _res7
ignatiom This is Also_ insidious in that- the- resigna=
tion, I think, is admission of the fact that- there!s_a
real complete and -permanent_depressed feeling,
Even now-.I fith it diffictilt _to_ forgive my daughter
for what she's done_to us-. Even though- intellectually
LUnderstand it, it's another thing to -feel-it emotional,.
.

_.

ly.- I have a -hostility toward myi.daughter, I can't
help .it; even_though .I..understand it, because none of
my other four children ever did to-their mother or -to
me what_ she has. It's pretty darn close to the
surface; there's -no question,- because some of her
stupid selfish habits _Will _trigger it.

But- then there's_ Also a little bit of

pleasure and.lappinessyou feel good when she's

beginning__to _make progress and her weight's coming

backnow she's in budding healthi again; shelooks
good, and in i_that _ sense ..we .. feel good. But the
permanent _residue of this for me, and I think for our
daughter too, is that we are much more-. . "Cal,

loused"- is too strong a _word iand Aough"_ doesn't_ do
it, , , I -have a lot .more latent suspicion of her
motives; _I have a lot more permanent feeling of, here
comes -that crap again. I honestly wish I were more
..

rid of that, but I'm not,

Mom:- My feelings are not- as strong as my bus,
band's. My feelings are much more tempered as I go

along, .and I do not think L have the feeling- of
leftover .resentment, I'm so pleased that -she has

come along as well as she- has. Lam .so thankfUl that
I -almost feel may-be -I better feel happy ail& pleased
ab-mt it.1 After all these _years that we .woiked so
_

hard to help her; we've got to feel good about it.
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Epilogue:

This transcript is the introductitr
interview that runs four hours and nearly 91 typewritten pages. The daughter's anorexia nervos:, ue-

gan when she was 13. Her parents have been

through a great deal, and they have given a great
deal in family therapy, in support groups., in volunteer work for an eating disorders association, and in
a continuing commitment to their daughter.
Vicki is currently 18 years old and
living at home. She was released from the hospital in
December of her thirteenth year, but rehOSpitalized
the day before her fourteenth birthday in midJanuary when her weight plummeted below 80

pounds. At one point following_ her final hospitalization she began binge-eating a certain diet snack food

to the extent that her parents became the second

largest bulk purchasers of that food in the state. She
was also apprehended several times for shoplifting
food, even though she had _plenty of Money with
which to make a purchase. She barely managed to
graduate from high school, principally because her
egocentric refusal to participate in the school routine
and her hyperactive involvement in working three
jobs led her to miss too many classes. She has never
had a menstrual period, and she continues to hold
down several jobs as a waitress_and to exercise a
gi'eat deal, if not rituahstically. Her father is very
concerned about what he ixrceives as her1 need to
keep moving, to keep active so as lot o think and
feel too deeply about anything. Her Mother is more
concerned with her daughter's social and intellectual
immaturity than with her activity level. All in all,
however, their daughter is doing much better, thanks
to an excellent hospital program an expert on eating
disorders to whom they were referred by a national
eating disorders association, and her parents' love.
At present her weight is up to 105 pounds and she is
making a few friends. He: parents were elated about
these small steps she is taking to recover when one
night she called from an ice cream shop to say that
she had stopped there for a snack.
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8 P.M. Candy bar on the way out; I walked to the 1parking

lot. Tornso torn. Cold, wet from rain, and alone.

Hmmm[a restaurant] or_stay here? Pace, pace, pace: [A
restaurant] it was. 1Chili, BLT, grilled cheese; fries, milk.
Threw up. Pretended I was waiting for Sally; 1must have

asked the waitress four times if she had seen her. A girl
asked me to join her and her friends: "Ahhh, I really must
find my friend," I lied. Pretended to have called Sally,
then

I

left.

[Another restauranflsundae and parfait.

Home; threw up.
9:30 P.M. So weak, numb.

11:45 P.M. A diet Squirt and here I am. I hope I lose

weight; I hope disintegrate.
From the diary of a bulimic college student (Neuman
and Halvorson [16, p; 44])

General Definition
Bulimia ("ox hunger") is an eating
disorder characterized by (7, 9, 16)
1.

Abnormal increases in hunger or in t. r,eed to
eat despite the absence of subjectively experienced hunger.

2.

Distinct and inconspicuous episodes of bingeeating, that is, "rapid ingestion of large quantities of food" in secret (9, P. 582).

3.

Attempts to undo the effects of binge-eating by
self-induced vomiting, restrictive dieting, excessive exercising, or use of laxatives, diuretics, and
diet pills.

4. An inability to stop bingeing despite the percep-

tion that the urges, binges, and purges are
unwanted and abnormal.
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Terminologk
The folloviing glossary may be helpful in sorting out the many ways in which "bulimia"
or "bulimk' is used (2, 9):
BULIMIC ANOREXIA:
As discussed in Chapter 2, meets the criteria for
anorexia nervosa and bulithia simultaneously.
BULIMIA NERVOSA:

Meets the criteria for bulimia, and purges with
self-induced vomiting and/or laxatives/diuretics.
Was formerly anorexic or extremely thin, but is
currently within the northal range of weight4orheight.
NORMAL=-WEIGHT BULIMIA:

Meets the criteria for buhmia _but was not

forMerly anorexic or very thin. May have been
formerly overweight, but is currenth within the
normal range of weight-for-height.*

BULIMAREXIk
Identical to bulimia nervosa, except the person

need not have been anorexic or very thin.

Bingeing and purging occur together along with
several psychological aspects of anorexia nervosa: preoc,moation with food and body size,
perfectionisn Kial withdrawal, and low selfesteem (3i.
BULIMIC BEHAVIOR:

Extreffie hunger and/or binge-eating that are
either pleasurable ("pigging out") or attributable
to some organic cause (such as brain tumor,
discontinuance of anti-depressant medication).
This should be comsidered disordered eating, not
an eating disorder.
'Virtually nothing has been published abOut _the overweight bulimic.
Such people exist -certainly, but it is_ very important to distiogoith
between bulimia and obesity as defilied in terms of excess weight-forheight. AS discussed in Chapter:7; it is a myth that overweight people
are compulsive 61- out-Of-control eaters.

2
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The overlap in labels and definitions
for the various types of bulimia cAn e confusing.
FOrtUately;1 recent research by Garner and Garfinkel

suggests1 that distinctions based on current or past

weight may well IR moot (9). They found that

normal-weight bulimics differed inim r6sttictint anbrelcicS aiOng the1 same dimensions as did bülithic
anorexics (see Chapter 2, P. 50,1 and Table 4-2). This
research confirmed Garner and Garfinkel's "clinical
impression that the symptom of bulimia, Whether it
Otturs in anorexia nervosa or in patients Without a
histOry of emitciation, is vc.-v often associated with
similar clinical features tl,c, can _be distinguished

from those found in patients with the restricting
Subtype of anorexia nervosa" (9, pio. 581-82). In the

future, the various bulimic syndromesbulimia nervosa, normal-weight bulimia, and bulimarexia-=will
be known as bulimia nervosa (sc: the Intrbduction of
this book).

Natural History
Before _considering the_ individual featUreS_ of bulimia, it _is helpful to think about this

eating disorder as the outcome: of _a process that
encompasses many_ _normal_ or AL:16Att COmninii AS-

peas of_ growing up (7, 16; see_ Chapter 9 for a full
consideration of the causes of bulimia).
Bulimia _usually begins_between ages
(7i__15), : although _before this time many
bülimics have problems_ with eating habits or weight:
anorexia nervosa, childhood_ obesity, adolescent
weight in the high:-normal _range, or lifelbrigifltiettia=
_

tinitS__ in:Weight. In many :cases _bulimia_ begifiS_With

the institution of a diet following a distressing life
event-(the breakup of :a romance), a challenge (mak;
ing the gymnastics_ _tean), __or __anyi_Sittiatitin that
entOurages_ the person to think_abciiit NAY ShaPe and

its links with control, popularity, and achievement. It
i3 probably not _coincidental that _the_ peak age: Of
onset fori_bulimia7-46 to: 18-_--is: tiffie of tranSitibn

from _high school to college, from high school to
married life, from the family to independent living.
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Natural !Astor,

RfStrictive dieting usually _reStiltS in

weight lOSS; and as such it is often enciiiitaged_ by
family, friends, and our culture (see _ChaPter 7). The
Minnesota sta;vation sttidy (see Chapter 2) has dein=
onstrated, _hOWever; that_ this _type of deficient diet
produces a preu:cupauon with:f6odi a_ tenlency to
binge-eat;_ and emotional instability. At Some point a
Minor indulgence or a major disappointment_ cata:

lyzes these effects of self-starvation into a bingeeating episóde.

The initial episodes of overeating_
are
.
.
experienced as both pleasurable and -horrifying.
ThiS
mixture sitritiltaneously intensifies the_ needi:tO _diet
and increaSeS _the probability _that_a binge will again
be used to reheve the mounting urge_to overeat that
dieting creates._ HaraSsed by this impasse,: triahy
bulimics discOVer self-induced vomiting. and the trap
is sprung.
During the first year of bingeing and
purging, the bulimic tends to lose weight. This loss
produces an increase in starvation-induced hunger
and the illusion of having stumbled onto a way to
binge and reduce. Consequently, over time the fre;

riiiency of bingeing increases, the amount eaten
during each episode rises, and the frequency and
s,:verity of purging fol!ows suit.
Approximately orie-third of

calo=
ries taken in during a binge are retainedthe
after a
purge; therefore, increased bingeing means that
more and more calories are absorbed. Eventually,

weight begins to rige rapidly, causing the frightened
buhmic to intensify her efforts to reduce. This leads
to h-ritability and hunger, the precipitants of a binge.
Through repeated association with temporary tension reduction, bingeing becomes a habitual response
to any form of discornfort, including boredom. Paradoxically, this loss of control over bingeing Makes it
a source of tension in its own right. "chis means that
in the later staos of The disorder purging comes to
play a bigger and bigpr role in alleviating distress.
Strange as it may sound, many longterm bulimics are locked in a cycle of bingeing t,
purge and purging to binge. For them, bingeing and
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purging are no longer gpontaneous reactions-to
pointment or indulgence. They are daily and_calei.J1ly_Drchestrated .events that "consume" the bulimic's

time, money, energy, and sense of involvement in

the w(Jr.
bingeln

The progression _from_ dieting to daily
cycles_ usually_ unfolds in _secret over a

long per;
Jf time. The role that school staff and
students can -play in detecting and ,preventing-bulimia is highlighted by :the_ sad__ faCt that, While the
_

average age.of. onset is 17 or _so; the averne age at
which individuals seek therapy is 24 (7).

Central Featii; a'
courzie af the. warder makes it
clear _that "bulimia.' (bulimia nervosa) refers to a
multifaceted disorder in which binge-eating is but
one of a number of fturfA (see- Table 4=1). The
following sections present
major_ characteristics
and :commonly associated features described by a
number of experts (1, _2, 7, 12, 15, 16, 17)._ It is.
important to note that this information is based
primarily on investigations of "wEle single women
in _their early 20s who had at least some college
education" (7, ?. 6). Resear..711 with 1high school
students has Ilegun Isee Chapter 6), but much mare
4-

_

investigation is needed to develop an accurate profile
of bulimia in this group.

Recurrent isodes
Uncontrollable Overeating
TyNaf Faod Eaten

Discrete episodes of uncontrollable
overeating are called "binges." They usually take

place in secret and last anywhere from 30 minutes to
eight hours. During tnat period, the_ individual may
consume an unbelievable amount of fooda quart of
ice cream, a boi of cookies, a dozen doughnuts, a
bag of potato chips, and a half gallon of milk. The
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Table 4-1. C,ritral Features and: iCominonlY
Assoc:

Characteristics of BUlimia

CENTRAL FEATURES
1.

2.

3.

Recurrent episodes of uncontrollable ovt.freating
Efforts to undo the effects of binge-eat'xig by self-indUted
vomiting; severe calOriC restriction (abusi, c dieting), excessive exercising; use of legal or illegal ar.-ietite suppressantS, WA* Use of laxatives or ':urecic5
Chronic anxiety, guilt depression, and tension
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED CHARACTERISTICS

1,

2.
0.
4.
5.
6:

.
urasttc
weight rlctuationa

Ithpulsivity and emotional instability
Acting=out via _substance abuse, theft, self=moltilatión,
andior promiscuity
Problems with social adjustment
Depression

A high need to achieve in order to obtain the appro7al of
others

alNnen body weight drops to a low level; the effects Of
starvation (see Chapter 2) become important aspects of bulimia.

bulimic usually binges on food considered 1off -limits
or "bad" by dieters, such as ready-to-eat junk food
and other fattening items that cail be devoured with
little preparation. Not all bulimics eat a huge
amount, however, 1id SPI._ binge-eat
t, vegeta-

bles, and other foods that would constitute a regular
meal. Whatever the type of food consumed, it is
gobbled rapidly with little or no appreciation of taste
or other characteristics. In this respect, some
bulimics (see Chapter 5) may even eat raw bacon or
dough.

Amount of Food Eaten

Based on the litëire, the amount

eaten during a single binge rang :s from 1,000 to
55,000 calories, with an average of approxiitiately
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.900. But, as noted above, not all bulimics eat a

tremendous amount of food during a binge. This has

led some experts to argue that the defining feature
of a "bulimic binge" is the uncontrollable and compulsive nal-ure of the consumption in conjunction
with the use of vomiting, laxatives, diuretics, diet
pills, andior fasting to undo the physical and psychologicai effects of gorging. In general, bulimics who
eat a tremendous amount of food are more severely

disturb& in terms of dangerous purging practices,
significant weight fluctuations, and a more disorganized life in which extreme ps-_,chological distress is
frequent.
Timing

Sometimes the binge is a spontaneous reaction to an upsetting life event. Other times
the trigger is_ hunger, boredom, or indulgence in a
small, seemingly harmless amount of forbidden food.

After the disorder becomes entrenched, the binges

may be carefully planned: time is set aside and

jealously guarded; food is shopped for or stolen and
then hoarded; and the binge itself is carried out in a
ritualized manner. Most binges occur around mealtimes, particularly in the late afternoon after school
or wo,k.
Feelings

The.__emotionssurrounding._a bulimie

binge are_ very different from those attached to_ a
regula. meal. Whether or not it is iplanned, the
episode usually begins with feelings of tensiom bore-

domi_iant__..stress. __Imrnediately before_ .gorging, :_. the

bulimic feels irritatie, helpless, and depersonalized;
the prisoner -of- an overwhelming -need, not just- to
eat, but-to eat- those--;oo-ds -that-are forbidden-at other
times;_ The initial_ effect :of inddlgence is_ relief from
unbearable tension. As the binge p. -.eeds, however,

tension is restored in the form of anger, guilt; shame;
and anxiety over discovery.
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Term:int-ion

Episodes of binge-eAing

are terminated by lack of Sufficient supF1.;es, sleemi
sbcial
interruption, intense anxiety, or acute pain. In well
over half the cases the psychologiCal _and physical

distress is relieved by Self-induced vomiting.
The emotions following terMination
of the binge_ are a mixture of_ rehef, ankiefy,
and
depression. The feeling of relief _tend§ to- be greater
for those who induce vorniting. This is very significant. To a large extent the power of _vomiting
and
bingeing _to reheve the tension created by each other
and by life stress is the basis for the bulimic's loss of
control over eating.
Freqwency

For an indivAual to be considered
"bulimic," his or her binge.tating must be "recurrent." That is, it must occu: xith sufficient frequen-

cy to constitute a pattern or habit. The reported

frequency of hinge episodes for those who meet the
other criteria or bulirnia ranges from weekly
to six

times per day, with an average_ of one to two
episodes per day (15).

The average and range are
uselul statistics, but they should not be used
as a
criterion. If binge-eming (and purging) constitutes
a
patternwhate
I
frequency--that
meets
the
IMAD oiteria,
Itat person is bulimic.
EffottS tO Undo Effects of a Binge

A binge has a number of troubling

effects that the blAimic may attempt to reverse. The
most immediate ones are physical discorrifort caused
by stomach dist .ision, and depression or: shame
caused by a complete kiss of control. The less
immediate, but potentially more terrifying, effect is
the joint prospect of weight gain and (in the bulimic's
mind) public exposure aS a fat; Worthless, out;ofcontrol binge-eater. ThiS constellation of negative
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consequences makes it easy to understand why at
least half of ar 1)inge-eaters ultimately resort to
various methods of purging that they believe will
magically undo the effects of the binge. Purging is
not considered absolutely necessary for the diagnosis
of bulimia (7), but it occurs with sufficient frequency

to be considered a major feature.

Self-Induced Vomiting

Most neople associate vomiting with
the retching caused by ilhiess or drunkenness. Consequently, they find it difficult to understand how
anyone could willingly induct it, especial', on a
regular basis; This is reasonableliewilderment, but it
overlooks two important facts; First, the motivation

to purge is very high. Second, escape artists and
drug smugglers have demonstrated repeatedly that

vomiting is a reflex that can be mastered and
converted into a skill;
With practice many bulimics develop

this same skill. They too hate the uncontrollable

nausea of the flu or intoxication. Thus, they learn a
highly controlled, almost ritualistic regurgitation that
is experienced as a restoration :3r control, a relief

from pain, andior an expression of disgust and

anger" (14, p; 30; see Chapter 9 of:this book). Some
inserting fingers or an
oulimics induce vomifing

object such as a toothbrush into the throat. Others
learn to contiol the vomiting reflex by contracting
their stomach and chest muscles; Still oL: -irs resort
to potentially lethal emetics such as syi-up _;f ipecac

(see Chapter 2, p. 55).
. .
Self-induced vomiting is an illusory
form of control; It does not prevent abEorption of a
significant amount of calories; Moreover, it interferes with the body's normal satiety mechanisms in a
way that inakes binge-eating even more uncontrollable (22); But most _important is a point mide earlier:
the transitory weight loss that most buhrnics_ enjoy
after they llegin ',amiting reinforces their misguided
hope that purging is a magical way of 'having their
cake and not having it too; It is not; In fact, se1f-
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induced vomitmg is a dangerous and generally ineffective form of weight control that stimulates hunger
and thereby increases the frequency and rapaciousness of binge-eating.
Abusirre Dieting

Bulimks,

like

atiaretS; have a

Strang drive for thinness and an irrational fear or
becoming fat (9). SO- it is hot surprising that a bingior series of binges leaves them very aludOus about
the prospect of weight gain. To "re-di:lee" this anxiety; many bulimics resort 16 one or mole unhealthy
di& g strategies: prolonged fasting, skipping one or
more meals each daY, eating only several hundred

-calories at each meal, omitting all earbOhydrates, and
USing legal appetite suppreSSantS or illegal amphetamines. In their rain& theSe tactics compensate for
excess intake during a LA ,;e, while enabling them to

do penante for being "bad."
The 'need to be thin makeF bulhnics

Very:sensitive to minor; iibrifial fluctuations iii their

weight or in the fit of their clothes. Moreover;
althatigh many bulimics_

are handSdine, attractive
People a significant number overestimate and loathe
their body siye
Sarne distorted fashion 74s
anorexics. Ts'
c..d attitudes and perceptions
art an iinpoi
-of the psychalogy of bulimia.
They make
that:hat just a Ange, but any

"feeling" of
,,:iess that raises the spectre of
becoming_ "fat" Will trigger anxiety a_xl abusive
dieting; Unlike the restricting anoreide, however, the
btiliinic's intense 'tear that She will lose ;:ontrol,
"hlow it completely," and become fat is based on
actual and painful experiences with binges and containitant weight gains.
Abusive dieting may temporarily
compensate for binge,eating. I3ut severe dieting is a
form of semistarVationi and: will eventhally result in
an _obsession with_ food and a stronger tendency to
binge-eat Thus; the experience of the hulimic coincides with: that of the anon ic in affirming _that
dieting makes it more difficu tO regulate hunger.
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Laxatives and Diuretics

Many bulimics believe that they can
n-Anatr. excf: 3s food and gLard against the possibili-

ty cf

oirt by using laxatives, diuretics, or

enemas to p7zge themselves. This is simply not true:
Resides being extremely:dangerous; laxative: are a corn7
pletely ineffective: inethOd of trying:to prevent_ the absorp7
tion -of Calories. Laxatives- wimarily affect -tne- ern_pirig

of the large intestine; :which_ occurs after Calories_ from
foOdstulf: have Already been:abSorbed in the small bowel.

A recent study of bbth- bulimic and -normal women
documentet_that-even extremely large dosages -of -laxatives do little to impair caloric absorption:
One patient
consumed :50 Correctol tablets after her meals;: although it
produced-tremendous-diarrhea (over- 6 L or 6.3 qt.),:the
caloric_ __absorption was only decreased by _12%. This
amounts to less than:200 Ca1ories4: which is the equivalent

of one small candy bar! (10; p. 542)

Apprcodmately 25 to 30 _percer: _cif
post-high school bulimics use laxatives on a weekly
basis -(12), -while the corresponding figure ki high
school__ stimlents is about i10_ percent of those with
btilimia (see Chapter 6y Lakatives tend to be used
immediately after a binge, and the number ingested
varies from several to -handfUls. Most laxative users
also engage in _selfinduced vomiting;
Many people mistakenly belie-:c that
diuretics can reduce blidy fat. In fact tii-ev are
completely worthless-in this respect (10);

Iv, week4 use _of diuretics is rare in hig,
kiööl
students, although it occurs in more than 10 Lu 20
percent of college-age an-d older bulimics.
Anxiety, Guilt, ard Depression

Unlike most restricting anores, buhmics understand that they have an eating disorder.
Their binge-purge cycles4 interspersed withiperpetu,
al bouts of weight gain and dieting; make thcm feel
disgusted, powerless, and useless. These negative

feelings do not terminate the process, however,
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lyecause it: is _sustained by_ tremendousiianxietY.
`What Will happen if I stop _dieting?_ Will I lose

control and blow it? Will I be able_ to eat (binge)
When I blow it?_IT,ow_much_Will:I_ eat this time? Will I

be_ :able tb_ Vtiiiik afterward?: What will _it take to
make tip for the calories I couldn't_ thre* ii.P? A diet?

What *ill happen if Lstop_dietingr

Over time this_ circle of anxiety and

guilt becomes _encrusted yiith depression,_ Shame, and

chrenit tension. At the :_center Of_ thi§ ___eircle are
bingeing and purging7-the:__`!terrible secret." -The
bulimic cannot tell people because _it is shameful-_she cannot _tell_ people_ because they tnight deprive
her Of the opportunity to do these thingSso painful
but Seemingly so necessary;
_

Cotnmonly Associated
Characteristics
Drastk Weight Fluctuations

Even though many bulimics appear
to be well org:nized bingeing, purging, and dieting
.

create instAi!ity in a variety of formS. Drastic
leuctuations in we;ght over then course of several

months_ constitute one index of _instability that may
be readily apparent to- those who see the person

often.1 For exariple, if bingeing is frequent in Janu:..y, the pc rson's weight may climb from 115 to 130
during that month. Two months of asceticism then
droo it to 1.1.0. -Nnly to have it climb back to 125 in
the la`e Epring when the hunger and stress created
by :_-,elf-dcnial renew habitual bingeing._These fluctuat1/2116 nry lye as much as 35 pounds in either
direct:on (7)
Impulsivity and Erbitional Instability

Another visible aspect of instability is
iriipulsive h^havior coupled with frequent emotional
upheaval. Seine of the bulimic's difficulty in centre).
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ling hunger i attributable to the sheer power of the

urge to eat that the body generates in order to
compensate for starvation. The bulimic's impulsivity
with respect to food may, however, be a reflection of

more general problems with imptilso c.r1 and
emotional instat-v (7, 9, 12, 13?. e.sonality quesbulimics have a low tolerance
tionnaires rev' J
great deal of difficulty controlfor frustrat
esT;ecially anger (see Chapter 9
ling their flq 3for further ciiscussion).
Behaviorally; impulsivity is manifest-

ed in a tendency to !`act out" ivia drug and alcohol
abuse, theft GI f,3iod and other items, self-mutilation;
and promiscuity (4, 9, 10). Bulimics are two to four

times as likely' to abuse alcohol and drugs as '..he

general population. More specificaIly4 a quarter to a
third of all bulimics resort to alcohol as a means of
coping with depression and chronic tension and as a
method of delaying or preventing binge-eating (21).
Not surprisingly; the combination of depression; itn-

pulsivity, and habitual substance abuse creates a
high potential for serious suicide attempts.

Problems with Social Adjustment

Bulimia also creates instability ir interperso nal i nteractions. It is a disorder th2 is
practiced in secret and polluted with guilt The

effort, and dishonesty involved, coupled with
need to eat and the emotional turmoil it create-,

reduce the bulimic's effectiveness and bring her ini.o
recurrent conflict with others (12, 18). With family

members there may be repeated arguments about
food and other issues. At school trouble may arise
over missed homework assignments or rebellious
behavior in the classroom. Indeed', several studies
suggest that long-term bulimia creates a persistent

social maladjustment rivaling, if not exceeding, that
of wPmen who are alcoholic or schizophrenic (11,
18). This stark fact also emphasizes the importance
of prevention and early detection.
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DePression

Virtually ever., bulimic patient has
one or more of the follo.;- g ymptoms of depression: sadness
feelings, an inability
to derive pleasure
xi
usly enjoyed activities
(anhedonia), low selftstee-i, pessimism, guilt, feel=
ings of r.lienation and isolation, fatigue, insomnia,
and c':sturtiances in the ability to concentrate (6, 12,
20). The relationship between bulimia and depression
is discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
Perfectionism and the
Need for Approval

A significant number of bulimics

havcs a -ery high need to achieve in order to obtain
the approval of others. They erroneously believe that
such success will be attained only by firm adherence
to inf'-ncible distinctions between "good" versus
"bad': be:lavior (3, 7, 17). Between binge-purge
episodes these bulimics demand perfection of themselves with respect to studying, exercising, fashion=
able attire, proper behavior, and, of course, dieting.

As yet another irony, these rigid and unrealistic
attempts at self-control only serve to increase the
tension, hunger, and sense of failure that virtually
guarantee further bingeing and purging.

Pigging Out
The salieW features of bulimia are
disorder is sometinieS Confused with a disquieting

binge .,-.7e.ing and initging;. Consecpently, this eating

fad iri bigb_selio61§ and colleges called "pigging out."

Reminikent_ oi Roman OrgieSi this practice involves
getting togetEer with Other students for the express
purpose of iratatliOn binge-eating, interspersed arid
concluding With self-induced Voriiiting (17)
This is A rliSturbing and unhealthy
activity, but it iS not buhrriia or even an eating
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"disorder" (see Chapter 1). In addition to bingeeating and purging, bulimia encompasses a number
of significant features that distinguish it from hedonic overindulgence. These are a) loss of control over
eating, (2) guilt and shame, (3) a drive for thinness
and an intense fear of becoming fat, and (4) secre-

tiveness. Pigging out may cause transitory guilt

(misery) and negatively affect health (inefficiency),
but it is debatable (perhaps as a carefully thought-out
class exercise) whether it meets the IMAD criteria
for designation of a disorder.
This characterization' is not meant in
any way to condone pigging out Binge-eating and
vomiting may have very severe consequences for Lhe
digestive system and the teeth. Moreover, this "fad"
'..eaches a person at risk for bulimia how to binge and
purge, and then sanctions these activities with excitement and approval.

Is Bulimia an
Addiction to Food?
Many bulimics report that, as bulimia
progresses, it takes on a- life of its own. Given this
experience, Overeaters Anonymous (OA) maintains
that bulimia is an addiction to food that is identical in
every respect to alcoholism (8);

Indeed, th2re are a number of strik:;imilarities between bulimia and the criteria for
addiction set forth by Dr; Stanton Peele, an authority
on substance abuse cited by Neuman and Halvorson
(17). Briefly, bulimic behavior results in the
in

following:

L Loss of voluntary control and of self-esteem
2. Suppression of both positive and negative feelings
3.

Self-absorption and a narrowing of involvements

4. A commitment to tension-relief and a concomitant decrease in the ability to experience pleasure from other activities
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Paradoxical security in the constancy of habitual
but maladaptive behavior.
_These characteristics, coupled with
most people'S misconception that overeating _is the
cause of obesity (see Chapter 7); make it tempting to
accept OA's contentiOn_ that bulimia is a_ilMong
illness of_ "comptilsiVe overeatine_A__carefill exafthnation of this model; however; indicates that it is
misguided (8). Putting together the_ findings -of the
Minnesota starvation_ Study with the -_ fact that So
many_btilimitS ditVelop_ their problems follotVirig _pro-

.f.stional advice to diet, Garner writes (8, p. 2):

F6dd preoccupations, _crwings,- voracious appetite or the
Altive to eat in:the absence of the subjective eicperience
of hunger imay be iniich more readily understOOd AS a
Consequence_ of dieting Andicit Maintenance of_ a suboptiMal weight rather: than resulting frbiti the abstruse concept of "fikid addiction" or "compulsive eating."

Bulimia is not 4 lifelong sickness

characterized 1.c. a lack of willpower, a compulsive
urge to overeat, and an inability to "handle" fattening foods (8). BulirrAa is treatable; it can be cured.
Moreover, the add:: on model implies that bulirthcs
must abstain frori- thise foods on which they binge.
To do so requires a "bulimic" categorization of foods

into "goryl" (diet food) and "bad" (binge food),

followed b) the application of "will power" to abstention from the "bad" food.. This advice is potentially dangerousit reinfcrces the bulimic's tendency
to diet restrictively (in an a..orexic fashion?) and to
maintain weight at a semistarvation level (5, 8).
To overcome binge- ating and their
preoccupation with fqod, bulimics need to balartee
their diet gradually so_ as to include, not exclude,
reasonable amounts of sugar and carbohydrate. This
normalization (if diet ultimately decreases body
weight
-dimies and increases it in others
(2). On
's of effective therapy for bulimia
is to hP,
it accept the cohnections among
regular ;-%
- of balancei meals, attainment
of a bndy weight that is normal for her, and improved
physical and mental health (2, 10).
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What Is the Difference
Between Amirekia Nervosa
and Bulimia?
This1 is not nearly as important a
question as it weuld seein to be; In many respects
the numerous sirnilaritieS (see Chapter 1) are much
more significant for preventive education.
Nonetheless, retearch _has revealed
some consistent differences that may be of interest

te students and that_ may facilitate discussion of why
one person becomes anorexic, while another deVelops bulimia (see Chapters 8 And 9). These distinctions are listed in Table 4-2; Keep in mind that they
are statisticai generalizations subject to change as
the few available studies are supplemented by further investigation.

Teaching AbOut Bulimia:
Conclusions and
Implications
Definition

Conclusion. Bulimia refers to a class
of eating disorders with three comnion features: (1)
secretive and uncontrollaLe episodes of binge-eating,
(2) whealthy short- and long-term mothods for ridding the body of unwanted calories and for controlling the unwanted urge to binge, and (3) a strong
drive to become thin and an irrational fear of becoming fat.
implications. Although discussions of

bulimia_ necessarily begin viith the definition of

binge-eating, teachers should deemphasize the spec-

tacular amounts that are sometimes consumed by
bulimics and instead concentrate on their motives,
their helplessness, and their dangerous self-control
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Table 4-2. A Comparison of Restricting
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia
_RESTRICTING
ANOREXIA NERVOSA

BULIMIA

Chnieal Features
1.

Refusal to maintain a
minimum holly weight
for healthy functioning

2. Hunger and illness
denied; often proud
of weight management
and more satisfied
with body
3. Vomiting less common
(25 to 50%)
4 Less antisoc'al
behavior

1. Same, plus normal, nearnormal weight, or
ove.weight

2. Intense hunger
experienced and bingepurge considered
abnormal; greater body
disaittisfaction

3. Vomiting common
(75 to 100%)

4. Greater tendency to
antisocial behavior,
e.g., alcohol abuse

5. Amenorrhea of at
least 3 months'
duration common

6. Mistrust of others,
particularly
profPssionals

5. Irregular menstrual
ptriods cemmon;
amenorrhea uncommon
unless body weight
is low

6. More trusting of
people who wish
to help

Common Personati0 Chamden:sticS

7. Tend to bt intr6-

verted and obessiolial
8. Greater self-control,
but emotionally overcontrolled with
problems experiencing
and expressing

7. Tend to be extroverted
and dramatic
8. More impulsivity
and emotional
instability

feelings (alexithymia)

9. Mvre likely to bt

sexually immature
and inexperienced

10. Female§ are more
likely to reject
feminine role

9. More:sexually
exPerienced and
&exually active
_

10. Females are more
likely_ to embrace
feMinine role
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Table 4-2Continued
Course and Familial Factors

11. Age of onset often
around 13 to 15
12. Greater tendency for
maximum preillness weight to
be near normal
for age

11. Age of _onset around
15 to 19
12. Greater tendency
for maximum preillness weight to
be slightly
greater than
normal

13. Lesser familial
disposition to
obesity

13. Greater familial
predisposition to
obesity

14. Greater tendency
toward pre-illness
compliance with
parents

15. Tendency to deny
family conflict

14. Greater tendency
toward pre-illness
conflict with
parents

15. Tendency to
perceive intense
family conflict

practices. This helps distinguish bulimia from overeating and pigging out It also emphasizes the similarities between bulimia and anorexia nervosa, thus
enabling students to apply the definition of an eating
disorder (see Chapter 1).
Bulimia and Body Weight

Conclusion. Recent research indicates

that bulimia occurs at any point along _the underweight-overweight continuum. It also suggests that
the basic clinical and psychological features of the
disorder, some of which 1are very severe, are similar
irrespective of body weight.
Implications. These findings have two

very significant implications for teachers. First,
teachers committed to preventive education concerning bulimia should include material about such topics
as the need to 1diet, negative body image, low self-

esteem, and obsession with food. This will help
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students overcome their tendency, as products of our

culture, to transform three mistaken equations

"bulimia = overeating = obesity = bad"into the
simplistic conclusion that bulimics should just stop
eating so much or they will get fat.
Second, the increasingly popular
term "nonnal-weight bulimia" has inadvertently reinforced the MyTh that bulimia is less serious than
anorexia nervosa. It is a sad irony that in our culturt
the modifier "normal-weight" implies that someone

is not really ill. Teachers need to make students

aware of a simple truth: bulimia at any body weight
is associated with an increased risk of chronic social
maladjustment, substance abuse, depression, and
suicide.

Bulimia Is Not an Addiction to Food
Conclusion. Bulimics who have never
heard of Overeaters Anonymous speak of their disor-

der as an "addiction" or a "compulsion." Nonetheless, the addiction model of bulimia must be rejected
on the grounds that it overlooks the influence of

semistarvation and unintentionally contributes to bulimic attitudes and practices.
Fmpikations. Many schools across the
eOuntry use an illness-addiction model to educate
their students about alcohol and drug abuse. Teachers should try to keep this perspective separate from
discussions of bulimia.

The Course and Consequences
of Bulimia
Conclusions. As a rule bulimia grows
out of common adolescent concerns and the widespread tendency to use food and/or dieting to control
emotional unrest. Bulimia often begins after a period
of intense dieting. Unlike restricting anorexics, how-

ever, bulimics cannot deny their Lr or their

emotional needs, and so they turn to foo-'d instead of
away from it But loss of control and/or weight gain

generate anxiety, which in turn motivates dieting,
and a cycle is hegun. With the introduction of selfinduced vomiting and other forms of Purging, bulimics often manage to lose weight while continuing to
binge. This sense of control turns out tOL he a vicious

illusion, and ultimately the bulimic is bound up in
purging to binge and bingeing to purge. Looking
good, being in control, and feeling glacw:1 ahout one-

self become empty phrases as they are superseded
by obsession, interpersonal conflict, physical illness,
and depression.
implications. This chapter conCludes
with the same advice given in response to what is
known about the course and consequences of anorexia nervosa (see Chapter 2, pp._ 3741). Like anorexia,
bulimia has a normal beginning and an abnOrmal, if
not deadly, conclusion. Material about the full.-blown

disorder is likely to be more interesting to students,
but understanding how it originates better serves the
purpose of preventive education. Therefore, teachers
and their students are encouraged to (1) list and
examine various adolescent concerns, (2)- discuss the
ways in which adolescents cope with their Problems,
and (3) carefully consider the distinction between
short-tenn and long-term solutions (14). This prohlem-solving strategy helps remove bulimia and prevention from the realm of clinical psychology and
place them in the context of the student's life.
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CHAPTER 5

arallel to Chapter 3, this chapter
presents the edited transcripts of interviews I conducted separately with an 18-year-old Caucasian girl
(referred to as "A" _for "Amy") and her upperthiddle-class parents. Throughout my conversations
with these attractive, intelligent, vivacious, and articulate people, I found it hard to believe that their
family had been the center of a maelstrom called
bulimia.

The Adolescent
ML: How would you describe your eating disorder?
A: My experience basically consisted of dieting real&
strict& for a short period of time, and then not being
able to put up with the strictness of it, and then
going off on a binge that would last for a period
of
time, and then going back on the diet.
I never1 really got into purging. I had
a few episodes where I forced myself to vomit, but I
never used diuretics or anything.
ML: What did your "strict" diet consist of?
A: I would come up with whole bunches of really
stupid thing% like all day the only thing I could eat
was salad. Usually I would limit myself to 500
calories a day or something like that, 'cause I was
impatient, too. I wanted to lose the weight now, so I
really made it strict on myself.
ML: Did that involve skipping meals?
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A: Yes. The kids at school never knew how I could
survive on never eating lunch, 'cause I never did.
And I never had problems heating around other
people, that was when I wash always my strongest. It

was when I was by myselfaloneand usually at

home, that I had all my problems controlling my food

intake. I was never out of control eating with other
people.

ML: You were eating 500 or so calories a day. How
long would that last?

A: It couldn't last more than _three days or so,
sometimes even less than that. It worked out to be
about a three-day pattern: bingeing for three days
and dieting for three days and bingeing for three
days.

.

. .

ML: While you were dietinig, were you hungry?
A: Oh yeah. Except, after a while, I screwed up my

appetite so bad that I_ couldn't tell when I was
hungry or when I wasn't. .. . When you binge, you

screw up the part of your brain that tells you to stop
when you are full, so even to this day I really Aon't
know when I am hungry and when I am not. I just
have to go by what's considered normal, instead of
what my body says. I think I can reprogram myself

again, but I haven't gotten to that point yet.
ML What were the binges like?
A: I always could tell when I was going to binge. I
had this feeling, like I don't know what, like in the

base of my stomach I knew that I was going to binge
later that dav. I don't know, I felt my control giving
way or something.

I would come home from school,

throw my books down, and immediately go to the

kitthen and just start opening up the pantry, the
cupboards, and the refrigerator to find something
sweet. I love sugar and that's what I would go for

firstanything with sugar that I could consume

fastcookies and candy. If we didn't have anything
really sweet, then I might walk to the store and buy
a bag of candy bars_. I would eat those all the way
home. Then I would go to my room; I would hide
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thiS from people because I was really_ashamed of it

That's part of the reason why I went out to buy

food,_too, because I didn't want my family to know,
plus_I caught a_ ltit of punishment from my mom_ for
eating all the food; So I would go in my: room and
finish off the candy -_bars and:then maybe go and
have dinner with_thei &hilly and_eat a lotI'd outeat
everyone in mrfamilY,IfiChiding my father. Lthight
take a little break from eating after- dinner. Then

wotild gp back to -the kitchen_ithd eat leftovers.

Then, after the family had_Aeared away and gone off
to their separate tornerS, I would start-eating again:
leftovers, graharii crackers,- crackers, cheeses; never
vegetablesI could never binge On lettuce; And then
I'd go to _s_leep.I ittititiki be full.
I would be full
even before I finiShed the bag of candy bars, but that
WOOldn't stop me.

ML: Did you enjoy the taste of the foOd?
A:1 ate it too fast, really, to enjoy it, which makes it
funny as to why it had to be sugar, 'cause I really
didn't care that much about what it tasted like. . . I
didn't enjoy anything about it. It's a scary feeling,
because you're eating and you can't stop eating but
you want to.
ML: So you would eat continuously from the time
you came home from school?
A: Yeah. I was usually all tight at school and before
school, but after school was when my control gave
way. And my food intake wasn't limited to carbohydrates and sugar. I've eaten stuff like raw bacon and
cold leftoverscold steak, cold mashed potatoes,
cold stuffingjust gross stuff; it didn't matter what
it tasted like, just as long as I was eating.
ML: How old Were you when all this began?

A: I was about 13; I kind of eased into it, but it
started in junior high school.
ML: The dieting started? Or the dieting and bingeing

together?
A: The1 bingeing started fifst. I started using food

before I started using dieting.
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ML: Why was that?
A: I think it started because I was really unhappy in

junior high school. I didn't know very many people. I
think in retrospect I was a little bit more mature or
something than most other kids, so I couldn't be a
kid, I couldn't act like a kid. And when you're in
junior high, you know how kids can be really kind of
cruel to you, so I got made fun of a lot. I had a really

bad senmage as a_result, and I couldn't act right, I
couldn't be the right waY.
ML: Were they fnakifig fim of your appearance?
A: No, they were making fun Alf my behavior, and
that's when I started eating. _Then after a while I
started blaming their making fun of me on_ my
weight, even though they didn't make fun of my
weight.

ML: How tall were you and how much did You Weigh

at that point?
A: I was about 5 feet tall, and, when I started, 100
pounds. But then progressively through my seventh
grade year I worked my way up to 104 pounds, and
then by the end of the eighth grade I was 119
Pounds. By the end of my freshman year I was 125,
and that was my highest.
ML: As you were gaining weight, were You bingeing
and dieting, bingeing and dieting?
A: The whole time. [Laughs] The dieting didn't seefri
to work. But I was Scared to stop dieting because I

was gIIM that, if I didn't diet I would weigh 800
pounds. I was sure that the dieting was what was
keeping me from going clear off the chart with dry

weight.

ML: Did the dieting and the bingeing get worse as
time went on?
A: Yes, it got lots worse. The quantities of food got
more, and the diets got stricter. I got more desperate
because my_weight went up, and I was feeling worse
and worse. People thought I was a happy person, but
I wasn't I was miserable.
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ML: Did you hegin purging at that tithe or exercising

or doing something besides restrictive dieting?
A: Yes, inadvertently. I did extra exercises and stuff.
I would walk for three hours trYing to work off a
binge sometimes. Occasionally, I would purge, but I
really could count on one hand how many timesi did

that. Usually I purged alter I had been what I

thought was very successful on a dietyou know, for
a week I had been goodand then I binged. Then I
would want to counteract that binge and so I would
do something like try to throw up. But I didn't do
that very often, because I wasn't good at it and I
hated it. . . .

I also took diet pills, _the brand narne

ones you buy at the drugstore. When you diet
heavily you're _hungry, and I thought this would help
me, but it didn't. My mom caught me when she
found them. And one of the few times I forcibly
vornited I did it with syrup of ipecac, 'cause I
couldn't do it with my_ finger. I got it at the
drugstore. The diet pill thing, the bouts of them,

didn't last very long. I think I used them two
separate periods. I didn't like to use them; they

made me shake.

ML: A lot of us have _idiosyncrasies when it comes to
eating and other parts of_ our lives, but we might not

define:theft as a_ !`disorder." In what .ways Were
your dieting and bingeing more than idiosynceaSieS?

A: Quantity is probably- patt of it __Eating, past

fullnessis part of it, I think, Since_ it is appropriate to
eat ipast ftilitiega on Thanksgiving, Christmas, aod
Eaatot but not every day for three days in a _rti*_ and
then _three days later._ And: the_ secrecy about it;
sometimes I would-take fOod from the kitchen into
my roomi_theak it in_ when,nobody was looking. Oh,
and' I Weighed myself five times a day._When _I *as
dieting I wanted to_ see how_ griOd I was doing, and
when I: was bingeing I wantedi to:see how bad _I was

doing. I wag Very concerned about my iweight. I Wed
tO cothe home crying to my parents that I waS too
fat.
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ML: At that time, how tall were you and how much
did you weigh?

A: I iias b-etween 5' and 51." and my_ weight was
between_104 pounds and 135 pounds. I always felt
too fat; I was never happy with my weight.
ML: So yeu telt fat at 104 pounds and fatter at 135.
A: Yeah, but always overweight.
ML: I'm, interested in the discrepancy between what

one reads in a tableI'M X inches tall and I have

this body frame and so I ought to weigh this many
poundsversus how one feels. Did you ever feel that
discrepancyyour mother or somebody would say,
"You're not overweight" or "You're not fat," yet
you felt differently?
A: Yeah. At one time I thought 5'1" and 95 potmds
was_ it. At that time, if anybody told me anything
different, inside there v-as kind of a resistance
against it; they were wrong; anything above 95
pounds is too fat for me. It was a physical feeiling in

my tieart; ;t_caused a conflict when sorhebody else
gave me a different nuthber.
ML: What would it mean to weigh 95 pounds? Did
you_ consciously associate anything with that lower
end?

A: I thought boys would love me . . . and I would be
a better dancer. . . . And, oh, I used to deny myself

going shopping. I _wouldn't let myself get clothes
because I thought I was too fat. Once I got to that
weight, then I cculd go shopping and I would have
lots of pretty clothes. . . . The day you hit 95 pounds

everything becomes wonderful.

ML: How did you feel about yourself as you were
dieting and bingeing?
A: I felt miserable about myself. When I was dieting,
everything was hunky-dory. Wheri I was in control, I
felt good about myself. Then my room was _neat,
then I could do my homework, then I thought I was
prettier; I looked at myself more and liked myself a

lot better when I was dieting than when I was

bingeing,

no
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Whea I ,was bingeing, there was
nothing that I could find in:the whole world that was
good. It affected my abilitY to function, because
when I was bingeing I couldn't do my homework; _I
couldn't keep my room from being a nieSS; I didn't

care about my appearance; I mil-al be nice to my
family.
It pretty well put me out of function;
eictept in school, where I could put on an act Nit I
couldn't hold it at home, too.
ML: You:began in the seventh grade. How long was
it until it became apparent to

your faitily that

something was wrong?
A: Iri the summer between my freshman and sophO,
more years in high school,: my mom read an artiCle
about buhmia. She saidi: "Here; look_at thiS; it seems
like you have a lot of these problems." I think that
WaS when something started to click. Then ih the
autumn of my sophomore year I called a OSYChOlogiSt
myself, but I didn't knOW what it was about; I knew
that Iiwas unhappy; but_I didn't relate it lo dietinr. I
thought my only problem was that I couldn't oontitil
my dietthat I couldn't stay on the diet 1-ông enough
to do any good.
SO- I got help then; but my parents
really didn't realize the seriousness of _it, I dOn't
think; until later on. My mom had bak&1_ a Whole

bunch of Christmas cookies early and liadi_ frozen
them in a big freezer:in the baseinent. I ate most of
theni=still frozen. I think that was when slit reali2ed
that this was not normal. She was really irritatth and
angry, but she also:realized that there *AS a problem. But I think a lot of times they iust thought I
Wald help it if I wanted to, but that I didn't Waht toi
They thought that; well, you know; `It'S easy: if ou
want to diet, just stop eating,iand please stop eating
our Christmas cookies."Biit I think that during my
sophOmore year they grew to understand that I
COUldn't control myself. By that time I WAS &king

and difficult.

ML: So there was a period of time when you were
very much aware that things were out of control?

AMY'S STORY

A: But I didn't know it was food. I went to a

psychologist once in the fall and she recommended
me to an eating disorders specialist, so apparently
from talking to me she could gather that it was foodrelated.

ML: What happened once it became apparent to

your family that something was wrong?
A: Well, clear through my junior high years I was
impossible to get along with. I felt so bad and I just
needed an outlet, and my outlet was food and home
and my family. I yelled and screathed, especially at
my morn. . . . I'm sure they wanted to send me away
at that time because I was just impossible. But they

didn't understand, so they couldn't help; they just

aggravated it, and I made life real unhappy. I set my
parents against one another. . . . that was what was

going on, just a lot of hostility.
ML: Was it difficult to admit to your folks or to a
therapist or to yourself that bingeing and dieting
were out of control?
A: It was at certain points. When I wanted to get
help in the fall of my sophomore year, it would have
been easy to admit. But, tuetween that time and the
summer when I got help, I worked myself into a
state_where I didn't want to. I got worse and worse

and I didn't want to admit that there was a big
problem, but I knew there was something wrong.

Sometimes it was very hard to admit to my parents,
especially when I was in a binge. When I was in the

process of bingeing, I wanted to be bingeingnot
reallyI needxd to be bingeing. So I didn't want to

admit it, because that meant I would probably have
to stop.
ML: Do you recall what triggered the decision to get
help?

A: Yeah. I wanted to be able to lose weight, that's

why I got help. [Laughs] Little did I know that

wasn't what it was all about.
ML: How do you feel about the treatment?
A: I feel real good about it, that it was real
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successful. I also feel it's necessary. I know I
couldn't have done it by myself; I don't think

anybody can.

ML: So how are things for you now?
A: Better. I still struggle with it, and it still goeS up
and down. Right now, I haven't had any problem
with it. It's less desperate now. Bingeing now is not
bingeing; it's overeating. And I don't diet anymore.
But I still deal with a "people-don't-like-ine-'cause-Iam-fat" frame of mind.
ML: How tall are you now and how much do you
weigh?

A: 5'1" and 115 poimds.
ML: Do you "feel" fat?

A: Yes,_ I feel fat. I'M still not happy with my
weight. I feel that I could lose weight, that I could
maintain a lower weight, and I'm still impatient
about itI want it now!
But I think now my life doesn't de-

pend so much on how I am doing on the diet. My life
doesn't have to be kad when I am bingeing, and great
when I am dieting, or great when I'm not bingeing. I
can react to my environment instead of having my
feelings depend on what I've eaten. I'm a lot less
likely to keep my weight from letting me do things; I

gave up dancing for a couple of years during the
time I was bingeing because I thought I was too fat.
Now I am dancing again.
ML: Do you still binge occasionally?
A: Yes, I do. I haven't really binged to the magnitude that I did several years ago. Now a binge may
consist of a couple of candy1 bars and five graharn
crackers or something like that.
ML: Is the ieeling different? Is there still the same
need to eat?
A: No, the _feeling's kind of the saine. Right now I
work a lot on trying to find out why I just binged. I
write down stuff that I'm feeling, or stuff that's
happened that could have caused it. But still there's
that need that I can't really place.
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ML: Do you have any advice for middle school or
high school students?
A: My most important piece of advice would be to

get help. I know it's hard a lot of times because
parents don't even understand it; and they don't
want to say; "My kid's got a problem." But, espe-

cially bulimics tend to know that what they're doing
is uncool. So I would suggest that; if they can't go to
their parents for help, go to somebOdy; Hopefully, the
counselors at school or the teachers will be informed

enough that they know how to deal with it.

The Parents
ML: When did you first become1 aware that something was wrong with your daughter?
Mom: When she :was in junior high school; I first
realized_that she had a problem with her concept of
her weight, with radical changes in her weight, and
with her self-image. I wasn't aware how extensive
the problem was until the end of her eighth grade
year; maybe going on into her ninth grade year.
ML: What do you mean by "radical changes in her
weight"?

Mom: Well, there would be a few months when she
would seem to be at a relatively normal weight and
she would be4deased with herself; Then she would

put on 10; 15; 20 pounds, and she would be dis-

pleased_with herself, and then you could see that she
was making changes in the weight without staying at
a simple weight; At first we expected that; because

then she was 12 to 13 years old and going through
puberty and some changes. So we felt that this was
just normal and basically thEt's how we accepted it;
And then we realized that she was not pleased with
herself and had a definite problem with her own
image of herself.
Dad: Like most bulimics, shei was nOt heavily oven
weight. She was maybe, at the maximum, 5 to 20
pounds overweight, and that would fluctuate radical-
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ly. One time during this three-year period she was
underweight. She managed to overcontrol herself and
really got thin. But that did not help her psychologically, although her body was very good-looking and
thin.

ML: She was not pleased with how she looked?
Mom: Yes. And she also was not pleased with how
her peers rejected her. She felt that, anyway. We're
not so certain, and other adults and teachers didn't
feel that way, but the important thing is that she felt
that way.

ML: Did she connect that =popularity with her
weight?

Mani: At times she would.
Diad: Yes, but I don't think that's what set it off. I
believe it was her intell..ctualism and "adultness"
and rapid _Maturity; these would have set her Off
anywayshe was never a kid. She always got along
better with adults than with children her own age.
Mont: She was a perfectionist.
ML: When did you begin to see that she was having

a problem with eating and weight, rather than

"fitting in"?
Rad: We never saw that until it was almost toO late.
There *as a huge personality change. She was just
not pleased=and that'S a mild way of putting it==
with anything that happened inside the family. She
felt that eVerYthing was bad, and violence ertiPted
more times than not; there was a strain on

everybody.

Mom: Yes. I guess the only thing that kept going
through my mmd was "We're communicatingit's
negative7-but at least we're annmunicating." It was
very stressful for bOth of u& There was erratic
behavior, and I wasn't certain just whose fault it_Was
and what the reasons were. We 'were all making

some changes. I was getting_going in a job again and
gradually spending a little bit more time away from
the family, and I thought maybe that:was it. I knew
her behavior was not normal, yet at the same time I
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kept thinking, "Let's give this some time. I mean,
she's 12, 13, 14 years old; let's see what happens."
Dad: At first it wasn't bad enough:for :us to make a
huge commitinent. Instead we said; "Everybody in
Ainerica overeats, just don't overeat as much. It'll be
OK. Go dance a little bit more, or run after dinner,
and it'll be OK." And that went on for about a year,
I imagine, which didn't really help anYthing.

Mom: Actually; our middle daughter was the first
one who came to me in tears, very upset, and said

her sister "was vomiting last night and I don't

believe shes sick!' And I said, "I don't believe she
is either," and then right away it started to click in
my mind that there could be a problem. And shortly

after that

I

read an iii8ert On

ait* disorders

prepared by the local mental health association for
our neighborhood paper. Now I had known about the
various eating disorders, because I have been involved in health and: fitness for a good many year&
hi fact; I had talked with and knew a lot of adult
women With bulimia, but I just didn't equate this
with my daughter. When I read a list Of the symptoms of btilimia,4 thought; "Oh, I think we could
have something here." And I gave it to my daughter
and asked her what she thought about it. She said,
"This sounds just like me."

ad: But you've passed by the years of pain and
suffering. It was kind of a normal progression, a

teenager wanting to be free, the hostility, and not

knowing your place, 1and all that, which was fairly
normal. This passed into rage, which is not normal.
But it was a slow progression.
ML: Is it fair to say that your initial impression1 that
something was wrong was more one of emotional
conflict and emotional strife, as opposed to bingeing
or food missing from the refrigerator?
Mom: Yes, right; that came later.
Dad: The psychological aspectthe Lostilitycame a
kt before we started noticing hug. amounts of food
missing. We both knew what bulimia waswe called

it bingeingbut it's different reading about it and
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then havmg to live with the total person, not the

binger, but the manifestations of what that does to a
teenager psychologically in a period of time when
she is not really that stable anyway. . . . We just

weren't smart enough to catch it. . . .
ML: When did you become aware that she was
eating huge amounts of food?

Main: We didn't know how much foöd. When I realty
became aware of it was when I had baked ChristmaS
c6okieS about two or three months in Advance and
froie them, and went to get them after Thanksgiving

to make up cookie boxes; they were gone. . . .
Dad: Ate theru frozen, didn't she?
MO*: Yeah, and we're talking about thsail& of
cookies that were gote.
ML: What were the _things that you saw in that
insert article_ that "clicked" with the experienceS
that you had?
Mom'. Bingeing, purging, fluctuations in *eight, irra-

tional behavior. . . .
Dad: We'te not a very violent family, and
go otit
Of My way to avoid an argument. BUt, espedially my
Wife and daughter wimild get in violent confronta=
tions over something stupid, just so smallwhether
you &mild wear a black belt with a :black suit or a
White belt with a black suit. Most of the tifne, I don't

know why, I took Our daughter's side at first. But
even when_ I tried to be compassionate with her
during the bad times, it didn't work. Any amount of
consOlation I gave, and guidance, all the expertise I
had, I mean it was just worthless.
Mom: And then things Started happening, and I
started really worrying, and then my daughter all of
a sudden said, "I don't want any helP." That was
When I said, "Well, OKi so muCh for your privacy=
I'm concerned." I mean if it were drugsi or uything

else, it Would be the same thing. And I did find
syriiP of ipecac one _time and that was When I said,
"OK, this is it." And I went to my daughter and she

agreed.
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Ekid: But *e_ _Started out slow: First we started not
buying the -sweet foods or overstocking them. Theil
we [laughs] chained the freezer.
_

MOtt:

_

_Y6si we didwe chained the freeier;

Dad: But it didn't work, nothing worked. Eventually
the bulimic totally loses control. _A _little :thing SetS
them off at_school-7-a_ friend doesn't_sak hello to thein
tit_ _a friend's upsetanything _will set them off, and

they will eat anything. They are totally out 'of

controlviolent behavior-77irratiatial_ thotights ;L; _Fiit got so _bad; __and the family had _suffered

enotigheverybody was yelling at everybody, other
people who didn't have problems_ now were having
problemsthen" we put " down Out "foot and said;
"We've got to do something; What'S it going to be?"
ML: She &Scribed her eating disorder aS periods of
bingeing interspersed s ith periods of very restrictive
dieting. She said it almost became _a1pAttern Of three

days On the_ diet and three dayS off;
Mom: _But she didn't see_ that pattern, although iit's
something_ I began_ _seeing. I_ could almost tell wheri
my daughter_was igoing_ to ga through Ai bad_ time;
Het_ whole :attitude about everythingher appear-

ance,_ how she responded to me, even how her room

looked, just the general organization of her :life=

would just simply fall_ apart. Within day§ it Would be;

"Fit out of control,"

ML: Mott __articles_ _on_ eating disorders describe
bingeing as something that takes place in secret: Are
you saying that after a while your daughter'S binge-

eating was out in the open?
Dath In faet; We saw her eat very seldom.
Mom: She did not want to eat: at the &tater table,

She did_ not want ito participate in Any type Of family
functian, _especially when it involVed foca Once we
all Went out for a _celebration, and she sat in the back
seat and cried the whole time because she WA8 Oh
diet and didn't _want to OE
Dad:i Dinner table: was the worst place you could
iinagine. We still don't eat dinner together. So most
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Of the family eating migrated Into different areas:
TheY ate at baby=sitters' _houses or they ate before
they came home or they fixed their own, and so we

never saw her sit down and eat a whole hain or

-something. We just noticed that the refrigerator and
freezer were empty, sometimes the day after we
went to the Store;

ML: Do you recall how or when you Made the

decision that enough was enough?
Mom: I think it Was the syrup of ipecac or shortly
thereafter.
Dad: We alto discovered diet pills around at About
the taine time. We were really upset then
Aro*: W6 were frightened.

Detd: We knew it was something We Could not

control. So you inutediately say to yourself, "Well,
you're a /Often parent, you can't handle it, your kid't
it tretiblei and you probably started it.! SO now
*e'Ve got to figure out :how to solve this problem
and we don't haVe any idea What to do.
Mom: You know, something_that affected me-A was
sitting in my office, and a woman came to tie for A
health and fitness evaluation. _In the interVie* she
teaffully told me about her problein with bulimia,
and as I listened to her I almost . . . I cried all the

way hOriie because I thought, "Here I Atli Very
cciiiipattionate with this_ woman, and here it my

daughter with the exact Same symptoms, who must
be going thrOugh ihis same turmoil, and I'm:telling
her, 'Eat 1;000 Calories a day,' and:working throtigh
her diet with her and her exercise prograin and
that's not what she needed."
And then One of the couples she WaS
baby;titting forhe is a physician,mentioned that
there *ere huge amounts:of food gone; By that time
*6 *ere aware of itwe had already Made arrangements for het to_ See a counselor, but I thought, "Oh,
that jtist isn't like _my daughter:at all. This child it
Ont of control. If she is doing it at someone else's
home, then she really has a problein."
ML: Your daughter dates her eating disorder as
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beginning around age 13, the beginning ot middle

school. How long was it between then and the

family's decision to get some help?
Mom: I believe that would be two years. I would say
she was 15 years old.
ML: And you describe those years, to put it Mildly,
as turbulent?
Dad: Oh yea! I went to seek professional help.
Mom: We both did individually.
Dad: You really get to a point where you are against
eVerybOdy; everybody is against everybody, and no
one is pulling in the same direction. It wasn't until

we went to the right personan expert on eating

disorders-=for professidnal psychOlogiCal WO that
anything changed; And then the change was remarkable, almost overnight, almost from the first appoint=
ment. For my money, counseling viraa an overnight
successa huge psychological change.

MOM: The first time she saw a psychologist she
came home and she just sat down at the _kitchen
table and sighed and _said,i "Guess _Mies the first
thing L am going to do?" I said, "What?" and she
said; "Not diet"
Dad: The thing you noticed, _though, was that her
mind was better organized. And then at the safnie

time_ her todal behavior vastlY _ifnProved. She entered a Church youth group and just took the ball and
ran with it. She just loved everything about it. And
these two things went _right hand in hand, the aura
group and the counseling.
MoM: She began to dance again, she was able to go
to a dance class again. Before, she loved _to dance,

but she couldn't look at herself in the Mirror;

Dad: She'd say, "I look bad, I'M fat"things like
that.

ML: Did the eating disorders specialist meet with
you folks and talk about what the treatment entailed
or what was going to happen?
Mom: Over the phone she did say, "I do believe your
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daughter MS a problem and I_ do l*lieve she need§
tlierapY."_ Then we hoth said, "WhateVer we can
doif you need to sptak with Us or what have you."
At this particular time my daughter and I were
having A Miserable relationship, and SO I felt that
therapy heeded to he_ something just between our
daughter and the psythologist. Our daughter needed
to have someOne she Couki go to and not_be afraid to
discuss anything shr: wanted to disetiSt; We told her,
"Hey, anything you _feel you need to talk to the
doctor about, that is fine with us. Don't worry about

it."
Difid: We tried to be concerned, but aloof. She'd
come back froth a session and we'd say, "Did it go
OK to-day?"solnething open-minded the could say
yes or no to, or talk about it if she wanted.
Mom: Shei didn't talk about it for a while. Then she
started talking about the sessions, actually educating
us, WhiCh was really goOd. There Came a period
where she would Say, "You realize . . ." and then tell
us every mittake we made. At first_it bothered me a
little bit and I was defensive7-anybodY Would be
but, as I thought
ahout it, I Came to grips with
accepting the fact that I made mistakes, tOO. But
then we worked thiough that, too, I_ think, as we

were able to talk about a lot of the probleins that she
felt Perhaps we were guilty of. Arid I think she has
accepted the fact, not completely yet, that some

parents are not periect.

The whole familY Was simply more
compassionate with Our daughter. I think we finally
realized that this was something she cOtidn't control,
blit it tOcik me a long time to get to that point. Prior
to that time I thought she was eating all my
Christmas ci:YokieS just for spite. Eventually, I would
say, "I have a right to be angry, and I'm angry, but
understand you're out of control."
ML: What advice do you have fOr parents or adults
in general?
.
Mom: We've been through it,
so I understand how

they are feelingmost parents are thinking, "I don't
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know about therapy, isn't there something we can
do?" And most always I say, "Well, there isn't. I
think you've got to go straight for therapy; I don't
think there's any other way." And I tell them it often
doesn't get tetter. From my professional experience,
I know women who start&I the bingeing and purging

at 13 an& now they're 40 or 45 years old and still
doing it Maybe it's viith laxatives or other things,
but they've still got the problem. They're still very
unf'..-ppy with themselves.

I refer people to Ian eating disorders
association] at least to talk, and because there are
lots of group programs there as well. And often the
[association] will refer them to local psychologists.
Sometimes people say they don't think they can
afford a psychologist and I say, "Yes, you can, there
is always a way. '
MI,: (to Mom) Do you think your occupation in the
health and fitness field had any effect on your
daughter's concern with her weight and her
apearance?
Mom: It could very well have. I'm not sure one way

or the other. I've never been a thin person. She
could see that I certainly don't have a perfect body,

but I am still involved in health and fitness. I've
never been a radical alyout it; I am very conservative
&out exercise and I've never been a person for rigid

diets, because I think diets make people crazy.

That's why I've always felt that exercise and learning how to use foml are nice. But again just by the
mere fact that there has always been information
around the house and the discussion of it could very
well have. .
Dad: I don't think it set it off, but I think it
aggravated the situation once it progressed into an
advanced stage.
Mom: Our daughter was always a perfectionist and
she always liked foad. When she was just a little girl,
she was a wonderful eater. But she had allergies, and
she was so thin and so little, we never said anything
about it When she started eating a lot in junior high,
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we were actually pleased: "Thank heavens our
daughter has a_good appetite."
Then when her problems first began
I was very Clinical with my daughter. She'd be

concerned alyout her weight and she would come to
me from time to time and I'd Say, "Well, you eat this

amount of calories and you need to exercise this
amount." I was not seeirig the rest of it. . . . We just
tried to do it ourselves.
Da: That was what we did. My wife is into dieting
and exercising, and I jog, so *e hit her with "You're
not running enough" and so forth, and it was
absolutely the wrong thing. I don't blame myself
'cause if it hamened to another daughter I'd probably do the same dumb things all over again. . Our
daughter had the talent to dance, a tremendous IQ,
and talent in presentation, speaking, and music, but
none of it was worth anything to her, because of this
block, this bulimic block.
It seemed to be a "wanting" psychological Problem. She needed compassion, togetherness, and a sense of worth; she really didn't need
diets and a thousand calories per day or running.

. . .

CHAPTER 6

The Extent of
Eating Disorders
in High
School Students
L

1983 Drs. Harrison Pope and

James Hudson of the Harvard Medical School invited
450 women attending "a prestigious rural college for

women" to complete a questionnaire concerning
anorexila nervosa and bulimia (22; 24). The questions

used to diagnose these disorders were direct transcriptions of the criteria contained in the Diagnostic
and Statistical__Mamal (DSM-IM _of the American
Psychiatric Association (1; see Table 6-1). The
results are startling. Of the 287 _(64 _percent) _who

responded, 6 (2 percent) reported a history of an7
orexia :nervosa; 6 (2 percent) reported a history of
anorexia nervosa and bulimia; and 36 (12.5 percent)
reported a history of bulimia. Even if we make the

tenuous assumption that all nonrespondents were
never anorexic or Mimic; 10 to 11 percent of the
women at this college had a history of eating
disorders.

Although surveys of women at other
colleges; including coeducational state universities;

suggest this figure is accurate, Pope and Hudson
were skeptical of such a high lifetime prevalence. So
they asked 304 female shoppers at a:Boston mall tO

fill out the same anonymous questionnaire in exchange for a dollar (22, 23). Only four declined to

participate. The distribution of ages for the remaining_ 30_04)aralieled that kr the 13: to 64 range in the
United States. The resülts were depressingly similar

to those of their first study. Nearly 5 percent were
currently bulimic and another 5 percent had been
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bulithic at some time. But the most disconcerting

finding was that 9 (11.4 percent) of the 79 shoppers
ages 13 to 20 were currently bulimic and another 5
(6.3 percent) had been bulimic at some point in their

lives. In other words, the lifetime prevalence of
bulimia for the women 21 and over was 7.8 percent,
whereas that for the 20-and-under group was nearly
18 percent.

Epidemiology
Is the prevalence- of eating 'disorders
increasing? Is there _at `eDidettie" of eating disor-

ders on high schoOl and college campuses? Do males
evei- develop anorexia nervosa or bulimia?
Epidemiology is the__branch of medicine and health science-that attempts to answer _these
andirelatedigtiettions (24, 26; 29). Specifically, epide=
Miologitth hiteiested in eating disorders investigate
the folloviing:

POINT PREVALENCE: Within_ a given population (such as high sthool or college students), this
is_ the petcentage of people who currently have an
eating disorder.
LIFETIME PREVALENCE Within a_given population, this is the number or percentage of people
who have had an eating disoeder at any time.
INCIDENCE: This is the number of new cases that
can be exp-ected to arise over a certain period of
time, for example, six months or a year. Comparisons of the incidence for each of several consecutive years permit conclusions about whether eating
disorders areincreasing or decreasing.
ENVIRONMENTAL VANABLES: These are sociocultukal factors, for example, socioeconomic sta-

tus, that might increase or worsen the fisk of

eating disorders when they occur.
PERSONAL VARIABLES: These are characteris-

tics of the person, such as gender, that might
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contribute to the development or maintenance of
eating disorders.
Reading (and writing) about epidemiology, with its emphasis on sampling, diagnostic

methodology, and statistics, can be tedious and
exasperating. Differences in type of school, ages
of students, sampling methods, percentage of respondents, type of prevalence examined, and the
definition of bulimia and anorexia nervosa make it

difficult to compare studies and to offer general
conclusions. In addition, there are few studies of
high school students; therefore teachers will natural-

ly find themselves wondering ahout the extent to
which the students who have been surveyed are
similar to those they teach. Nonetheless, epidemiological investigations are crucial for an understanding of both the need to prevent -eating disorders and
the contributing factors on which prevention must
focus.

Anorexia Nervosa
Prevalence

At this time we simply do- not know
the exact point or lifetime _prevalence _of anorexia
_

nervosa. We do knowi__ however; that_ anorexia ner-

vosa is not ram, as was once thought (21, 27).
The best available data- on the -point
prevalence of anorexia nervosa .in high isdiOOl sth
dents-- was obtained from surveys of British and
_

ScantlinaVian high School students_ conducted-during
the_ late 1960s and early to mid-1970s (10).- The
.

participants in these investigations were middle- to
upper-class- girls. Together, these studies suggest
that_ the risk Of anorexia nervosa is 1 in 175 for high
School_ girls in general and 1 in 100 for those girls
attending_ private -school. Orie of the _Sca- hdinavian

studies also found:that nearly 1 in 10 of the high

school. girlt Critild be considered to have at least a
Mild form of anorexia nervosa (10).
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The two current studies of lifetime

prevalence in high school girls are consistent With an
estimated point prevalence of (1.5 to 1.0 percent.
In

the shopping mall study 2 (2.5 Percent) of the 70
girls ages 13 to 20 had a history of
anorexia netvosa
(23). Around the same time, Pope and
Hudson also
administered their eating disorders questionnaire
to
186 girls and 124 boys attending "a suburban,
coeducational school, covering grades 9
With approximately equal numbers of through 12,
and
day students" (24, p. 47). Of the 155 boarding
(83 percent)
girls who responded, 6 (3.8 percent,
or 3.2 percent of

the total sample) reported a history of anorexia
nervosa. Of the 107 boys (86 percent) who responded, none reported anorexia nervosa.
Incidence

Many experts believe that the incidence of anoroda nervosa in middle school
and high
school girls is increasing (10), Before 1950, there
were fewer than 500 cases of anorexia nervosa
described in the psychiatric literature;
of 1980
there were newly 5,000 (27). It is not as
known
for
certain, however, whether anorexia nervosa has indeed become more common or whether
increased
public and professional awareness has resulted
a
change in diagnostic criteria and an increase inin
the
number 10f

cases detected, referred, treated, and
It is likely that both possibilities represent the true state of affairs to some
extent (27). In
one New York county the number of
new cases
cataloged during 1970 to 1976 was double
that in
1960 to 1969, with the sharpest increase for fetha'es
ages 15 to 24 (Jones and others, in Eckert [10]). A
review of several classic investigations
suggests that
the incidence during the 1960s and 1970s
was becataloged.

tween .35 and 1.5 new cases of anorexia
nervosa per
year per 100,000 people (10). This is a conservative
estimate because a significant number of cases_ do

not corne to the attention of psychiatrists
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Assuming that the currentipopulation:of the United

States is roughly 225 million, all this means that

there are probably between 750 and 3,200 new cases

of anorexia nervosa per year in the United States,

with an excellent chance:that the actual_number is at
least 10,000! Readers who find themselves wonder-

ing about the figures from the late 1970s and early

1980s have verified the pressing need for more

current research;
Prevalence and Incidence:
Some Tentative Conclusions

Piecing together the current research, and overlooking the large number of missing
pieces, we can arrive at three tentative conclusions

about the prevalence and incidence of anorexia
nervosa:
1.

It is likely that between 1 and 6 of every 200

girls will develop anorexia nervosa between th
ages of 12 and 20.
2. That rate appears to be greater than the compa-

rable prevalence reported in the 1960s and
1970s. This suggests, but does not prove, that

the incidence of anorexia nervosa in high school
students is increasing.

As discussed in a later section, the higher the
socioeconomic status, the greater the risk.
Sex Distribution

Based on surveys of patients at psychiatric hospitals and eating disorders clinics, it is
estimated that 90 to 96 percent of anorexia nervosa
cases are female (2, 10). The only research bearing
on this issue is the series of studies conducted by
Pope and Hudson (22, 23, 24). In four studies
involving 720 females (71 percent) out of a possible
1,020 high-school and college-age respondents, these
investigators identified 21 with a history of anorexia
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nervosa7-2.9 percent of the respondents or, most
conservatively, 2 percent of the total pool. In contrast, no cases of anorexia nervosa were reported by
the 154 males (69 percent
of the total invited to
participate) who were included in two of the studies.
This zero prevalence for males does
not and indeed cannot contradict clinical
observations, Until studies of high school, college,
and
community males are done, the actual proportion of
feinales to males will remain unknown (10). Clinical
studies do suggest, however, that the manifestations
of anoreXia nervosa in males and feinales
are very
similar (2, 10).
Age of Onset

Anorexia nervosa May develop before
12 or after 50, but _in general it begins between 12
and 20 (4, 10, 12). Two independent studies of large
groups of anorexics found the peak age of onset to
be either 14.5 or 18 (4; Hahni arid others in
[10]). This is very signifiCant because theseEckert
ages
coincide with the beginning and ending of high
school. it is important to keep in mind, however, that
10 to 30 percent of all cases develop after ages 20 to
25 (4, 10, 12).
oeconomic Status and Other
Demographie Variables

The research on oinL prevalence
conducted in the late 1960s and early 1970s suggested an aSsociation between anorexia nervosa and
privileged status. Thus, during the 1970s, number
of expert clinicians carefully ekamined thea distribution of their _patients across the sacial classes. They
foune that 50 to 70 percent of their female anorexic
patients were from upper-middle-class arid upperclass families (12).
The strong association between anorexia nervosa and he upper classes
has been
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confirmed in a_ recent studyiby_Dt. Finn:Askevold 'of
the National Hospital in Oslo; Norway (3); He evaluated the disffibution of anorexia nervorsa and several
psychosomatic disorders (such as migraine headache)
across the highi "middle, 'and low social classes; All

the psychosomatic disorders were evenly dispersed;
but anorexia nervosa was found much more often in

the upper than in the lower class. Fifty percent iof

the 112 'anorexics in the sample were from the

highest class; _as compared with only 15 percent of a

sample of age-matched women. The very small

amount of evidence available concerning social class
and' male anorexics :is contradictory and in need of
replication (see Andersen [2] versus GarTifikel and
Garner [121).

It is very important for education
Staff to realize that anorexia nervosa is not exclusively an u_pper-class or even middle-class phenomenon

(3). Garfinkel and Garner have observed that since
1976 the percentage of their anorexic:patients from

the' upper classes has fallen from 71 të 52 (12).

Although other epidemislogists have not reported an

increased number of anorexics from the working

class, it is Garfinkel and Garner's expert impression
that anorexia nervosa is becoming more prevalent
among the lower social classes, Black people, and
older women (12, 13).

The findings concerning religious
background are so variable that only tWo conclusions

are possible: (1) no religious group is immune to
anorexia nervosa in its children, and (2) more _sophis-

ticated research' is necessary before it can be said
with 'any certainty that religious affiliation is a
significant risk factor (12).

Bulimia
There have been five recent epidemiological studies of bulimia in high school students. In
general this research examines the point prevalence

and correlates of bulimia (that is, the bulimic syn-

(home) as defined by the DSM-III criteria (see Table
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6-7-1). Some of the studies also examine the

percentage of students who engage in binge-eating,
self-

induced vomiting, 24-hour fasting, and other individual aspects of bulimia.
Prevalence in High School
Two Typical Studies

In 1983 Craig Johnson and colleagues
at the Northwestern University Institute of Psychiatry surveyed 1,268 high_ school girls between the
ages of 13 and 19-=-nearly 98 percent of the girls
attending a large Illinois high school with a diverse
student body (15)._Students were considered bulimic
if they_binge-ate once a week or more and if they
responded yes to each of four basic questions derived
from DSM-III=for eitample, "Do you get uncontrollable urges to eat and eat until you feel physically
ill?" (p. 17) and "Do you feel miserable and annoyed
with yourself after an eating binge?" (p. 18).
Johnson and his associates found
point prevalence of 4,9 percent. In other words, ata
the time of the survey 62 girls in this large high
school were binge-eating in an uncontrollable and
miserable fashion at least once a week. Men the
stringent criterion of weekly bingeing was diöPped,
this figure rose to 105 students _(8.3 percent). Of
those who were binge=eating on a weekly or greater
basis, 11 (1 percent of the total sample) could be
considered to have a very serious eating_ disorder
because they also reported at least weekly selfinduced vomiting or _laxative use.
In_ 1984 Janis Crowther and her Colleagues at Kent State University collected question-

naires frofn 363 Ohio high school girls who

_had
received parental permission to participate_ (9). This
sample was drawn froth four diverse high schools
and represented 80 percent of the 48 percent whose

parents returned the consent forth. Twenty-eight
girls (7.7 percent) met the DSMIII criteria for
bulimia. In addition, the researchers identified a
1 .)-0
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Table 6-1. Diagnostic Criteria for Eating Disorders
According to the Diagnostk ard Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM-III), 3d ed. of the
American Psychiatric Association*
ANOREXIA NERVOSA

Intense lear of becoming obese, which does not diminish
as weight loss progresses.
B. Disturbance of body image, e.g., claithing to "feel fat"
A.

C.

even- when-emaciated.
Weight_loss of at least 25% of original body weight or; _if
under 18 years of age; weight loss from original body
weight _plus projected weight gain expected from growth
_

D.

E.

charts may be combined to make 25%.
Refusal _to maintain _body weight over a minimal normal
weight for age and height.

No known physical illness that would account for the
weight loss;

BULIMIA
A. Recurrent episodes of bingep..ating (rapid consumption of a

large amount of food in a discrete pefiod of time, usually
less -than- two hours).
B.

At least three of the following:
(1) consumption of a high-caloric, easily ingeSted f664:1
during --a binge.
(2) inconspicuous _eating during a_binge;
(3) termination of such eating epiSodes

by abdominal
pain, sleep, social interruption, or selfinduc&d

vomiting
repeated attempts to lose _weight by .severely _restrictive- diets; selfindliced vomiting; or use of cathartics
or diuretics.
(5) frequent weGht-fluctuations- greater than ten pounds
due to alternating .binges and fasts;
Awareness that _the 'eating pattern is abnormal and fear of
not being able to stop eating voluntarily.
Depressed- mmid and self-deprecating thoughts following
eating binges;
The hülinuic episrides_are not_ due to anore)da nervosa or
any known physical disorder.°
(4)

_

C.
D.

=

E.

'Few experts__ accept this_ criterion because it arbitrarily _ex-

cludes the significant number of anorexics who binge-eat,

purge, and otherwise meet the criteria for bulimia (see Chanter
2);
eCopYright © 1980 by the American Psychiatric Association, Washington, D.C.
Reprinted with permission.
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group of 16 students (4.4 percent) who- were concerned and depressed about frequent and uncontrollable binge-eating, butwho did not meet the formal
criteria for bulimia. Thus, if Crowther had used
Johnson's leSs restrictive criteria for bulimia, the
coinparable goint prevalence would be 44 of 363, or
12 percent.
Wheii the criteria for bulimia were

tightened to include a weekly or greater frequency of
bingeing, 19 girls (5.2 percent) could be considered
bulimic. If only the cases involiing at least weekly

biwing and weekly vomiting or laxative use are

considered, then 2.8 vercent of the total Ohio sample
could be said to have a very serious bulimic disorder.
Comparison Across Studies

The Illinois and Ohio studies make it
clear that problematic bmge--eating and the syndrome

of bulimia are considerably more prevalent than
anorexia nervosa. This ithpression is confirmed by
Table 6-2, whiCh shows the prevalence of bulimia
reported in the Illinois and Ohio studies, plus three

other recent studies: _Massachusetts (24), Louisiana
(7), and Arizona (17). For comparison purposes Table
6=2 also presents prevalence data from 98 percent of
a recent freshman class at the University of North
Dakota (25).
Carrclusions

Despin potentially significant differences in methodology _and return rates, the studies
summarized in Table 6-2 are remarkably consistent

in suggesting that1. At any given time & to 10 percent of all high

school girls are bulimic according to the DSM-III

criteria. This is a smaller percentage than the
figure of 8 to 19 percent reported for -college
women in the early 1980s (20), but it is very
similar to the point prevalences found in more
recent studies (18; 011endick and Hart, cited in
Stark [28]; 25).
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Table 6-2, -Point Prevalence-_lin Percena
of Bulimia in Five Samples of High School Girls
and One College Sample

Variable

Meets less
rigid critezia
for bulimia
Buliinia with
wetkly
bingeing
Bulimia with
at least
*itekly
bingeing and
purging

High School

College

Illinois Ohio Mass. Louisiana Arizona
(1984) (1985) (1984)
(1984)
(1984)

N. Dakota
(1983)

8.3

7.7 6.5 (0)a

Ncsb

NCS

7.8 (1.4)

4;9

51

NCS

NCS

NCS

4.5 (0.4)

1.0

2.8

NCS

1.0

20 (1.0)

1.0 (0.3)

Notec:

1. Numbers in parentheses refer to the prevalence for males.
2. The categories are not exclusive, i.e., the first subsumes the next
two and the second subsumes the third.
ab The statistic for the Massachusetts study is a lifetime prevalence.
NCS = No comparable statistic.

Five percent of high school girls have a serious
bulimic disorder characterized by weekly involuntary eating binges and considerable misery.
3. One to two percent of all high school girls have a
very serious bulimic disorder involving at the voy
2.

kat weekly binge-eatin,g and weekly self-induced vomiting. This estimate of the rate of

severe bulimia is very close to the figure of 1.0
percent for freshman women at the University of
North Dakota. It also duplicates the _figure of 1
to 2 percent that emerged from the Boston mall

survey (23) and from a survey of 369 young
women who were attending a family planning
clinic in Britain (11).
The risk of bulimia is significantly less for malti .

than for females, but males are not immune to
even severe forms of this eating disorder.
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Incidence

As is the case 1for1anoreà nervosa,
many experts and educators believe that the incidence of bulimia is increasing. This contention is
supported by the Boston shopping mall study in
which the lifetime prevalence of bulimia for the 13 to
20 age group was more than twice the lifetime

prevalence for participants 21 and over (23; see prL
124-25 of this book). As acknowledged by Pope and
Hudson, however, "no firm conclusion is possible"
(23, p. 293) because theirs is the only recent study
that directly addresses the iSsue and there are no
comparable studies from 10 years ago.
Prevalence of "Bulimic" SymptoMS
in High School

Table 6=3 presents the percentage of
female high scho-ol students in the Ohio, Illinois, and
Arizona samples who rePort engaging in the individ-

ual binge-eating and weight control practices that
collectively comprise the disorder of buliniia.

Substantial 1variability lii sarnPling
techniques and questionnaire construction make it
difficult to compile tables like this and to compare
their data with surveys of older students and community Members. For example, no two studies define a
"binge" in exactly the same manner. Nonetheless, a
conservative reading of Table 6-3 indicates that 1 in

5 high school erls binge-eats on a regular basis,

while 1 in 6 does so weekly. A comparison with the
results from other recent surveys yields the tentative

but unsettling suggestion that the percentage of
American high school girls who binge-eat at least
weekly is significantly greater than the rates of 2 to
10 percent reported for American college women

(18, 19) and a large community sample in Britain (11).
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Table

6-3. Prevalence of Binge-Eating and
Evacuative 'Practices in Female
High School Students

Percentage of Studentt Reporting
This Practice
Bulimic Practice

Ohio

Illinois

(n =363)

(n=1268)

(n =--- 1082)

8

8

2-3

17

48

Arizona

Meet Dar-Ill criteria
for bulimia

Binge eating at
least monthly°

25-31'
(17-25)

Binge eating at
least weekly

11

21

10-16
(10=11)

Self-induced vomiting

at least monthly

5

10

3-4

2

4

1-2

5

6

2=3

el

3

1

36

NCSd

13-14

11

NCS

7

NCS

12

NCS

NCS

6

NCS

Self-induced vomiting

at least weekly
Laxative use at
least monthly
Laxative use at
least weekly
Fasting at least
monthly

Fasting at least
weekly

Diet pill use at
least monthly
Diet pill use at
least weekly

Note: With the exception of the Illinois study; the _data reported
do not permit a &eparation of bulimic vs. nonbillimic students.

'Each report iof a menthly prevalence inchtdes the figure for

weekly prevalence.
bIn- the Louisiana study (Carter and Minoan [7]); g% of the 421
girls indicated they "currently" induced vomiting for reasons of
weight control;
'Figures for_ the Arizona study are _based on the prevalence of
answers to the- items "Eat-so much that your stomach hurts" and

"Feei completely out of control when it comes to food."

Niiiribers _in parentheses are the rates for males.
dNCS = No comparable statistic;
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Purging

The_ rate of ,frequent self=induced

vomiting:(2 to 4 Percent) _and laxative_ use (4 to 6
percent) in Wei school girls parallels the Pfe Valence
of bidimia in that population. In the few surveys of

college students_ that permit _a direct comparison, letS
than _1.5_ percent reported purging on :a Weekly: or
greater_baSiS (14, 19, 25)._:This raises the_disturbing

possibility_ that the fitiMber of younger students
resorting to frequent purging is increasing.
Fisting and Diet Pills

The percentage of high school girls
who regularly fast andior use diet piFs is at least
double the prevalence of bulimia in that population.
The fate of frequent fasting is very similar to that
reported in the study of North Dakota freshmen (25).
But, in yet another disturbing comparison, the percentage of Illinois high school girls who reported
using diet pills weekly (6 percent) in 1983 is equivailent to the figure for Cornell college students (6.5

percent) who admitted having used them at all before
1981 (14).
Sex Distribution

As is the case for anorexia nervosa,
high school girls and college women are significantly
more likely than their male counterparts to develop
bulimia (20, 22). Based on college populations and

heterogeneous groups of patients, it is likely that
female bulimics outnumber males at least 9 to 1 (20).
Bulimia in Males

There is too little research with male
bulimia and bulithic practices in males. Pope and his
associates reported no cases of bulimia in 107 boys

participants to make any firm conclusions about
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attending a Massachusetts high school (24). Based on
the survey of Arizona high school students (17) am:

two surveys of college males (14, 25), however, a
appears that 1 to 6 percent of young men may be
bulimic according to the less restrictive criteria- of
WWII. This figure seems plausible in light of the
observation that 27 percent of the freshman men at
the University of North Dakota admitted having
attempted to control their weight "by self-induced
vo_miting,laxative use, diuretics, enemas, or fasting"

(25, p. 79). In general, the Fisk of severe bulimia
(frequent bingeing and inirging) seems to lye less for
males than females (14, 19).

It is important for education staff to
realize that the risk of bulimia may be significantly
greater for those high school boys who participate in
activities that tend to overvalue low body weight,
such1 as wrestling, gymnastics, dance, and distance
running. In this context bulimic practices may develop as "creative" reactions to deprivation or may be
communicated directly_ by coaches or other1 athletes
as legitimate means of "making weight" (13, 21).

Age of Onset

Most bulimic disorders develop between the ages of 15 and 20, with the modal age
being around 16 to 18 (16, 20, 211. It should be noted

that this is a statement of statistical probability; ten
(16 percent) of the 62 bulimic high school girls in the
Illinois study were 13 to 14 years old (15). Similarly,
for the bulimic girls in the Ohio study the mean ages
of onset for binge-eating and _purging were 14.2 and
14.8 years, respectively (9). Thus, although bulimia
tends to be a disorder of later adolescence, eighth
and ninth graders are vulnerable. In fact, the study
described ne3d suggests that up to 30 percent of all
bulimics develop the disorder before age 14 or after
age 23 (16).
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Socioeconomic Status/Demographics

In the early 1980s Craig Johnson and

colleagues received a set of surveys concerning
bulimia froth 361 women who had initially written to
the Anorexia Nervosa Project at Michael Reese

Hospital in Chicago for information about this eating
disorder (16). "The typical bulimic who participated
in this survey was a white, single, college-educated
fethale in her early 20s who comes from an upper- or
middle-class family of more than one child" (p. 162).
This description is nearly identical to
the image of the "typical bulimic" or "bulimarexic"
as Popularized (rverhaps inadvertently) by Marlene
Boskind-White and William White (5). The bulimics
these psychologists worked with at Cornell University tended to_ be "white middle-class adolescents and

women in their twenties with a strong orientation

toward academic achievement and a traditional lifestyle" (p. 33). According to Boskind-White and
White (5), these women are paradoxes to themselves
and to their therapists. In general they are intelligent, attractive, capable, and peffectioniston the
outside a perfect package of madern American womanhood. On the inside, however, they feel worthless,
lonely, empty, out of control, and "fat"
The studies by Johnson and BoskindWhite suggest that those at greatest risk for developing bulimia are those most likely to develop anorexia
nervosaprivileged young white women. However,
medical writer Janice Cauwels (8) rightly cautions us
that the now stereotypical portrait of the bulimic as a
highly polished girl with an empty core is probably

the result of a sampling bias or media bent on

exploiting the association between bulimia and_wellknown "rzolden girls" like Olympic gymnast Cathy
Rigby. Cauwels comends that bulimics are a much
more heterogeneous group than aaorexics. This argument is supported by the finding that bulimic high
school sfudents from Illinois and Ohio do not differ
significantly from their nonbulimic peers with regard
to_ race, parents' marital status, parental education,
and family socioeconomic status (9, 15).
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Conclusions
and Implications
The Prevalence of Eating Disorders

Conclusions_. People often speak of
eating diSorders as an "epidemic" on today's middle
school, high school, and college campuses. This is

probably too strong a lab-el for the prevalence of
either anorexia nervosa or bulimia. Yet the data
reviewed in this chapter leave no doubt that eating

disorders are distressingly prevalent. At any specific

time 1 in every 100 to 150 high school girls

is

anorexic and 5 to 10 percent are bulimic. Given that
another 1. to 3 percent would have borderline eating

disorders, this means that in a class of 200 high
school girls, 15 to 25 will currently have an eating
disorder.

TheSe statistics are appalling, but the
problem is more extensive than that implied by data
on point prevalence. Research on the lifetime prevalence of _bulimiai -suggests that, if present trends
continue, by age:18 approximately 10 percent V higii
school girls will be or will have been bulimic; by astt
20 that figure will have -risen to 10 to 17 percent; and
by age 23 or so nearly 19 percent or 1 in 5 *ill rnec:
or will haVe met the DSM-Ill icfitefia for bulimia (23,
24); It is also likely that by age 20 at least 21pertent
of the women who have attended high schoOl will be
or will have been anorexic.
knplicalions; Eating _disorders are a
fact 6f life on middle school and high_school campus=
es. On the basis of prevalence alone they deserve the
serious attention of teachers, counselors; fiiirses,

administratorS, parents; and other students.

The Incidence of Eating Disorders

Conclusions. Many experts and many

teachers believe that the rate of eating disorders is
increasing. The available research data are sparse,
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but in general they reinforce this belief. Moreover,
there is some indication that today's high school
students_ are more likely than their predecessors to
bilge-eat frequently and to use evacuative methods

(such as self-induced vomiting or laxatives), 244nour
fasting, and diet pills in order to control their weight.
Impricatians Oil the one hand, teach-

ers should be leery of the phrase "epidemic" in
regard to eating disorders. On the other hand, it is
clear that something significant is happening with
respect to the importance of food and weight management for middleschool and high school students
(see Chapter 7). A discussion of binge-eating andlor
the increased use of dangerous weight control techniques might be an_ excellent starting point for
examination of our culture's paradoxical obsession
witli food and thinness.
Sex Distribution
Conctusions; _Gins

are at least nine

times more likely than boys to: develop an eating
disOrder; _This does not mean, howeVer, that boys

and young men are itiViilnerable to anorexia nervosa
and bulimia._i The current data indicate that 1 tO 2
pertent: of all boys will develop bulimia &ring their
high sChool years.

fmplicatims, Teachers should address
their lessons and other -remarks about eating disor;
ders to both girls:and _boys;_ it_ is a major error tti
convey direttly or indirectly that eating disorder§ are
"WOiriari'§ problem." Moreover, aithikigh it is a
very sensitive subject fOr adolescents and_ adults
alike, a discussion of anorexia nervosa and Minna
must At some point come around to thei reasons why
the VaSt majority of sufferers are female (see Chapter 7). Teachersi shordd take,extra care in preparing
themselvet for this ineVitability. It is imperative that
this Volatile subject be handled :in_ a Manner_ that
addresses and acknowledges sex differences without
obscuring the cultUral, familial, and biological factoit
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that place both boys and girls at risk for an eating
disorder.

Age of Onset

Conclusions. The age of onset 1fOr
anorexia nervosa and bulimia is highly variable, but
in general the period of highest risk is ages 1.4 to 20.
Anorexia nervosa seems to have two peak ages of

onset-14 and 18, while the average age at which
bulimia tegins is 16 to 18.

Itriplications. 'These 'figures reaffirm
one of the reasons for writing this book, namely that

secondary schaol teachers and other staff are encountering students at a time when they are very

vulnerable to the development of eating disorders. It

is an article of faith that teachers and staff can
reverse or significantly reduce this vulnerability
through their educational and advising efforts (see

Chapter 10). In this respect, the transition from
middle school to high school and 1the departure from
high school deserve special attention as times of high
risk.

The great variability in age of onset
is as important as the averages and modal ages. A
significant number 1of cases begin around ages 12 or

13, indicating clearly that middle school students are
an appropriate target for preventive education about

eating disorders, including programs designed to

deemphasize appearances and emphasize self-esteem
and positive coping skills. Conversely, the fact that
as many as one in five cases of anorexia nervosa and

bulimia begin after age 25 serves as an important

reminder to teachers that their colleagues, both
female and male, are not immune to the development
of eating disorders.
Demographic Characteristics
Conclusions. There is a fair amount of
evidence to substantiate the stereotypical conception
that the anorexic and the bulimic are usually young
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white girls from well;to=do or upwardly mobile families. Unfortunately, the most recent data and clinical
impressions indicate that these disorders are becom-

ing more egalitarian, rerhaps as the cultural obgession with slenderness spreads from the upper to the
lower sacioeconomic classes (12).
Iihplications. Both the stereotype and
the contradiclory evidence _are very significant for
teachers. With resp-ect to the heterogeneity of people
with eating disorders, teachers would do well to he&d
Janice Cauwels's (8) statement that "bulimics are
women [girls] Whom we know. Every reader . . . has
an acquamtance who secretly binges and purges" (p.
95). Students with eating disorders, particularly bulimia, may be Black or white, rich or poor, conform-

ist or rebel, good student or dropout. At one extreme, students who appear to have nothing may
want to be something, and slenderness is a ready
badge of distinction and control. At the other extreme, the association between eating disorders and
priiilege is an important reminder that youngsters

who appear to have every-thing can feel like nothing.

This bitter contrast may make them even More
susceptible to the devastating drive for control and
thinness than those students from whom little is
expected (6).
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CHAPTER 7

The Role of
Culture in the
Cause of
Eating Disorders
Craig Johnson is a co-director of
the Eating Disorders Program at:Northwestern University's Institute of Psychiatry in Chicago. He has
treated huildreds of bulimics and anorexics, most of
Vihom are female. During his initial consultation with
a bulimic, he usually asks whether she would relin-

quish the binge-purge cycles in exchange for a

weight gain of 10 pounds. Although nearly three=

quarters of these women are of low or nornial
weight, they regardi his proposal with caustic dismay.

Most flatly state that "they'd rather be dead than

gain 10 pounds" (7).
What is responsible for this (lest-ilk=
tive equation of thinness with happiness and hök?
HOW haS fat; still a sign of prosperity and health in
poorer countries, come to represent_ helplessness,
ugliness, and immorality? What role do these equations play in the development of eating disorders?

There are no simple answers to these questions,
because research and clinical experience confirm that
anorexia nervosa and bulimia_ must be understood as
Multidinierisional outcomes of a transaction between
bicilogical constitution, family dynamics, personality,

life circumstances, and culture (121 19; and see
Chapters 8, and 9 of this lickik);
alit-bre as a factor in eating disorders
is a particularly important topic for all school em=

ployees interested in preventing eating disorders (13,
21, 22, 23). When we conceive of anorexia nervosa
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and bulimia solely in terms of _"mental illness" of
"of_al fixations" or "enmeshed families," there is a
strong temptation to distance ourselves from them a8
"interesting" phenomena in the realm of psychiatry.
II our society is somehow encouraging eating disorders, however, then teachers, staff, and students
have the opportunity, if not the responsibility, to
shift from inadvertent participation in a negative
process to active elimination of pernicious attitudes,
expectations, and practic6s.

Boundaries of a
Cultural Model
It is

to speculate about the
people with eating disorders are young woinen
e-a-Sy

influence of cUlttite; The fact that 95 percent of the

stronglY suggests that the meaning of fernininity in
modern Western society has something to do with
the_ development Of anorexia nervosa and bulimia.
The assotiatiOn between eating:disorders and Sadoeconothic privilege also points directly_ ta the operation of social force& From a hiStofical perspective
our society'S Obsession with thinness evokes:numerous exaMpleSChinese footbinding, stiffocating
sets with steel stays, pornographyof the culturally
Sanctioned oppression of women'S bodies and minds
(3, 12).

Uur: present lack of methodólagiCal

sophistication and the seareity Of actual data make it
possible to thecitiie AN:kit these and other cultural
factors with little:fear of contradiction. Thus, befOre
considering the available research:it is neceSSary to
clarify the limits of a ScitiOttiltural theofy of eating
disorders.

ailture is but one: of a: number of

interrelated influences. Consequently, milttire Cannot
cause anything because:it iS Manifested only through
an interaction aniong differentially receptive individuals, their families, and their particular lift circumStances (see Chapters 8 and 9). A tiilhifal Perspec1 4_6
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tive begins viith the simple but important fact that
not all ixople exp-osed to: the': same set Of iciiMit
cultural factors develop eating diaotizi&a; A SilbStandal pertentage of the women born between 1950_and

1960 have no "disorders," whereas large numbert

suffer from other disabling problems kith asidepreS-

sion and agoraphobia (29); We muSt arso keep in
Mind that anorexia nervosa predates the industrial
revolution; an excellent description of it dates 'from
the seventeenth century (MortOn, 1694, reproduced

by Andersen [1]);
Another limitation is a significant de=
gree of uncertainty allout exactly What W6 _att trying

to explain; Is there one set a cultural factors for

anorekia nervosa and a different set for bulimia? The
answer depends on the relationship between the tWO
disorders, and it is not known for certain if they afe
separate afflictions or different ekPressions t. I Cie
same psychopatholoey.

This chapter assumes that anOteitia
nervosa atid bulimia are not CompletelY ._SeOarate
afflietionS; SeVere Calofic restriction and binge-eating

are frequently associated, and the transition between
anorexia nervosa and bulimia can take place in either
direction (3_5;_ and see Chapter 1); Inadditioii, anon
eidts_and btilimics share many characteristics (1; and
see Chapters 8 and 9). The sufferers of both disorders are predominantly white fernaleS frikii the upper

social clatSet;' With both disorders thefe iS an inCreaSed prevalence of depression, eating disorders,
and weight problems in the immediate lamilieS.
Finally, anorexics and bulimics share a drive fathinness, Jail intense fear of beCOiiiiiig fat, and a
distorted body image.

The final constraint on efforts to

specify the role of culture is the:sheer nuniber and

variability Of people with eating diSorderS (See Chap-

ter 6); The extent to which a disorder affects a large

number and wide variety of_ people is inversely

proportional to the likelihoOd of a Simple explanatiOn
Of the:ways in whiCh culture or any factor influences
that disörder. Coronary-prone (Type A) behavior is a
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constellation of time urgency, runaway ambition, and
cynical hostility that appears to charactefize 40 to 60
percent of the white Urban male population (28).

Reptated fthlures to discover consistencies in the

personalities, life stressors, and_ familial circuiiistances of Type A males have taught us that generalizations about widespread problems are necessarily
elusive.
The stereotyping of bulimics and anoreicics is misleading and imparts a false confidence
about the direct role of cultural factors. But beyond
this, the oversiMplifications contained in_ the deluge
of magazine articles, &Yaks, and films about eating
disorders may themselveS be a_ cultural contribution

to the apparent upsurge during the past 10 yearS.
Trumpeting phrases like "The Best Little Girl in the
World" and "the golden girl syndrome," or reveling
in the tale of Jane Fonda's battle against bulimia,
the media inadvertently or sometimes purposely
strengthen the asSociation lxtween eating disorders
and culturally valued characteristics such _as social
status, intelligence, perfectionism, and self-control
(16). In effect, a range of books, television dramas,
and magazine ailicles have glamorized eating disorders, Much as some Victorian observers came to
associate a tubercular appearance or malady with
artistic genius (12, 16).

The Glorification
of Thinness
Can a Woman Be Too Thin?

The study of sociocultural factors in
the development of eating disorders has been shaped

in large part by Drs. Paul Gaffinkel and David

Garner of the University of Toronto (12, 14, 16).
Their research makes it clear that the increase in
eating disorders over the past 15 years coincides
with a cultural glorification of thinness that has
placed "intense pressure on women to diet in order
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to conform to an unrealistic standard for feminine
beauty" (16, p. 515).
The Duchess of Windsor is reputed
tO haVe Said th4t "No woman can be too rich or too
thin." Before dismissing this clichi with a smile-i

consider that each year The many thousands of

visitors to Madame Tussaud's wax museiiM iii Lon-

dian are asked to state their choice for the most

beautiful woman in the world. In 1970 their fayorite

was the curvaceousi Elizabtth Taylor. hi 1974 a
young _model named LeSley Armstrong made the top

fiVe. At age 17 shei stood 5'7" and weighed 97

pounds. By 1976, Lesley Armstrong,1 bttter known
as "Twiggy," was number one (4i 31).
A variety of studies conducted since
1970 etitifititi that women perceive slenderness to be
the most important aspect of physical_ attractiveness
(16). Most teenage girls when asked alioutithis iS8tie
will state that "guys like thin girlS." 'This belief and
its connection with:body dissatisfaction *ere examined in a recent study at the University_ of Pennsylva=
nia (10). A large numlyer of male and female college
students were shown two scales consisting of masculine Atlilieminine outlines in gradations from thin to

portly; The students then selected the points along
these dimensions that Vest represented their curreht
figure, their ideal, 'the 'figure most attraCtive to the
opposite tex, and the shape of the opposite sex they
found most attractive.
The results reveal just how deeply

the worship of thinness has been implanted into
women's minds. For males, the current, ideal, and
Attractive figures were nearly identical, and each was

significantly more rounded than the: average male
figure preferred by women. That is, in general irieri
misperceive the shape that appeals to women in a
tuanner that reconciles it with their perception of
their current shape and their ideal shape :for theit4
selves. It is :very plausible that this "distortiöii"
serves to maintain self-esteem (24).

For females, the pattern of ratings

WAS Very different. Roughly 65 percent felt them-
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selves td be too heavy relative to theitideal and to
the -Shape they believe :men _to prefer. This level of
_

discontent is very similar to that reported by the
33,000 written Who returned Glamour Magazine's

body_image_ survey (11). On the _average,: the female
PhYsique preferred by a college man is indeed signifi7
candy thinner than a crillege_woman's perception _of
her current physique; What a college woman -thilikS
is attrattiVe to men, however, is_ actually_Significantly
thinner than the shape preferred by thoSe men. Most

important is_ the_ sad fact that _the woman's ideal
shape is even thinner than her misperception: of the
shape iideallY attractive to men-7in other Words, it is
the thinnest of all the ratings. This SticidY leaves little
doubt that, for__college: women at least, there is a
significant internal need_ to _become thinner, and that
SlendeiteSS Is much more than an isstle Of attractiveness to the opposite sex.
-Intrigued_by _the_ shift in Standards of

beauty from Elizabeth Taylor to Lesley Armstrongi
Garner and_ Gailinkel analYied the measurements of

Prayboy magazine centerfolds And IVIiss:Anierica _contestants _from 1959 to 19_78 (12). For the Centerfolds
there were statistically signifiCarit _decreases in _aVdrage bust_atidi hip Size accompanied by an increase in
waist Site; _This trend toward a more tubillar, Tviigg-hke Shape was also seen in_MiSS Ainefica contes-

tants. The correlation between Year and their percent_ of average weight for height was an:astounding
+0.83, a degree of relatedness- that Vitaild occur by
ChafiCe less than 1 time in 10,000; Fieher, since
1970 the winners of the pageant have weighed
significantly less _than the other contestantt.
These_ data do not, constitute regret
over the abandonment of Elizabeth__ Taylor as an
ideal_ _of feminine beauty In fad, I AM_ reluctant to
discuss body meastirements at_ AIL_ because there_ is_ a
strong_ pOSSibility that the sexual objectification of
women_ in any form contributes to: _the identity
diffusion, body dissatisfaction, obSeSSion with diet=
ing; and-_ misplated anger_ manifest in many people
with eating disorders (3, 27, 39). Nevertheless, the
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feseaich just reviewed clearly supports the conten-

tion that over the past 20 years or so important

segments of our culture have come to glorify thinness (3, 12). Even though correlation does not imply

causality, it is at least thought-provoking that the
emergence of Lesley Armstrong as a standard of
beauty has paralleled lioth an absolute increase of
approximately five pounds in the average weight of
women under 30 and the emergence of eating disorders as a major health problem (12).
The Media

How is the obsession with slender=
ness transmitted? Scanning through any popular

magaz'ale or watching TV for a few hours, it is easy
to develop the conviction that the media assault us
with outrageously thin models and preposterous ad=
vertisements whose claims for the restorative power
of worthless or dangerous diets rival the cant of any
"snake oil" salesperson (13). And the propaganda is
by no means always so primitive._ For example, in a
recent series of articles about sociocultueal factors in
the development of eafmg disorders, the Cleveland

Plain Deakr (October 6=8, 1985) included "10
Weight Loss Tips That Really Work," thereby undoing its own criticism of prejudice against obesity.
Despite my impressions and those of

many experts (such as Bruch [6]), there bas _been
surprisingly little systematic investigation of the

media's contribution to the glorification of thinness. I

cathe across only one study of television, which
found that a mere 2 percent of the _actresses on
prime time were plump or overweight, and that
thinness in actresses was positively correlated with a

likable personality (Kurman, cited in Garner and

others [14]). I admit that further research_ is nects=
sary to convert impressions into facts, but I still find
myself very concerned about the role of the media

when1.

I see pictures of Mary Decker Slaney and other
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athletes who are extremely thin and extremely
successful.
2.

I see my first grader's cartcons interrupted by

commercials for a product aimed at elethentary
school Eifis called "Get in Shape, Girl."
3. I stop by the newsstand at the supermarket arid
find Slimmer Ainerka's Fitness Magazine
4. I_ see the fomanticizing
of anorexic-like ballet
dancers in the Cleveland Ph2in Dthler (August 2,
1985): "Moore, a painfully thin young dancer
who looked as though she might float away at
any moment, was perfectly cast as the ghostly
Giselle. With her fragile body, huge eyes, pale
face, and fluid arms, she created a touchingly
poetic character who danced weightlessly and
ultimately wafted into the wings like a zephyr"
("Friday Magazine," p. 4).
Women's magazines such as Vogue
and Seventeen may be particularly _influential in the
glorification of thinness, although Sfrons Illustrated's
"Swimsuit Issue" certahlly contributes to the objectification of women and to the reigning misbelief that
to be fit is to be thin and vice versa (16). In a survey
of five poPular women's magazines, Garfinkel and
Garner found that from 1970 to 1978 the number of
feature articles on dieting was double that publiShed
in the previous decade (12). Anyone_interested in
eating disorders should find- it disquieting that invariably these magazines offer an "anorexic" mix of thin
models, articles about dieting and exercising, recipes
for sweets, and numerous photographs of mouthwatering food in binge proportions.

The Pursuit of ThittnesS
The worship fl thinness
.
can also Lve
.
_
seen in attitudes toward overweight
and the extent
of people's involvement in weight control. If our
culture is somehow setting the stage for eating
disorders, we would expect that (1) negative atti-
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tudes about overweight people would ix common, (2)
there would be widespread dissatisfaction with body

weight and shape, (3) a large number of people

would be intensely involved in dieting and weight
control, and (4) the attitudes and practices of "normal dieters" -would1 be similar to those of1 people with

eating disorders. Before going any further, readers
might carefully examine their immediate, "gut-level"
answer to the following question: "Assuming I could
make your choice magically come true, would you
rather become more loving in your personal life, or
would you rather lose:. 20 pounds from wherever you

wish and keep it off?'.

Prejudice and Overweight

One night a skinny actress appearing

on "The Tonight Show" said pointblank that fat
people pollute the esthetic environment (36). This is
prejudice, impure and simple.
DrS. Susan_ and a Wayne Wooley,

the directors of the Eating Disorders Clinic at the
University of Cincinnati Medical Center, have reviewed a great deal of research that suggests that
hostile attitudes toward overweight are widespread
and deep-rooted (16, 36, 37, 38). Prospective parents

rate a picture of a chubby child as less friendly,

lazier, isttipideri dirtier,. and otherwise less desirable
than pictures of a medium or thin child; Preschoolers

prefer to play with a thin rag doll rather than a fat

onei even though they cannot say why. By the

second grade many children of both sexes and all
weghts are following in the footsteps of their parents; even the overweight children describe the
silhouette of a fat child as "dirty," "lazy," "sloppy,"
"ugly," and "stupid."
The research with prospective parents makes it clear that most people do not outgrow
this vicious stereotype. COI:10'7,e stiidents recommend

a thin or _medium person for a job over a fat one,

even though all the applicants' peziormance of a task
on videotape is identical. I am also ashamed to say
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that, in the late 1960s at least; psychologists, physi.
cians; arid itriedital students did not differ itignifiCant-

ly from elethentary school children in jUdging fat
people to be "slow," "untuccessfal," "Weak," 'passive (lazy)," "fitit nit-6," and "ugly" (16, 36).
The_prejudice and ostracismithat surround the oVerweight child undoubtedly influence
=

later perceptions of tell and others, particularly
when they are reinförced by our cultural overemphasis on a WOman't appearance (37, p. 82):
The child Who Se build is socially "deviant" corkie, early
in life; to he regarded by others as responsible for hisiher
"condition," and deterving Of social disapproval, and,
sooner or later, is subjected to pressures to restrict food
intake: in :Ott& to "correce hisiher condition. FailUre to
do sois seen as "weakneSt," "wanting to be fat," or even
as a Masochistic desire for rejection.

Can there lv any doubt that fat children internalize this hatted and rejection, and that
children who Are het fat learn to dread_ the prospect
and signifitanee of being overweight (37)? Hatred,
rejectibh, Ostracismstrong words; but_ words that
clearly capture the emotional basit for arguing, that
in our culture the Management of weight and thape
is much More than a cosmetic or medical tontern. In
Our triltdre avoiding fat is a moral istbe (21, 39).
At thit iPOiht many readers will find
themselves retitting the implication that thert is
absolutely nOthing wrong with being Overweight.
This is understandable. For at least two decades the
medical and psychological comfriunities have, with
great authority; proclaimed that not only it being
overweight a health hazard, it is a stigma Of erhotional disturbance. These belieft are so ingi-ained in our
cultural heritage that:it seems_foolhardy_ to challenge
them. Nevertheless; they are false, and their perpetuation mutt be_Considered a way in which the helping
professions, in collaboratiot with intUrance compa=
nies and organizatiOns such_ as the American Heart
Association, contribute to eatingii disorders i(2, 16;
37).= Eittreiiie obesity is potentially Unhealthy, but
mildrto-moderate obesity timply does not matter
(except for the gtress treated by the reactions of the
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individual or others). Epidemiological research indicates that within an 80-lb rangefor example,

115-195 pounds for women 5'3" to 5'6"there is no
association twtween olsesity and mortality. In fact,

some studies have shown that, for certain ages,
obesity is inversely related to mortality. Further,

although 95 percent of those with eating disorders
are women, the mortaliqr rate for women is signifi-

candy less than that for men in all under- and

overweight categories (2, 16, 37).
The contention that being riverweight
is a sign of psychological dysftmction is also contra-

dicted by the preponderance of evidence. Garner
notes that "most controlled studies do not find the
olvse to be more neurotic, sexually inadequate, or
emotionally disturbed than individuals of normal
weight. In fact some Atudies have found obese
indiViduals to be less anxious, less depressed, and
less prone to suicide than those of normal weight"
(16, p. 522). It iS true that many people characteristi-

cally overeat in response to stress, loneliness, or

boredom (11). More and more evidence is accumulat-

ing, however, that this coping style is not the cause
of obesity (16).
In summary, the physical risks and
the psychological significance of lxing overweight

have been greatly exaggerated. There are indeed

problems _associated with being overweight in our
society, but these problems derive from the prejudice

against obesity and the pressure on overweight
people to diet (16, 36). Restrictive dieting is an

ineffective long-I.erm method of weight control, and
it places one at risk for anorexia nervosa and bulimia
(see Chapters 8 and 9).
Body Dissatisfaction and Dieting

Consider the following recollection:
One night,I gave myself permission to really splurge_ . I
mixed it all: grease, cheese, and salt . . . I was sure I had
gained. The next morning I could feel it as I rolled out of
bed. When I_ looked
the mirror my hip bones had
vanished . . . I was terrified. The whale that I had once
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been was koming. I inched onto the scale with dread and
horror._With one eye Shut, barely breathing, I lwked
down. Three numbers stared up at me-102; I had not
gained an ounce! ._.. I was overcome With joy and relief,
and when I looktd in the mirror again, rny hip tiones had
reappeared. (36, p. 65)

Although this sounds like the diary of someone with

an eating disorder, it is a selection from a bestselling diet book. Its publication marks "the first
time an eating disorder=anorexia nervosahas been
marketed as a Lire for obesity" (36, p. 57).

Every year numerous popular weightloss regimens capitalize on our prejudice against
obesity as they pander the thin body to otherwise
intelligent readers seeking a magical solutionAo life's
problems (13, 36). According to Wooley and Wooley,

some of these programs are particularly pernicious
because they glamorize dieting while blithely encouraging readers to plan binges and compensations
fasts, days restricted to eating only one food, foods
designed to induce diarrhea, and maniPulations of

water retention instead of body fat (36). The popularity, of the weight-loss genre is a tragic testament to
the willingness of millions of Americans to reject
themselves and embrace the primitive but seductive
equations that constitute the foundation of the dietexercise industry: dieting = slenderness go3dness;
eating normally = fat = badness. The_ popularity of
Some diet regimens only serves to increase the risk
of eating disorders by perpetuating "the prevailing
belief.. . . that nothing is worse than being fat; that
no price_is too high for thinness, including health"
(36, p. 65).

In 1978 A Nielsen
revealed
that 55 to 60i pertent of all womensurvey
ages 24 to 54
diet, and of that group three=quarters aCknowledge
doing so in order to lookijetter rather than ta feel
better (30). Similarly, 42 percent of the 33,000
women who coMpleted Giamour Magazine'S body

image surVey Said losing weight woUld Make them
happier: than "success at work," or "a date with a
man you admire" (11). Moreover, a full three=quarters of these reSpondents considered themselves too
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fat; including 45 percent of those who were underweight. The pressure these women feel to diet is
captured succinctly _by the startling fact that twothirds of the underWeight women "often want to diet
because they feel fat"
Studies conducted- during the 1960s
revealed that 50 to SO percent_of highischool:girls in

the United States England, and Sweden had dieted
at some time because they considered themselves
overweight, even though-only half of them were too
Ileavy accoramg to standardize& measures :(14 20).
To update this research John Kelly and Sonia Patten
of the University of Minnesota recently surveyed
nearly 2000
,
toys and girls from 12 suburban high
_

schools serving predominantly _white and_ middle.: to

upper-middle-class students (20); This investigation

focused on the attitudes and weight management
practices of_ the 85 percent who were considered
neither too thin inor too' fat:bemuse their weight "fell

between the 85th and _114th percent of standard
weight for height and age" (p. 194).
Kelly -and Patten found that a large

percentage of inonrial-weighti_teenagersi iparticalarly

girls, were dissatisfied with their weight and/or

concerned about being overweight. Around 40 percent of the toys and girls wanted to lose weight, but
a closer_analysisindicates that _this: parity is:illusory.

In general the boys wanted to reduce so that they
could be more successful in competitive sports, but

they were unlikely to translate their :desire into
either dieting or exercising with the intention of
losing weight

On the other hand;- the figure of 40
percent probably underestimates the -percentageof
girls who were concerned about their weight and
trying to tose _weight A majority of the girlsnone
of whom was technically overweight=were -"fre;
quentl -" or "constantly" _concerned about being
overweight (69 percent),_ wanted to be "very _thin"
(59 percent), liked losing weight (68 percent); and
got _angry with themselves- after overeating (69 per-

cent). just under half of:these girls were currently
dieting with the express intent of losing weight and
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increasing their attractiveness, which they see asless
than that of their female peers. The extent to which
the glorification of thinness has influenced today's
teenage girls is seen in the fact that not a single one
whose actual Weight was between 95 to 115 percent
of the _standard for her height and age endorsed the
item "I feel more attractive than most other people."
Kelly and Patten's research suggests

that, at any given time, at least 40_ percent of all
white, middle-Tclass, normal-weight girls attending
suburban high schools are actively engaged _in losing

weight in order to lxcome _very thin. Of equal
iMportance is the finding that for girls, but not boys,

slenderness was positively correlated with higher
grades, _more friends, and a greater interest in
dating. This raises the disturbing possibility that, as
a result of cultural messages equating thinness with

beauty and virtue, slenderness is actually b-ecoming a
significant chazactelistic in the development of feminine self-concept and self;esteern (20, 39).

If slenderness has indeed moved

from the category of a magical_ solution to a real
Asset, then there exitts a double jeopardy that is

bound to place more and more young girls at risk for
eating disorders (20). On the one hand, girls who do
not wish to be thin or who are genetically incapable
of it will be actively discouraged from feeling gcFod

about their bodies and themselves. On the other
hand, the vast majority of those who buy into this
new "American dreaxn"slenderness--will be continually fighting the dictates of their biological constitution, the abundance of both nutritious and nonnutritious food, and the cleverness of professionals
who earn a lot of money_advertising Piiza, beer,
hamburgers, and candy. The dieter who seet no
choice but to reduce may or may not become and
remain thin (and the odds are very much against
both), but either way the cost of rigorous dieting will

be very high=-a perpetual hunger for fo-od and

unconditional positive regard, indulgence in dangerous weight-control practices, an unstable self-image,

a constant war with the self and others over the
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issue of control, 1ànd disillusionment upon discover-

ing that in the long run self-denial is no more a
solution to life's complexities than indulgence (16,
20).

Eating Disordemand
Normal Weight Control

The fact that weight anxiety, body
dissatisfaction, dieting, and dangerous weight-control
practices (see Chapter 6) occur with great frequency

among high school and college students raises the
possibility that anorexia nervosa and bulimia lie at
the extreme end of a culturally supported continuum
of maladaptive beliefs and 1-.:ehaviors. To test this
hypothesis Garner devised the Eating Disorders Inventory or EDI (14, 15). The 64 items on this
questionnaire cluster into eight behaiiors and attitudes present in most cases of anorexii nervosa and
bulimia. These are a drive for thinness, engagement
in binge-eating and self-induced vomiting, body dissatisfaction, perfectionism, a sense of personal ineffectiveness, interpersonal distrust, disturbances1 of
interoceptive awareness (see Chapter 2, pp. 43-44),
and fears of maturity.
Garner and his associates administered the EDI to anorexic patients and to a large
group of female 1undergraduates. Based on their
responses, the students were grouped into those who
were weight-preoccupied and those who were not.
As dictated by the EDI's standardization, the anorexics' scores on all eight subscales were significantly

greater than those of the non-weight-preoccupied

students. The weight-preoccupied students, however,
were very comparable to the anorexics in their high
levels of drive for thinness, body dissatisfaction, and
perfectionism. Anorexics appear to have some
unique psychological problems (such as mistrust and

maturity fears), but the fact that they share several
salient features of their disorder with normal female

undergraduates provides support for the role of

culture in the development of this form of psychopathology (14, 34).
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The Relentless PutSuit
of Thinness
Diking one of my alko-oztare_ Visits to

the tóllege athletic complex for an_ aftehioon workout I happened across two_ sheets of paper in an
empty _locker. The 86 pages ft-or-x-1 Tke Runner maga-

zine (25) inVited me to rate my "running :COmmitment" on a kale adapted from a__popular book, In
Pursuit of Excelknee.--A8 a sedentary psycholoidst

interested in eating disorderS, I read all the Aues,
tionsi_ Nit replaced each "running"_:Or_ "eiccelling"
with "lei Sing weight" or "staying thin."

I was distdrbed_ bY the fit 'between

these substitutient and the attitudes manifested: ih
anorexia nervosa and bulimia. _People with eating

disorder§ _are extremely "willing _td. Saerifice other
things to excell in [staying thin]." They "never let up
or give_ up in a race [to lose weight]." They Also
"push_ hard even when it hurts." Further; theY_ "feel
more Committed to improvement _iri poSing weight or
Staying thini than anything elSe" and "they feel more
successful Or gain more recognition in [losing weight
or staying thini than anything' _else."
I believe that _the glorification of fanatical selkontrol-__increaseS the danger inherent _in
our culture't idealization of thinness._ Many: dieters;
dedicated to the pursuit of_ thinness de-Spite their
_

genetic heritage andi the face _of constant tempta=

tion; see theft- bodies
th_e "enemy" (11, 34). As
demonStrated previous ,. quite often the:goal _of this
battle ifith biology
,,,,2F-control, riot improved
health or even -heighter semial aftractiveness. For
r
centurie8i fasting in ti p
of plenty has
signified a diStinctive puti atoll of i'Ae §-dill (9; 14).

The goal for many of ::clay's

similarly virtuous and spec!..1!

is to be

C..7e exercise of

fanatical self-denial (see Cs
3). 1; JW that the
standatd of living in West 41 zti,tur0 is 'sitlier for all
claSSeS; body fat i5 no lona.r a :4ri oi wealth or
power. On the COh:-J'ary,
hin has become- a
symbol of UhtOmmon beauty aA: goodness, as *well
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as a sign of youth in a culture that dms not respect
the elderly (3, 39). The negative correlation bttween
obesity and social class highlights1 all too clearly the

positive correlation between eating disorders and
socioeconomic privilege (14).

Many people will angrily resist the

implication that there is anything wrong with saci-ificing "everything" in order to be the best. Competitive ambition and perfectionism are highly valued
commodities in our male-dominated, achievementoriented society (28). Moreover, in a c-ulture such as
ours, where external restraints on behavior are lessened or at least muddle& there is often open admira-

tion _for those who struggle against great odds to
blend self-control and achievement (14).
A striking example is our reverence
of triathletes. In one sense these men and women are
highly± skilled athletes_tledicated to peak physical and

mental conditioning. The successful triathlete, however, is often a person who sacrifices relationships

and a multidimensional life in order to achieve
recognition and, in some cases, riches through an

"all-consuming" devotion to exercising, eating huge
quantities of foad, and obsessi ag about diet, appearance, and competition. To an_ .mpressionable youngster the positive significance of the triathlon may be

superseded by a more primitive message that supports both an egocentric desire for uniqueness and

the seductive suggestion that one can eat huge

quantities of food as long as one balances it out with
fanatical exercise.
To investigate_ the dangers _posed by
a combination of fanaticism; competition; _and_ pressures for a thri body, Garfinkel and Garner adminis_

tered the Eating Attitudes Test (EAT) to female
students at .hree different professional ballet
_

_

a professional modeling school; a Canadian
univtrsity, and a music conservatory(12). The music

s were evaluated hecause their training is

competitive, but they cre under inoappar-_
ent ,:seure to be thin as they perf-irm._ The EAT is
simiiar in structure to the EDI, bu, focuses more on
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tpecific askectsef_anorexia nervosa such as extremely irestrictiVe dieting, feed precccupation, and inter-

nal versut eiternal control of ieating_i(12),

The_ results of &it ttUdy_clearly dem-

onstrate that tircumstancet emphasizing dedication,
competition, _tridfirettUre for thinness foster anorex-

ia nervota _and anorexic attitudes. Twelve of_ the 183
(6;5 _percent) professional :dance students met the
DSMIII criteria fer anoteiria nervosa (see _Chapter_6,
Table _6-1), Another 26 (14 percent) el the_dancers
were not technically "anorexic," kit they did rePort
a_"drive_ for thinness" and a_ "morbid fear of weight
gain" equivalent to thote of hospitalized _anorexics.
addition, thib subgroup reported frequent use of
self-ifithiced vomiting _and laxatives to control their
weight. In generali_the datiee and modeling students
had significantlY higher scores on the EAT than the
feintle Undeitraduates and profestional music
dents, and the dancers froth Mere competitive p7
grams had thtt highest _scores. _This --e.orrelation at
thelow_ score§ of the music students indicate th,-,
dedication and competition do not Cause eating
J.

ders. They become sinister only when couplect viat'o
explicit pressures to reiriain thin.

Eating Disorders and
the Psychology of Women
The_ obterVation that 1 to 5 percent

of_bulimics_and aiitirekiCt are male means that it it a
serious mittake for schcoal staff, students, and profet-

sionals _to classify eating diterdert as a i"women's
issue" (1;_ _and see Chapter 6); Nonetheless, the _fact
remains___that 95 pertent of those whe admit 'to
having an eating disorder or present ithemselvesi for
treatment are_ female.: At preterit the relationship
between :eating diterdert and feminine biology or
scx-rele: identity remains unclear; anorexiai nervosa
and bulimia have lven -variously_attociated with a
rejection of femininity (9)ii TA Confuted acceptance of
femininity (4), and a rebellious redefinition of femi-:
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ainity (27); These discrepancies in theory should not,

however, obscure the obvious: the extreme sex
difference in the prevalence of eating disorders
means that the natiire of femininity in our culture is

a significant risk factor in the development of anorexia nervosa and bulimia. (See Streigel-Moore,

Silberstein, and: Rodin [331 for an extensive discussion of the relationship between eating disorders and

many issues in the psychology of femininityfor

example, the connections among physical attractiveness, pleasing and serving others, and self-esteem)

The astiate, as well as the cynidal,
observer will note that the emergence of eating
disorders as a widespread problem coincides with the
expansion of the feminist movement (18, 31); This in
no way means that feminism "causes" eating disorders, Lincohi's emancipation proclamation is _certainr
ly not to blame for the economic plight of millions of
poor Blacks in the UnitetliStates; Rather, the associ-

ation between the feminist movement and eating
disorders may indicate that "if one lives in a culture
where the roles of women are complex, conflicting,

and in change, and if these pressures exist in a

milieu which emphasizes a high positive value on
limness and negative value on obesity, one is at
.ater risk for anorexia [and bulimia]" (31, p; 87);
In their 1:xyok, Bulimarexia: The Binge/

Purge Cyck (4)i Marlene Boskind-White and her
husband William describe their therapeutic work
with female bulimics from Cornell University and
other colleges around the country. In general, these
young womeni are bright, energetic-, talented, interesting, and privileged; But this potential only seems

to contfibute to a strong feeling of being trapped
between a dedication to traditional feminine values

and an overpowering sense that' they must compete
With men and women in developing a successftil

career; Janice Cauwels, author of another highly
recommended hook, Bulimfa: The Binge-Purge ConF
pulsion (7), is convinced that these women and our
society in general have misperceived the feminist
emphasis on opportunity and choices for women as
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an obligation to achieve professional success at an
early age.
In my opinion many then and women
are extremely threatened by attempts to expand the
gender identifies of both sexes in the direction of
greater depth and ireedom. Consequently, to maintain the balance of power in favor of men or some
vague- conception of the status quo, this resistant
majoeity has perverted the feminist demands for
equality of opportunity into an unrealistic insistence
that women reconcile the traditional and contradictery masculine and feminine roles into a "super"
identity (3, 7). This identity retains many features of
the established feminine rolefor example, an obsession with the body, sensitivity to others, and dependence on male approvalbut redefines the substance
and style of femininity to emphasize thinness, youth,
ambition, self=control, and self-Sufficiency (3). Ironically, radical feminists may be adding to this diffused

identity by rejecting those women who choose to
delay or even eschew a career in favor of the

traditional homemaker role.
It is _likely that rejection of the stereotypica.l feminine rele With its images of P. soft,
reitinded, and self-effacing mother conttibutes in
Seine way to our cultural obsession With thinness
(14). The other side of this new coin May be the need

to lila younger and more masculinethat is; thin=
rier,in order to compete and_ gain :respect in the

essentially masculine: world i_Of bit-sine-SS. (X both

motives can bei condensed into _a single needto
c_.:tipete With other women over who is the thinnest
sod Most virtuous at the dinner table (7); A Cigarette
_=oritinually reminds women:that they haVe "come a
long :way, baby" (italieS added) in their quest for

social aod economic autonomy. This cigarette :IS not
-called "Virginia Fats." The painful irOny here is that
the commercialization of thinness IS aCtUally a means
of "cashing in on women's gUllibility, self-conscioUsness, uncertainty, and anxiety' (3, p. 123). The new;
Slender style is not a true symbol Of liberation; but
simply a newer badge of subjugatiefi, this time to a
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god of thinness that is much more dangerous than
whalebone corsets or stiletto heels (3, 13).
Arguing from a historical and:a Clinical perspective, Boskind-White and the Woo legs
make a convincing:case that the relentless pursuit of

thinness is embedded within a broader and very

complex_cultiiral issue, the expansion and diffusion
of _the feminine sex role-(3, 39). This hypothesis was
examined in a-recent study by Dr. Cather;ne Ste'mer.
Adair of -the Children's Hospital M.Acal- Center ir
Boston
The _subjects_ of her research were 32
girls attending a private high schoola group at risk
for eating disorders (see Chapter 6). Steiner-Adair

found that all the -girls were quite_ aware :of the

!'superwoman": ideal; Each was able to describe her
as thin; attractive, smart, active, independent, autonorrr..us and dominant within relationships, and somehoi-: perfectly- successful in establishing a career,
being an _exciting wife, and raising a _family; Nineteen (60 percent) of the girls seemed to understand
that pursuing this myth would jeopardize the- sense
olinterpersonal connectedness around which girls, as
opposed to boys, tend _to Wild their identities (17).
The remaining 13 girls (40 percent) wholeheartedly
embraced this contradictory vision of interdependent
autonomy, seeing no :internal inconsistencies and _no
dissonance between the intense pressure to be separate versus their socialization -to value relationship
above complete individuation. -Of the_ girls who saw
through the superwoman myth and rejected it; not
one had an EAT score in the eating disorder range.
Of the girls who identified ith the superwoman, 11
(85 percent) had scores in the eating disorder range
another was borderline;

It may well be that the bulimic col-

lege women who participate in Dr. Boskind-White's
therapy groups are at a later stage_lof the doomed
struggleto:_become_ superwomen; The ambiguous
and conflicting pressures created by separation from

men and reliance on their approval leave these

women feeling 'empty.'
hungry?), out nf control;
and angry
In this reprd, dieting; bingeing; and
purging can be construed a:7, c:.;unterbalanced and
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culturally legitimate means of aspiring to the ideal of
thinness while combating such disruptive feelints.

The work of Boskind-Whitei And
Steiner-Adair provides strong support fOr the belief
that complex transformations in the feminine role
constitute a sociocultural factor in the_ proliferation of
eating disorders. The key feature here is change
itself; it is a serious mistake,

as well as a great

injustice to women and men, to interpret the re7

searth -on sex roles as suggesting that girls woukl be
better off if only they would accept the ittaditiOhal
feminine characteristics. The ability of the fashion
and diet industries to inctileate the goal of thinness is
based squarely on the traditional feminine ideutifica=
tiöri of self-esteem with personal appearance (3; 39).
Moreover, research conducted in the _1970S demonstratedi that Male and female psychologists listed the
Same ideal characteristics for a healthy "person" and

a healthy "male," whereas 1theiriconeeption Of a
mature female was antithetical to their description of
a healthy "person" (5)! We certainly do not need to
tett:ten to a lopsided feminine sex role whose actual-

ization moves one in the direction of psycholOgicr1

disturbance (8).
A recent :survey of women Attending
Miami University in Ohio suggests that changes in
Voth the feminine sex role and the ideal body shape
form a cultural backdrop for the proliferatitin of
eating disorders (Debs and others, cited in Wooley
and Wooley: [391). Although most of the women
believed their mothers to be generally approving of
them, only 43 percent felt the mother's attittide

toward the daughter's body was at least "Mostly
positive." Mote important; the: degree of this per-

ceived negativity was highly_ correlated with all butOne of the EDI subscales. Body dissatisfaction was
the strongest predictor of bulimic behavior, but the
next strongest was the:daughter's perception that
her mother was very critical of the daughter's body.
This is very interesting in light_of two findings Of the
Glamour Magathw_ survey (11). First; verY few of
today's wonien feel that their mothers like their own
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bodies. Second; a _woman's negative attitude toward

her own body is highly correlated with the pefeeption that both -mother and father are or were critical

of het Vody shape.__
Assembling _these correlations: into a
dynamic portrait of _familial interactions is diffieult,
but the Wwleys Offer, a thought-provoking and plauSible_interpretation_(39)._ They note that the :mother-8
of today's teenage girls are the first cohort of women

to experience _generalized dissatisfaction with their
weight a:nd themselves as a restilt _Of fashion propaganda; _the changing_ roles of women, and our :cid=
ture's increw3ing emphasis on youth (see ia180_ B6skind-White :i3j). It is hard toi see how this ladi 6f
respect for body and self wotild not color the developmeM of their daughters in_ some important ways.
When _these girls reach puberty, or even before; their
body sb-ape may become a projective surface fOr the
mother'8 unfulfa wishes and uncertaintiel and fcr
thr darter'F :,eeds to act like a woman (mother)
while ...:oming 'ler own, "bettee' woman (ha
er). It s emotionally charged_ interaction, "(:iting
may st,rvt:- simultaneously as identification, differentiation,:
cnge, and penar:ce" (39, p. 3',,;). The pain
of this mnflict and r:onfusion is g7:,'2Ati _Lint ritit as
g7ini. as that involved in reje,!ting the feniale role.

Perhaps tie -hoStile purificatic,ri of the anorexic and
the =controllable gorg,hig and pur& g of the bulimic
represent a culturally supported lack of respect f-cit

the normal female bodriand a need to escape the

choicesi posed: _by the _dilemma of maternal versus
paternal identification (39).
The :role of:hostility, expressed otitwardly as anger and inwardly as self,loathirig,i in the

developthent and expression of eating disorders is
deserving of wore research._ The proliferation of

eating disorders has coincided,_ not only with_ ferhinism and increasing_pressures for thinness; but also
with an explosion of violence against wozne,n in the
streets, in the home, on _film, and_ in "litetatur,
Surely such _denigration does inothing to helP girls
and _women learn to respect their bodies_ and themselves. In addition, women are socialized to deny
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anger or keep it to themselves (3, 17). Both these
factors increase th( likelihood that eating disorders
are in _Part gelf-directed expressions of rage that also
serve to mock the very same dependency, objectification, and idealation of thinness that many anorexics and bulimics cannot refrain from embodying.

History, Culture,
anal Psychopathology
Sociocultural theories of Psychopathology maintain that culture shapes the nature of
anxiety and the means by whiCh people cope with
inner turmoil. The classic i
ration 'of this principle
is the conversion hysteria tlid.t afflicted a number of
middle- and uprYer=class women in England and
Western Europe at the close of the Victorian era (26,
31). In response to overwhelming life stress these
women unconsciously converted deep-rooted conflicts between internal urges (such as --2,....xuality and
anger) and external proprieties (being "feminine")
into an apparent_ physical disorder (hysterical paralysis). This strategy protected the person and others
froM the power and significance of the emotional

conflict. However, the conversion also permitted
some satisfaction of the urges (through attention,

massage, and passive aggression), while_enabling the
individual to retain the feminine qualities of helTless;

ness and dependency (she "couldn't stand or, her
own two feet'').
Eating disorders may well be the

conversion disorders of our times (31). As our culture
has &hanged, so have our anxieties, proprieties, and
coping strategies. But now many vulnerable people

young womenconvert powerful new conflicts betwtItn internal needs (to "be in control" and to "be

someone") and external proprieties ("b-eing thin" and
"feminine") into eating disorders. Anorexia nervosa
and bulimia reconcile both these pressures before
they devolve into a dangerous parody of each.
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Conclusions
and Implications
The Role of Culture

Conclusion. It is difficult to establish
the1 influence of culture on psychopathology. Nevertheless, the evidence reviewed in this chapter leaves
little doubt that sociocultural factors are encouraging

the development of eating disorder& Of special

significance in this respect is the finding that a large
number of people in our culture, particularly teenage
girls, manifest many of the psychological characteristics and weight control practices that form the basis
of anorexia nervosa and bulimia.
Implication.

All

school

employees

who wish to transform the school into a positive
force in the prevention of eating disorders muSt
acknowledge that people with eating disorders are
not "crazies" whcL fall prey to an incomprehensible

"mental illness." Rather, they are peopleour stu-

dents, our children, our colleagues, and our friends
strugg'.ag with insecurities and pressures that we as
immbe-s of our culture have helped create or
sustain.
The Glorification of Thinness and
Rigid Self-Control

Conclusion. The increase in the prev-

alence of eating disorders is in part attributable to
the emergence of thinness as an ideal of feminine

beauty and as a concrete expression of virtuous self=

control. A drive for thinness is arguably the most
important_feature of both anorexia nervosa and
bulimia. This motive is reinforced by a host of
cultural messages: the ultra-thin models of a highclass fashion magazine like Vogue, a coach's misguided advice to "come back after you've lost some
kght." a cigarette called "More" that features a
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thin woman clad in an expensive outfit. The dark
side of this culturally supported drive for thinness is

widespread prejudice toward overweight individuals,
particularly women. In this context weight _loss and
slenderness have become standards of beauty and
goodness. There is little evidence that the health of

Americans has benefited from these values, but
there is substantial evidence of widespread dissatisfaction with natural body shapes rand of intenSe
pressure to challenge normal weight by restrictive
dieting. For certain vulnerable individuals, the long-

term outcome of this anxious self-rejection is an
eating disorder (see Chapters 8 and 9).

piicth. The:glorification of thin-

ness and fanatical _self-control illuMinates the many

obstacles faced _by schOel Staff interested in the
prevention of __eating _diSOrders, First, there -is- the
challenge of exaniihing one's own beliefs and_ behav,
iors for evidence of a psychological investment in

slenderness_ and/or prejudice againSt _overweight. At
the very least edUdators should try to eliminate
negative _statements about overweight people from
their language and -other_ ethicatiOnal tools.. Second,
_

_

the fusion of =slenderness With beauty :and virtue
means that" bOdy *eight-, body shape, and attractive,
ss will _be_ yery sensitive issues ifor: discussion
wirhin a mixed,sex_ group that: probably_ _includes
serer A overweight_stildentS_ and numerous dieters

(21). Andithird,_examination of the totally tiriWarrant-cid prejudice_ _against overweight =and even normalnt people will _likely cOnclude Vith sound but
controversial_ contentiOhS7for_ example, most people
should not eat leSS_t.han 2,000 well;balanced calories
per day (see Chapter_9) and the definition of healthY
body weight should deperid On the _Oei-son's function
and fitness, =not _on a table: of heights and weights
that overlooks_ vaSt individual differences in "natn-

ral" body weight (16).

This list_of challenges is not meant to
discourage consideration_ of sociocultural factors= in
the development of _eating disorders:Far froinit. My
intent is rather to encourage careful preparation for
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discussion of some of the most important factors in
the cause of anorexia nervosa and bulimia: prejudice,
the media, fashions, competitive ambiti;usness, sex

differences the holcgical regulation of eating and
weight, and tht norrnarization of excessive dieting
(see ChaPter 10). This rich variety of topics makes
the influence of sociocultural factors a fertile ground
for teachers1 of social studies, history, speech, home
economics, health science, and biology (21).
Eating Disorders and the Changing
Feminine Sex Role

Conciusion. Three facts clearly connect eating disorderi With changes in the feminine
sex role. First, the upsurge of eating disorders
coincides with the increased impact of the feminist
movement and the resultant expansion of the feminhie sex role to include contradictory demands for
autonomous and interdependent hehaviors. Second,
most anorexics and bulimics are females who develop their eating disorders during adolescence, a time
of life in which the issues of identity and _intimacy
are paramount in prsonal_ development. Third, the
research by Steiner-Adair demonsd-ates a correlation
between identificatiOn With the "super-thin suNrwothan" ideal and anorexic-like attitudes and behaviors.
At present we do not know how these confusing and
oppressive changes in the feminine sex role combine
with the traditional feminine investment in p-ersonal
appearance to set the stage for eating disorders. It is

very likely, however, that the relentless pursuit cf
thinness reflects numerous thethes, including identification with current ideals of youthful heauty, rejec=

tion of traditional feminine shapes and limitations,
and the struggle for control of something concrete
weight and shapein a world of abstract ambiguities
(6, 27, 39).
implications. As noted earlier, educators interested in eating disorders must deal carefully
and sensitively with the emotional topics of body
weight, body shape, and body image. Self-conscious
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teenagers, in particular, find it difficult to discuss
openly these fundainentalaSpects of what is often an
incomplete Self-toncePt; This challenge to teachers is

intensified _by the fact that these topics have a
different meaning for girls_ and boys; The entire
notion_ of a sex role iS trickY; because it blurs

individual differendes, emphasizes constraints on_persong freedom, and points to gender inequities; Nevertheless, consideration Of cultural expectations for
males and fernaleS iS necessary if two crucial ques;
tionS Ste_ to be addieSsed: Why da people_diet? fsee
LeVine 11) and Why do more girls than boys diet?
Given the emotional nature Of these questions, they
might 'Iv_ best addretsed initially through nonthreat-ening aStignmentS Such as oie collection and analysis
of boYs (men) and girls (women) as portrayed in a

variety of advertisementt.

A Sociocultural Approach
to Prevention

Conclusion. The multidimensional nature of eating disorders, as well as their history of at
leat 300 years, suggests the even radical changes
in Western culture are not likely to eliminate anorexia nervosa and bulimia completely. Nonetheless, if

culture shapes the nature of our fears and our

strategies for coping Vith them, then the school _as
an influential representative of Soddy can play an
important role in combating many of the constituents
of eating disorders, such as the inflexible need to be
thin, the northalization of dieting, and the glorification if competitive self-ccntrol.
implication. The role of the school in
socialization is controversial, but one of the bases of
this book is my conviction that, through education

and personal example, teachers can promote a
healthy acceptance of self and others by actively
resisting cultural pressures to equate thinness with
fulfilhnent, perfectionism with virtue, and opportuni-

ty with obligation. Not all teachers will have the
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inclination 'or time to become involved in the preven7
tion of eating disorders; Those who choose to must
join with counselors and other scho-ol staff, parents,

and students in resisting the strong temptation to

dissociate themselves from eating disorders by marveling: at their bizarre signs_ and symptoms, giving
them impressive psychiatric labels, and then: turning
over all responsibility for comprehending, identifying, and preventing them to experts (21, 22).
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CHAPTER 8

uses of

orexia Nervo
ultidimensional
Perspective
he clinical features of anorexia

nervosa differ substantially from case to case. Moreover, each case is the product of many complex and
interacting factors, none of which is necessary or
sufficient for the disorder to emerge (2, 11, 32, 34).
This is a perplexing state of affairs for researchers,
therapists, families, teacherS, and authors alike. Vafiability and multidimensionality Mean that there is no
single, comfortable "cause" of anorexia nervosa, and
that there will be differing sets of causes for different anorexics; if you will, there are different access
roads to a multilane_ highway called anorexia nervosa. Most important, a multidimensional perspective encourages us to stop looking for direct causes
and start identifying the factors that place a person
"at risk." The more of these factors that are pre-

sent, the greater the risk of developing this eating
disorder.

The Three P's
Risk factors can be divided into prediskositions and precipitants (11). Predispositions con-

stitute the vulnerability for disorder, while precipi-

tants are those personal practices and external

stressors that transform vulnerability into an awful
reality (28). In other words, the predisPosing factors
determine the appearance of anorexia nervosa in=
stead of healthy adjustment or another psychological
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problem, while the predpitants account for the emergence of the eating disorder at a particular time (12).
There are also perpetuators, effects of the disorder
itself that entrench or worsen the illness over time.
In short, a model of anorexia nervosa must consider
the three "p's": predispositions. precipitants, and
perpetuators (16).

Biological Ptdispóitiôns
Genetics

Determining the heritability of normal and abnormal behavior in humans is challenging
and controversial under the _best of circumstances,
and the behavior genetics of eating disorders lags far
behind coinparable investigations of depression and
schizoPhrenia (27). Nonetheless, based on the following findings, there seems to be a hereditary factor in
anorexia nervosa (see refiews by Eckert [10], Garfin-

kel and Garner [11], Yager [34]).

Risk in FaMiTy Members

Although it is rare for the Mothers of
anorexic girls to be anon 7:c. 1F to 25 percent _of
first-degree relatives (mot:
mud fathers, sisters
and brothers) report unustii...,57 low adolescent body
weights, as well as anorexic-like behaviors and attitudes toward eating. Further, the risk of full-blown

anorexia nervosa in the sisters of anorexic patients is
3 to 10 percent compared with a rate of 1 percent or
less in the general population of postpubertal females
(see Chapter 6).
Twins

Monozygotic (identical) twins have
exactly the same genetic composition, whereas dizygotic (fraternal) twins are no _more alike genetically

than any other sibling pair (50 fxrcent similar). If
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anorexia nervosa has a genetic basis, then the proba-

bility of identical twins being anorexic should be
significantly greater than the probability of , ncor-

dance for fraternal twins. Based on less than 50 sets

of twins (too small a number for scientific confidence), it appears: that the concordance rate for
monozygotic twins is approximately 50 percent. The
rate for dizygotic twins is around 10 percentthat is,
the rate for non-twin siblings.
Familial Vulnerabili0

The f;;-st-degree re, :ives- of anorexics are unusually vdnerablei to_stress7related_disor,
ders__ (such: as_ gastritis and _.peptic ulcer) and to
affective_ disorders (such as depression _and mania),
In fact, the abnormally -high rate of depression and
alcoholism in the family histories__ of anorexics _is
cemparable_to _that. observed _in the families of patients with major depressive disorders -(18).- Interestingly, the connection between alcohol addiction_ in
the fathers and anorexia .nervosa .in the daughters is
particularly.strong_for the subgroup of anorexics who
binge-eat and purge;
The familial vulnerabili -to a spectrum of .psychelogical disorders:suggests that anorexics do_ not _inherit a.specific predisposition for anorex-

ia nervosa.

Instead,_ they -may inherit a general

vulnerability to emotional disruption _and everreac-.
tions ba_stress, proclivities that .later take a specific

form based-. en gender, sociocultural factors, and
family dynamics.
Conclusion

Collectively, the evidence for a genetic camponent in anorexia nervosa is impressive but
not definitive. The same data could be marshaled in
service of the theory that growing up as an identical

twin or in a family with one or more disturbed
members makes it difficult to form an identity based
on internal strengths rather than external images of
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thihness (11). Since most anorexics come from middle- and upper-ciaFs fainilies, the adoption studies
that might settle this issue are extremely improbaNe. Consequently, we must be content with the

strong likelihood tha, there is an as yet unknown
genetic vulnerability to .aiirzexia nervosa, stress,
andior depression thot interacts in some as yet
unspecified way with culture, family, personality,
and life circiunstances to produce anorexia nervosa.
Pregnancy and Birth Complications

Approximately 20 percent of the an-

ore:dcs studied in several inVestigations Were born to
mothers who experienced coinPliCations during pregE
nancy (e.g.ijnfeetion) or delivery
prolonged
labOr) (11). This is a higher irate of perinatal Prok
lems than is associated with the births of norinal and
reurotic females (11). The specific effects _of such
early trauma are unknown. They could subtly affeet
the basic mechanisms in the brain: fOr Controlling
hunger, or they might compromise _the development
nf higher-order brain centerS that later play a role in
f,nitive development and coping with strett.

Ptedisposition:
The Individual Within
the Family
A Note of Caution

Many researchers and clinicians have
attempted to specify the familial characteristics that
increase the risk of anorexia nervosa (11, 341. Classic
books, such as Bruzh's The Golden Cage (5) and
Levenkron's The Best Littk Girl in the World (21),
have done much to increase our understanding of
familial risk factors. Unfortunately, their astute clinical observations have been transformed into a stereo-
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type of overcontrollMg mothers and peffectionist but
emotionally distant fathers (?.4). This oversimplification, like all coaveniences, is tempting, but subject to

breakdowr. with repeated use. It should be resisted
1,..icause very few concrete facts about familial risk
:.actors have been established (34). This is attributable to the tremendous variability in cases of anorexia nervosa, the
-rent limitations of verbal reports
gathered after ti. )nset of a serious_ illness, and the

paucity of studies that compare the families of
anorexics to the families of patients having either no
disorders or another equally serious psychiatric problem (11, 34); Unless otherwise noted, the "findir:gs"

and "facts" reviewed

in

the following sections

should be considered strong possibilities de:.,.rving of

further research.

Family naractestics
The study of demographic characteristics associated with an inere.-,se ;! risk of anorexia
nervosa has produced more nega:!--',- than positive

results Anorexia nervosa seems to oe unrelated to

religious affiliation, family size, proportion of females

to males in the family, birth order, and family

dissolution due to separation, divorce, or .;eath (11).
Across studies only two consistent findings emerge.
The families tend to '-)e socially a antaged (see

Chapter 6), and the parents tend to be somewhat
older thar average (11).
Familial Attitudes and \Tues

Sock -.!lttital: factors play a role in

ti-ie development of t,iting disorders (see Chapter 7),
but it is not known exactly how misinformation- and
dangerous values arPt directly con_veyed_ita childrem
Based on case histories _of anorexics and on investigations of achiew-ment motivation, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that (1) the family-is the principal inter-

preter and- transmitter of ictilttital values, and (2)
some families place the': children at risk for eating
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disorders by overemphasizing slenderness, calorieconsciousness, youthfulf!ess, perfectionism reliance
on external sources
4f-esteem, or any number of
other factors that h fc been implicated in anorexia

nervosa (11).

This theoi'Y is intuitively appealing,
but the existing eVidence is either inconsistent; ahec(-total, or based on studies that _lack the appropflate
comparison groups (11). Approximately 25 percent of
the families of anorexies_are abnormally preoccupied
with food, physieal fimess, and physieal A1306:tance;
as evidenced by cisonic uieting, problerriS vit
weight fluctuations, adherence to unusual food regi-

mens, and professional involvement in the_ coed,

nutritiin, or health industi-y (11). Consistent with die
theory of familial transmission, some studies describ.::

a tendetty in the fathers of anorexic girls to be

ambitious and perfectionist with respect to appear=
ance and performance, but lacking in self=cOnfidence
and nurturance (11).

These findings raise the possibility
that in some families parents inadvertently stt :the

stage for anorexia nervosa by encouraging their
daughters to define themselves in terns of slenderness, rigid seif-control; and the potentially contradic=
tory characteristics of individualistic ambititm versus
a need to please others (see Chapter 7). In effeet,
some parents unwittingly promote anorexic values

and behaviors instead of a broad self-copt and a
high level of self-acceptance.
It should _1,c note( that several r arefuily des4pied studies (for ekdmple, Garfinker and
others [13]) have revealed very iew differenceS between the parents of anorexics and the parents
normal young women matched f.)- age and socioeu.nomic status. This has two: very important implica;

dont for an understanding and applitatiOn of a

multidimensional pertvective_ concerning the causes

of anorexia nervosa. First, this eating disorder can
develop in the absence of blatantly distorted family

values. Second, anorexia nervosa may: not %-ise even

in the presence of such values (11;
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Parent-Child Relationships

The various theories and investigations of family attitudes presume that faulty parenting distorts the child's relationship to her body, to

other people, and ultimately to her selfher own

needs, goais, and abilities;_as well as her capacity for
evaluating what is best for her (4, 6, 21, 22; see

Garfinkel and Garner [111 for a review). What follows is my distillation of some bas'ic hypoth&es abOut

the r3le of distorted parent-child relationships in the
development of anorexia nervosa.
Anorexia nervosa begins with the relationship between a constittitionallY 'Ilnerable child
and parents:who are unable to pro\
the emotional

support and directive guidance that hildren need.
These parents are often intrusiv, overcontrolling,

and unconsciously dependent on the child for gratification; This parenting style prevents the child from

learning to identify her own needs and emotions,
thereby discouraging her from forming 'a personal
identity within the family; Instead; she develops an
abnormal attachment to the parents, usually the
mother. The cement of this unhealthy hond is a set

of powerful but poorly artictilated emotions,--fear of
abandonment; anger; contempt; and guilt Ultimately; this distorted relationship creates in the child a
fundamental mistrust of self and others and a deep
sense of helplessness in the interpersonal realm.
During childhood, insecurity is
masked by excessive compliance with parental demands and by -. -impulsive overachievement in sports
and in schoo, Although these compensatory measures serve tz child and her parents well in the
prepubertal years, they wed both parties tc the role
of "good child... This leaves the daughter unprepared to disengage and clitf(;rentiate herself in response to the physical changes (such as puberty) and
interpersonal demands of adolescence (such as beginning high school or taking risks). Because the resulting helplessness and resentment threaten ie very
foundations of her existence, she submerges them in
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hyperactivity, perfectionism, _and culturally sanctioned dieting. Unprepared to be herself and unwilling to remain her parents' child, the anorexic tries to

maintain a sense of control by ruling her 'Jody and
bending others to the tyranny_ -of her weiOt loss
efforts. "Though anoreXic patients may die from
their condition,_ it is not death they are after but the
irgent need to be in control of their own lives" (4, P.

269).

Thus, hunger and food become the
focus of an ambivalent battle for identity and autonomy. Later they become the battleground for a selfdefeating mixture of desrjerate Motives and intense

emotions. Eating (gorging) Produces an infantile
sense of security; but it also generates fear, guilt;
and self-contempt over lack of control. Food r, fusal
represents control, independente; and defiance, but
it is a lonely, joyless, and ekhausting pursuit that
only leaves her facing the twin demons of anorexicsravenous hunger and less Of cOlitr:-,l. The strug-

gle with these powerful demons is h(

Her parents, who "gave her

ztd and lonely.

evt:(_-ything,"

are

shocked when their "little girl, the one that never
gave us any trouble," i-ecomes iSolated; angry, and
defiant.

--

According to this perspective, adolescence traps eie anorexic-to-be between cultural presStites for individuation, the Marked arribiguities of
the female role in moderr. -of.letY (see Chapter 7)4

parental pressureS for
her own deep-rooted i

ed dependency, and
s She Attempts to
escape _by renouncing invoi-venient in the abstract
and complex issues of adolekeht deve!opment, and
turning instead to a Concrete and presumably con:
trollable feature of selfweight. Under the burden of
tht:: irreconcilable forceS and of_
PhYsical hunger;
three_ latent consequenteS of_ her lack of tlifferentia,

don from parents ernerg, as _cardirial features of

anorexia nervosa: (1) severe body iiii;te disturbance;
(2) an inability to interpret actUrately or trust_ hunger
and other internal sensations (anger, sexualityji fa=
tigue); and (3) "ari all-pervasive sense of ineffective-

ness" (6; P. 9).
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Within this tangle of inadequacies,
motives, and anxieties res;4..e the tragic paradoxes of
anorexia nervosa. Struggizg to salvage an existence
that is poorly differentiated from others, the anorexic
seeks to be "special" by embracing a set of externally determined values that submerge her true self in a

sea of hunger, obsessions, and helplessness. &niggling to be attractive (slender) and socially acceptable, she is initially praised and admired by friends
and relatives who envy her dedication and self-controI. But as dedication becomes obsession, she becomes repulsive, isolated, anc: inaccessible (18, 20).
The descriptions of distorted parentchild interactions offered by Bruch (4, 5), Levenkron

(21, 22), and others are extemely valuable. They

enable us to empathize with both the psychological
experience of anorexics and their parents' bewilderment over the emergence of psychopathology_ in
someone who had previously been "the best little girl
in the world" (21). They also direct therapists to the
developmental issues that terrorize anorexics and
make them so resistant to weight restoration. It must
be kept in mind, however, that such distorted parentchild interactions are found in only a third to a half
of all cases of anorexia nervosa (34). They have_also
been reported in association with other psyuglogical
disorders and in families with no discernible psychological diorder (11).
Family Systems Theory

Theories about distorted parent-child
relationships assume that negative influences _emanating from the parents are filtered through vulnerable children to produce an adolescent with anorexia
nervosa. According to this perspective; the parents

are the cause and an anorexic adolescent is the

effect. Family, systems theorists reject this undirectional approach in _favor of a transactional model in
which "the patic. t's symptoms can be thought of as
being evoked, supported, and reinforced by certain
transactions in the system, and to play a part in the
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faitiilY's entire psychological economy!' (34; 0. 52). If
the family is understood as: a system; then_ psycho-

pathology is not solely a characteristic of the ario=
r_exi-c4 because each member of the family, including

the anorexic, contributes toii and is affetted by, the
eafing disorder (11). Somehow; anorexia nervosa
enables the anorexic and vaiious memb-ers: of the
fainily to fulfill a number of implicit or explicit

all of which place the stability of the family above
the integrity of theindividtial (20).
Dr Selviiii Palazzoh of Italy and Dt;
Sahatoie Minuchin of the United StateS haVei identified the following :systemic themes as the familial
context for glorexia nervosa (11; 33):
1. Avoideince Of Confliet _Within these families :there iS
little opportunity -_for; tit' leadership in; the resolution-of
natural_conflicts. Communications are coherent, but there
is a_ rigid insistence on the mainWnance of tratiqinlity Via
limitations on permissible topics for
-mion,_ adherence

to a belief in complete parental authoii: j; and overconcern
with external appearsncep.

2. PsescdotnutualiN: AlthOUgh all family members are frequently angerez1 or discouraged by _uaresolVed conflict,

Overt expressions of emotional and intelkotUal diSatiSfactiOn are not permitted._ Rather; an uneasy spirit of_ self:
sacrifice and- a facade of harmony prevail. Within such an
atmosphere diruct
r,f individual feelings or
overt protestS of unfai,.
z.s: 7:elfish acts of
betrayal.

3. Enmeshment The
ents tend to be so wrap
there is little privacy or

daunts, andior grantoarn each other's -lives thi:
ie encouragement :to haw

individual opinions; interests,:_and aptitiideS Family mem-

beta are quick to snswer for each -other and Otherv.ISe
intrude till the individdal's thoughts and feelings. Tti'l;

enmeshment blurs the distinction bitween individuals and
retards the development of individuality and antOtiorny.
4; Triangulation: Given their strong connections to their
families of origin:and their-lackaf_opportUnityTOr
ertpression, the parents iof enmeshed families tend to
be fnistrated and resentfirl. Divorce appears to _be relatively rare in tke familtes studied, but marital dissatisfaction is
common. Since the parents cannot express_ their feelings
openly or resolve their_ problems_ directly, they use 6ttiti;tional blackmail to enliSt the anorexic-to-I- as_ an ally
against the other parent or as a scapegc for family
7
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Constrained by pseudomutuality and by the

-igid avoidance of conflict, the anorexic is unable
explore xi work through the inconsistency between
trinirn,1:3ti-zeriess and the aforementioned overprotec..

s. The rt1,:ing confusion; ang:r; and despair
ezoee

cf healthy identity formation.

The jn,sistenc e. of systems theorists
a,norexia nervosa originates and is sustained
iin the context of family values and transact,ons
haa been a major contribution to the treatmen of
tnis :disorder (29)._ Family systems theories also

no-ovide a broadcr framework for understanding the
htievdopmental deficits

described by Bruch and

others. Moreover, :the notion that_the disorder sus-

tains the _farnily in some way helps explain two
aspects of treatment that educators may find puzzling. First, some families are extraordinarily resis7

tant to acknowledging: their: chars: problem and
uranging therapy for either the child or the family

(20); Second; in some cases, as the anorexic begins
to show great_ improvement in eating habits and psychological status, the parents begin:to have increasing marital difficulties and personal _problems (8).
Although this warning may be proving tiresome, it must be noted that great caution is
necessary in interpreting and applying family systems _theory (314 34); Not all families of anorexics
have these characteristics, nor are these characteristics specific to the families of patients with eating
disorders. Moreover, family systems theory is
rived_iftom the observation of intact families, and
significant number of anorexics come from homes
that were "broken" by divorce or death well before
flie onset of anorexia nervosa (34).

Individual Psychological
Predispositions
The following four factors have been
the subject of considerable discussion in the recent
literature on anorexia nervosa. They are reported
with sufficient regularity to suggest that they may be
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.
risk factors, but the possibility
remains that all but
the first are manifestations of anorexia nervosa, not
causes of it (12).

Weight Problems

Some experts have found that many
of the anorexics they treated _were overweight as
children or immediately before the onset of their

eating disorder (2, 12)._ Other researchers have either
failed to confirm this finding or have found that the
association between prior weight control problems
and anorexia nervosa holds only for bulimic anorexics (11, 12) Where it is present, childhood obesity
may increase the risk of adolescent anorexia nervosa
by stimulating a premature puberty and by sensitiz-

ing the child to both the importance of external
appearance and the cruelty with which most people
react to obesity (8, 12).
The BeSt Little Girl in the WOrld

Many anorexic adOlescents are de-

Seribed as -having been sociallY ankious children who
coped with their iinseciiiities by becoming_ overty
sensitive and compliant to the wisbes Of others (2, 5,

12, 22); They developedi aftd Were reinforced for,
high standards for_ academiC and athletic achieve,ment, but such ipemctionism rivresented a strong
m_ed to _Obtain the approval of others,_ _rather than a
-.),f their_ own innenneedS and values. As

noted previously, -this external_ orientation mak.% it
difficult_ to Lidividuate
adolescente and easy
to iatiSekb the_ socioculWA al pressures for slimness
ian Viral

Tt seems IikelY that growing up as an
overcontrolledi compliant child _would inerease the
riSk _Of rtStricting, as _opposed_ to btiliinic, anorexia

nenrosa. The contrast between the image of the
"best little girl inithe_ world" and the stormy itoOd

swings and multiple_ impulse control :problems of the
btilimic anorexic suggests that the dynamics of this

subty-Pe ma: well bt lifferent (see Chapter 9).
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Perceptual Distortions

As discussed in Chapter 2, many

affarexics are unable to perceive and correctly interpret internal states such as hunger; satiety; anger. a
fatigue (4; 6, 11); AIthh interoceptiv c:isturbances are found in ot!.disorders,
they are probably fur,-1--; ,t1". Lo the psychopathology of anorexia nervosi
i). Alienation_ from inner
27-1ages about hunget ; fatigue; anger; and pleasure
produces a profound mistrust of the body and therefore the self. Such deficits would certainly promote
the external orientation tt:at marks the "gocid little
lirl"; divorced from internal guidance; she must turn

to others for the definition and verification of her
motives and interests.
This dependency only intensifies the
anorexic's insecurity, for the coniiction that others
know what is going on inside her tvetter than she
does produces a powerful sense -of vulnerability to
being controlled and exploited. Eventually mistrust
of self and others becomes the basis for the "allpervasive sense of ineffectiveness" (6, p. 9; 11;_22).
The antidote to helplessness is often "severei discie" of the bOdy, schoolwork; time; and relationshipsthe perfectionism noted in the previous section (6, 11). If we add mistrust of self and others,
perfectionist regimentation, excessive sensitivity :to

the opinions of ot1,2.rs, and a cultural obsession with
thinness, the resulting sum approaches anorexia
nervosa.

There is some evidence that interoceptive disturbances, mistrust, and a fundamental
sense of personal ineffectiveness are positively cone=
lated with the anorexic's classic tendency toioveresti-

mate her own body size. At _present; however;
nothing conclusive can be said about the strength

and theoretical significance of the association (11).
All these factors may be the prOduct of an intrusive
parenting style (enmeslithent) that prohibits the child
from learning to identify and label internal states
correctly and from experiencing her body as her own
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(4, 11). Or it may be that low self-esteem and other
forms of self-rejection, which could develop in adolescence or childhood, produce an unwiTngLess to
"listen" to herself and a tendency tc., ,nsy./:-rceive her
size int a manner that rePea-..
on the self
(11). Still another possibility u
t the observation that, as "normal" girls age t 'Irough adolescence, their estirnation of body size and their acceptance of seconeary sexual characteristics become
increasingly realisti.:. This suggests that perceptual
disturbances may somehow be linked with the anorexic's cognitive iminatuFity, as discussed in the next

section (11).

Distorted Thinking
Most
people7--teachers,
parents,
friends, even therapists-7are My-Stifled by the anoz
rexic's unwillingness tO Change despite the -obvious
negative consequences of prolonged starvation; David Garner and: his colleagues believe that; although
anorexia nervosa arises out Of an -external orientaE
tion, the established_ eating :disorder is -regulated
more by A setiof personal rules, beliefs, and attitudes
than by social or physical: OtItttit_'et (11; 14, 15).
According tO Garner; the anorexic's
self-starvation is logiCal to her, :no matter 'how
irrational _it seems to others. Self-starvation _follows
directly from a set_ of assumptiOns, beliefs, and
values that we: recgnize as_ distorted, but that she
has assimilated_ _-10_6 liei-_ characteristic mai;ner of
thinking abOut herSelf, the worldi and the future. At
the center of these distorted_ printiPleS is the cultur3
ally sanctioned conviction that thinness is absolutely

essentia1411 144_15). ROVOliing around this_belief is

a constellation of interrelated assUiriptions and "dediletions," all of which_ lead to the avoidance _of
Proper nutrition and the Self-reinforcement-of weight
toss

(11). Here are some of the priticipleS that
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underlie anorexia nervosa:
1.

One should strive for perfection; asceticism is

superior to indulgence.

Slenderness and losing weight are good because
they are the epitome of asceticism. Weight gain
is indulgent and therefore disgusting. It means
lxcoming fat.
3.

Weight and shape are the sole or most important
criteria for determining personal worth.

4.

Complete self-control is necessary for me to be
good. weight gain means that I am out of control
and erefore bad.

5.

Comp'ete self-control necessitates complete cer-

in making decisions allout right and
in social interactions, and in bhavior.
6. A -, ,Aure body involves weight gain and' some
tain*

los,- of control; therefore I camiot cope with an
ae. 't shape.
tionid

Assiunptions like these are dysfunc=

in terms of their simplicity, concreteness,

rigidi ty. and dichotomous nature, but they are not
incomprehensible. In light of the sociocultural and
familial factors discussed thus_ far, it is easy to see

how an adolecent girl (or bby) might came to

worship thinne6s as a tangible god;
These deep-seated and often unconscious principles are translated into anorexic
thoughts, motives, and behaviors by a set of logical

errors. At noted previously, "logiCal errors" is a

relative phrase here. From our perspective much of
the anorexic's thinking is illogical. 1For the anorexic,
however, the thoughts ("I am Icsing control") and
feelings (panic) produced by these "errors" are
immediate and coniincing,_ given the distorted assumptions at their base. This logic of immediacy
makes the subsequent behavior (no more dinners)
seem not only very sensible, but essential.
192
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Precipitant

Ptecipitants
Puberty

British psychiatrist A. H. Crisp, author of the well-known book, Anorexia Nervosa: Let
Me He (8), maintains that puberty and its develop=
mental challenges are the major factors in the conversion of Predispositions (vulnerabilities) into anorexia nervosa.
Crisp's emphasis on puberty is related
f. theory that the anorexic is intensely afraid
of b3°gical and psychological maturity, both of
whic h axe directly connected to pubertal weight gain.
According tO Crisp, this anxiety motivates a defensive regression to physical and psychosocial immartf-

rity to the extent that continuing weight loss is

experienced as the sole insurance_against engulfment
by the realities of adolescence. The outcor of thiS
flight to save the self is tF- loss ;5f self in hunger and
anoiexia nervosa.

According to Cri-p, the rejection of
maturity and the slide into
rexia nervosa begin
with dieting in the form of Par 3ohydrate avoidance.
The conscious motivation for reducing is generally
very similar to that for other adolescent dietersthe
wish to be more attactive, identification with a
parent who is dieting, the fact that. :riends are
dieting. In the amorexic-to-be, however, dieting bec( -nes the vehicle for coping with -lie personal,
sociPl, and sexual significance of the body fat that
appears in increasing amounts during the roma'
processes of physical maturation in females. Most
people equate puberty in girls with mensteuation.
Actually, menstruation occun iate in puberty because it is the culminatior of a growth spurt characterized by a pred' '."1-ierice of events: breast
developiaent, the
of pubic hair, enlargement of the hips
eposition of fat on the
buttocks, thighs
en, and upper arms.
A number of factors may combine

with prejudice against obesity to render the arorexic-
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to-be hypersensitive to the normal fattening of the
feminine body in adolescence. As noted previously,
childhood obesity or weight control problems can
establish a personal association between fat and
shame. In addition, girls who begin their pubertal
growth spurt at a younger age than peers are often

the focus of negative attention from family and

female friends, and1 they tend_ to have a more negative body image and lower self-esteem than girls who

do not develop early (30). In this regard there is
some evidence suggesting that on the average anorexics are "eat iy maturers" (8).
Social reactions to the bodily trans-

formations of puberty are but one source of the

anxiety that may initiate anorexia nervosa (84 30).
There are also personal sources pertaining to loss of
control and to sexuality. Based on ignorance of the
body's function and on negative childhood experiences related to sexuality (for example, being the
victim of child sexual abuse), the pubertal girl m;.,y
experience the growth and fattening of her body as
an unexpected, uncontrollable, and therefore frightening imposition. This sense of helplessness may be
compounded by a burgeoning _realization of the sexu-

al significance of the mature female shape, and by a

dysfunctional family systPm that shares and thus
reinforces the girl's anxiety and confusion.
Crisp emphasizes that the anorexic
has a phobic fear of body fat, not of eating or food

per se. But the real fear is of what pubertal body fat
represents, and unceasing safeguards against it constitute the only way she knows to manage a myriad

of interlocking forcessociocultural pressure:. for
slenderness and preoccupation with body shape,
profound disturbances within the family, lack of self-

esteem, and helplessness in the face of internal

changes and external demands related to the passage
inta adult femininity. In effect, the anorexic condenses the challenges of identity formation in adolescence
into the following equation: To control femininity is

to control her body1 is to reduce fat is to_ reduce
eating. In this regard Crisp's theory echoes Bruch's:
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"The key seems to be the sense of_ controt and
conficknce that comes with restrained eatitig (8, 0.
65; italics in the: original).
The attempt to maintain a weight
well below that which supports biological:and pgy=
chological femininity (or: masculinity) iproduteS the
savage paradox that underlies_ al eating disorders:
reStrictive dieting _ultimately results in a loss of

control over eating. As discussed in Chapter 2i

dieting produces an ever-present hunger and a realiStic d mger Of eating voraciously following relaxation
of control. Some anorexics try to solve this dilemma
bY bingeing:and then purging, but the result is often
tragic- the fear of food is strengthehed,_ the associatidi Of purging and eating is strengthened, and the
body and mind are weakened. Terrified of food and
weight gain, the anorexic_ is :doomed by hunger to
think about: it, forage for it, dream of, it, read about

iti ptepaté it for others, do everything but eat it or
retain it (17, 19).
Other Precipitating Events

The range ofiages at which anorekia
nervosa begins (see Chapter 6) Makes it clear that its
Onset does not always coincide with a specific deval .
opmental crisis such as puberty. Anorexia:nervosa Is
also triggered by external challenges that, like puberty, may .itiVertvhelth the adaptive resources of teen-

agers who are unprepared for autonomy,: abstract

thinking, sexuality, and other developmental taSkS Of
adolescence (5, 124 14);

Although researchers and confused
faiiiily members are often unable to detect specific
precipitants, three general conclusions abont them
are warranted (12). First the triggers for anorexia
nCrvosa ate varie& Second, the events that unleash
this eating disorder are qualitatively similar to those
that initiate different psychologital disordeit for

some people and :Wily temporary diStreis_for others.
Third, and most important, no matter how tragic or

innocuous the precipitating life events appear to
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others, the circumstances are significant to the anorexic-to-be because, in various combinations, they
threaten her self-control and self-worth, they over-

whelm her ability to cope with change, or they
enhance the perception that weight loss is a solution
to all her serious problems (121.

It is useful to divide the immediate

precipitants of anorexia nervosa into three categories
(after Garfinkel and Garner [11, 12]; [14]).
Separations and Losses

This category encompasses actual

physical separations as well as significant reductions
in the stability_ of the _family or school environment.
Thus, anorexia nervosa has been precipitated by the
death of a parent or sibling, divorce, parental infidel-

iM an intensification of family arguments or violence, serious:physical or mental illness in a family

member, moving to a new school district, and going
off to college.
New Demands and Expectations

Other circumstances can also precipi-

tate anorexia nervosa by making the vulnerable

individual feel incompetent and lost in the face of an

increased number of demands, many of which are
ambiguous. These situations include a first heterosexual relationship, getting mediocre grades on the
initial round of high school or college exams, trying
to qualify for an athletic team or dance program, Or a
notable accomplishment by a sibling. Some "abnormal" stressors also deserve mention, notably sexual

imposition by family members or 1friends (31). It
must be emphasized that failure and loss of control

need not be actually experienced. Uncertainties

about effectiveness and control may be intolerable
enough to motivate the anorexic-to-be to begin dieting as a means of self-fortification.
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Weight Loss as a Eotution to Problems

Anorexia nervosa may be Precipitated by events that merge with sociocultural_ factors in
suggetting that the person should pay more attentiop

to her body and start losing weight (5, 11) So Me
anorexics begin their relentless dieting in response to
criticism and teasing (either ffiendly or malicious)
received after a mild weight gain. In some cases

parents, teachers, or coaches directly encourage adolescents to reduce so that they may qualify for, and
comWe more successfully in, certain extracurricular
activities (such as sports or dance) or employment
(9). A few girls become anorexic after a physical
illness in which there iS_actual loss of appetite (true
anorexia) and weight The pleasure they experience
and the compliments they
1are enough to
forge their lack of self-esteem and the sociocultural
equation of slenderness and desirability into a resolution to get skinnier.

Perpetuators
Starvation

The effects of starvatiOn, at desCribed in Chapter 2, play a very significant role in
the entrenchment of anoroda nervosa 11, 17). The

anorexic must control her hunger as part of her
efforts tO reduce, but this enterprise is doomed by

the biology of self=preservation. Stattration produces
chronic hunger, an obsession with food, emotional
instability, and self-absorption, all of which intensify

the anorexic's defenses against eating and alienate
her from other people. Struggling to control hunger,
the anorexic _creates an exaggerated and perpetual
need for food.
Most anorexics feel: the ititge tO
binge-eat, and some do when 'restraint§ fail or are
loosened by welFintentioned but ineffecth-e_ treat=
ment 'Binge-eating consolidates anorexic izatittide8
and behaviors by verifying the anorexic's "distorted"
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fear thatigomg off her- diet means a complete loss of
control. Moreover, _relative:to:_the proportion of fat
versus muscle lost during dieting, the weight gained

during refeeding consists of more fat than muscle,

and this fat tends to be deposited in "sensitive"
regions such as the stomach and buttocks.
Starvation also increases irritability

and depression; an effect that is often unintentionally
magnified by the use of caffeine-containing diet aids
such as over-the,counter appetite _suppressants,coffee, tea, and low-calorie _colas; Frequently accompa,
flying this emotional deterioration are a variety_ of
physical_aberrations, including stomach upset, dizziness, headaches, intolerance_ of_ cold _temperature,
and abnormal _sensory experiences; Together, emotional instability and physical weakness undermine
self,controli: chip: away: at the anorexic's shaky, self7
esteem, and ftrther widen the rift betWeen self and
others.
Gastrointestinal Changes
Anorexics frequently complain of
feeling bloated, stuffed, or distended even after a

small meal (11,_ 12). As they are highly sensitive to
"feeling fat" in any manner* these expeziences discourage their return to normal eating. "Bloating" is

due in part to the fundamental disturbances in
interoception, but it probably also reflects an in-

crease in the time required for the stomach to empty
its contents into the intestines, as well as the chronic
constipation experienced by many anorexics. Ironically, constipation is a particular problem for those
who abuse laxatives in the fallacious belief that they
promote weight loss.
Vomiting

Whether or not they binge, anorexics
may use self-induced vomiting as a weight-control
device. Self-induced vomiting is psychologically dan-

gerous because it is so reinforcing that the potential
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for dependency is high (19). Vomiting provides relief
from anxiety, anger, and guilt; it produces a sense of
ascetic emptiness and purity; and it constitutes a
deceptively simple and initially effective solution to
the challenge of losing weight while controlling
hunger (7, 19, 23). Since failure to vomit after eating
may be experienced as a frightening loss of control
over the body, vomiting is negatively reinforced by
an immediate reduction in the fear of weight gain. In
other words, anorexia nervosa may be sustained by
the benefits of vomiting and the cost of hot doing so.
Hypothalamic Dysfunction
The hy4iiithalamus is a relatively tiny
but extremely influential collection of neural cells
located near the pituitary gland at the base of the
forebrain. This "structure" has attracted the atten=
lion, of physicians and psychologists interested in
anorexia nervosa lxcause damage to the hypothalamus may disrupt the normal homeostatic mecha=
nisms that control both hunger and menstruation (3).
No one has lyeen able to demonstrate
that anorexia nervosa in humans is the result of
damage ta the hypothalamus. There is substantial
indirect evidence, however, that this important brain
area is functioning abnormally in anoreitics. It is very
difficult to separate cause and effect here, but the
evidence seems to favor the theory that hypothalamic dysfunction is probably a result of weight loss,
caloric restriction, chronically high levels of entotional distress, and self=induced vomiting (11, 18, 33).

Disturbances in Body Perception
and Cognition

Disturbances in body perception and
irrational beliefs about eating are perpetuators of
anorexia nervosa, as well as risk factor& A. person
who is very much afraid of weight gain, and who

sees or feels herself as fat will be highly motivated to
continue starving herself, no matter what the scale
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or the doctor or some chart of "normal' weights
says. The compliments and other positive experi-

ences produced by the initial phase of dieting verify
the anorexic's dichotomous reasoning that good

success = thinness = weight loss = dieting = not
eating versus bad = failure = "fat" = weight gain

--= not dieting = normal eating or bingeing (19). This
personal validation of culturally based beliefs significantly increases the probability of making the logical

errors (such as overgeneralization) that isolate the
anorexic from the corrective input of others and
substantiate the need to pursue thinness and avoid
weight gain at all costs (11).
Secondary Gain

In psychiatry "secondary gain" refers to the benefits of a psychiatric illness beyond its

ability to protect the individual against the experience and expression of intolerable conflict (the primary gain). The secondary gains in anorexia nervosa
are the attention received, the sense of control over

the family or therapist, and the drama created by a
much publicized disorder with life-or-death consequences (11).

Precipitmts Created by
Anorexia Nervosa

In its initial stages the effects of

anorexia nervosa are usually quite positive for the
individual (15). As discussed in Chapter 2, however,
over time the disorder wreaks havoc in the physical,
social, and psychological realms (23). Self-starvation
weakens the energy reserves of a person who needs

all her strength to combat her own biokogy. Selfstarvation also generates considerable conflict within

a family that is often particularly ill-suited for the
effti1 detection, identification, and solution of
emotional disturbance. Students who are having
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trouble at home usually tura to others for1 support,

but the anorexic's hostile refusal to eat despite

obvious negative consequences leads to rejection by
friends, teachers, and even physicians and psycholo-

gists. Besides, the anorexic sees these people as

threats because she correctly perceives that they are

indeed conspiring to get her to eat. Thus, the

anorexic is left alone with her overriding need to be
in control, and she becomes increasingly inefficient,
miserable, alienated, and disturbing.
These negative effects do not con-

vince the anorexic that she should abandon her

excessive dieting. Instead, they strengthen the need
to diet by increasing the probability of precipitators
(such as separation, threats to self-esteem) and by
decreasing the ability of the anorexic to draw upon
other resources for coping.

A Multidimensional Model
Figure 8-1 illustrates the interplay of
predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating factors

in the development and maintenance of anorexia

nervosa. Together these forces constitute a web that
imprisons the anorexic in a tangle of sticky paradoxes (23). Fiercely determined to be a unique person,
she dissolves into an impersonal disorder with pre-

dictable features. Desiring popularity and acceptance, she ends up alienated from all but the most

understanding people. Seeking tlomiriation over hunger, she becomes a slave to it. Hoping to control her
body and her life, she 'Winds up in a hospital with
tubes in her ahri and a schedule of activities entirely
determined by others. Dissatisfied viith traditional
femininity, she comes to embody (literally) its most
exaggerated characteristics: passivity, helplessness,
hyperetnotionality, and powerlessness. Trying to
break free, the anorexic wields the only weapon she

can understandher control over her body weight
and shapeand thus the web is renewed with each
attempt to sever it.
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SOCIOCULTURAL
FACTORS
Glorification of
thinness

BIOGENETIC
FACTORS
Family hist:ory of
diaordered eating
habits (parents)

nhaiitk
Glorification of
fanaticism
Emphnai on
uniqueness
Weakening of
external -restraints
Sex-role ambiguity
for women

and anorexia (in

_

Sig= against

FAMILIAL
FACTORS
Demographics::
Higher social Clats

Older parents
Parents magnify:
cultural emphasis
on_ thinness,
perfectionism,

Parental history
of depression: and
alcoholism (particularly fathers)
Pregnancy and birth

and:external
appearances
Failty parenting/
distorted Parentchild interactions

complications

Dysfunctional family
system

INDWIDUAL PREDISPOSITIONS
Problems with autonomyi -,eporationL and identiry:
female gender, maturation ..fears, early puberty,
inabiliry- to cope with stress or 'failure _
Personality traits:--shy, socially -anxious,
=

perfectionisti high-need for approval of othert,
zoriscientious; obsessive, ;enial of--inner needs

W6ight problems_ as &lid or adolescent_

Perceptnil disttirbair es and defitits in logical
thinking

EFFECTS OF
DECISION TO DIET
Diasatisfaction with
licitly, self, and life
Threat of
helplessness
and failure
Perfectionist need
for control
and success
Familial and
cultural emphasis
cn slimness and
external appearances
Mistrust of others

PRECIPITATORS
Puberty
COnfliet, iinaration,
and loss
Threats to family
=Stability
Threats to selfesteem and
capacity to:cope
Personal illness

_

_

WEIGHT LOSS
Sense of control:

_over self/others ..

Reinforcement from
others and/or self

Fear.of weight
gain
Intensified
dieting

ANOREXIA
NERVOSA

PERPETUATORS

Drive for thinness /

StarvatiOn

',Gastrointestinal problems
Hypothal...^-mic dysfunction
Vomiting

Perceptual ditturliances
and constrietd thinking

Obiesaive dieting
Phobic fear of weight
_ gain

Distorted body image
Significant weight loss

Secondary_gains__

Problems with family,
friends, other
obligations

Figure 8-1, A Maltidimensional Model of
Anorexia Nervo§a
Soisiver Garfinkel and- Garner (11), Garner and Garfinkel (16), Johnson and
Maddi (19), Slade; cited in Vandereycken and Meermann (32).
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Ctonclusions
and Implicaticnis
A Multidimensional Perspective

_Conclusion; Although anorexia ner=
vosa is often:referred toiaS a_ psychiatric "illnest," it
is not caused by demonstrable daniage Ot disease in
the brain. Moreover, there is no Single "Cause" of
anorexia nervosa that is neeeSsarY or sufficient for
this eating ditorder to develop._ This frustrating fact,

iii Combination With the variability Of tyiiiptom intenSky and configuration, necessitateS the <adoption of a
multidimensional perspectiVe._ ACCording to this nrwd=
el, anorexia nervosa iS_ the outcome_ of at interaction
atiOng three distinct types of infltientet: predispositiofiS, precipitants, and perpettiatoit. The predisposi;

tions make the :person Viilnerable to this eating
disorder, the precipitants trigger the onset of anorexia nervosa, and the perpetuators interatt With the
predisposition and the characteriStiCS of the disorder

to sustain the problem;

---1*P1iiations. On- the __po- -sitiYe side,

multidimensionality means that _there !are Many interesemg topics that _can be_ profitably _discussed within
a variety of different clasSes_ or lessons (seeTable
8=1); 'On the negative side, the necessity of aimultidi-

theilsional perspective makes it very difficult to
answer the students'_ concrete and lejitimate clues;
tion: "But what=causes anorexia nervosa?' If teachers
select _one of the risk factors, perceptive students

Will 4uickly verify the _mcidel_ _by_ toting inStances in
;Which the risk factors are present and the disorder is
absent, or sitUations in _Which the -risk_ factors_ ate

absent and the disorder is present. Evett if_ Students
Uncritically accept a statement _abOtit Personality or
&thily dynamics, there is the danger that the multidi;
mensional perspettive Will be translated- itito ai Onedirdetitional and Misleading conclusioniabOiit who is

At fault, either the person or the fAitily.
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Table 8=1. Discussion Topics Pertaining
to Eating Disorders
Courses

Topics

PREDISPOSITIONS
History, English Literature°
Speech & Communications, Home
Economics, Health & Science,
Psychology

Sociocultural Factors

Biogenetic Factors

Biology, Health & Science,
Psychology

Familial Factors

History, Health & Science,
Home Economics, Psychology

Individual Factors:
Psychological preparation for
adolescence
Persomdity and the need for
approval
Weight problems as a child
Self-perception, stress, coping,
and problem solving

Health & Sdence; Psychology

b

PRECIPITANTS AND PERPETUATORS
Biology, &eit Education,

Puberty

Healthli Science, Psychologyi
Home Economics, History
Conflicts, stress,and
problem solving
The self; self-control,
and self-esteem

Health & Science, Psychology,
Enehili Literature,
Drama; Art°

Dieting, hunger, and
natural weight
regulation

Biology, Health & Science,
Home Economics,
Psychology

PERPETUATORS
Starvation
Biologecal disturbances
DiVorted perceptions &
thoughts
Interpersonal problems

Biology, Health & Science,
Home Economics,
Psychology

Note: It is assumed that the major signs and symptoms Will be a part of the
presentation, regardless of the class in which anorexia nervosais discuaie-d.
Consideration of diagnostic issuft (such _as anoroda nervosa versus a major
depressive &order) is appropriate for health and science, psychology, and
biology.

45ee Appendix II for a list of ficlional and nortfictional_ books on anorexia
pervosa that might be approjiriate for hW ichool Englisli courses.
The relationship between eating disorders and social class, the changing
nature of roles within the family, and clianges in concepts of nutsculinity and
femininity make anorexia nmvosa an interesting topic for hittory or social
sMdies.

trains and art are excellent ways e exploring the Mterplay among selfconcept, relationships, problem solving, and Self:acceptance.
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I have found no simple solution to the
challenge of providing students with correct informa-

tion about the multidimensional basis of anorexia
nervosa or bulimia (see Levine [23]). All I can
honestly say is that teachers should "remain skeptical allout facile formulas that purport to explain
anorexia" (34, p. 44). They should be prepared to

explain the concepts of predispositions (vulnerability), precipitants (stressors), and coping, and to illustrate them with an experience that most students can

relate to, such as test anxiety. Finally, in reply to
some variation of "Who's fault is it?" I suggest_the

following: "Each case of anorexia nervosa is differ-

ent and each is the result of a number of forces
within the person, the family and our culture. What's
really important is that the person, the family, and

friends work together to get help for the eating

disorder and to increase their ability to care for each
other."
Predispositions and Precipitants

Conclusion. The multidimensional

model states that predispositions interact with precipitants to shape the selection of dieting as a solution
to the problem of life as a teenager or young adult.
In11general, the predispositions are sociocultural, familial, and indiVidual factors that increase the risk
that the vulnerable individual (a) will have difficulty
meeting the myriad challenges of adolescence and (b)
will choose the fanatical management of weight and

shape as a means of coping with threats to selfesteem, security, and/or autonomy. The precipitants

are those normal or unusual circumstances that
unleash the relentless pursuit of thinness by (a)

significantly threatening the adaptive resources of
the vulnerable individual and (b) suggesting that
weight 1loss is a means of avoiding one's nightmares
or realizing one's dreams.
finptications. Themes of vuhierability,

stressors, and coping are difficult for teachers and
students alike. The complexities of considering sex
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roles, body image, and dieting have already been
noted (see Chapters 6 and 7). In addition, the private
aiid1 public self-consciousness of adolescents makes it
difficult for them to discuss emotionally laden topics
such as family interactions, personal inadequacies,
puberty, rejection, and styles of coping, either con,

structive or destructive. Despite these obstacles, I
strongly encourage teachers who are committed to a
full examination of eating disorders to tackle these
issues in a forthright but sensitive manner. Chapter
10 contains 2 number of specific suggestions for this
enterprise. In addition, available curriculum guides
for adolescent suicide, substance abuse, and domestic violence contain a number of 1helpfül suggestions
for teaching academic subjects that have a visceral
component (see, for example, Levy [25]).
The Family
Conclusion. Although many theories
about the causes of anorexia nervosa clearly irnpliE
cate the family, the available data from well-designed

investigations simply do not permit a conclusive

statement about the role of the family as a risk factor
(34).

imptications. Teachers must be very
cautious in explaining the theories described in
this chapter and in applying them to individual cases

that might come to their attention. For example,
Bruch and others have characterized the mothers of
anorexic girls as "over-controlling, intrusive, and
domineering" (10, p. 15). Both research and clinical

experience make it clear tha, these characteristics
will not be present in all cases, or perhaps even in a

majority of them (34). Even if they do seem to
describe the parent of a particular student, the

sensitive teacher should resist the urge to interpret
this correlation as meaning that this parenting style
caused the anorexia nervosa. Serious consideration
must be given to the possibility that overconcern an
intrusiveness are normal reactions when one's child
is starving herself to death before one's eyes.
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Cow/aqua arid Impliaztienit

No matter how disturbed the family

system, it is important to acknowledge that the
Support and participation of the family are crucial in
the treatment and prevention of anorexia nervosa

(24, 31). If possible, teachers should avoid blaming

the family in their classroom presentations, their
conversations with students, and their meetings with
parents. This is easier to do by keeping in mind (a)
that most parents of anorexics already feel guilty
enough; (b) the distinct possibility that some of the
features of enmeshed families may be reactions to the
distress caused by a severely disturbed child; 1and (c)

the emphasis of family systems theory on the role

played by all family members, including the anorexic
(18, 31, 34).
Keeping the Multidimensional
Perspective in Perspective

Conclusion. The sheer size and complexity of the multidimensional model of anorexia
nervosa make it potentially overwhelming and therefore potentially useless for educators. Teachers need
to be clear about its implications for their classroom

and advising activities if this model is to be an

effective part of the effort to prevent eating
disorders.

Implicatiora. Three things are necessary in order to keep the multidimensional perspective in perspective. FirsL teachers must realize that
anorada nervosa (as well as bulimia) is a puzzle for
which we have many pieces, but no :template for
determining the pattern. Thus, the risk factors are
important aspects: of the picture, even though we do
'la as yet know how they fit together. Second, the
variety of factors that contribute to anorexia nervosa
point to the great impact that education could have
on prevention. Teachers cannot be saviors; but their

knowledge and their attitudes can certainly help

overcome many of the predispositions, such as latk
of self;acceptance, ignorance about the body, preju-
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dice, _pernicious yalues, and deficient coping skills.
Third, since-treatment is-based _on:the understanding
and unraveling of complex, multidimensional influ-

ences; it is clear that counseling anorexics is the
province of well-trained experts. Teachers can serve

as important mimes of preventive

education:and

referral, but no matter how well they understand the
multidimensional perspective, they _should never engage in ongoing counseling with these students.
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CHAPTER 9

The Causes of
Bulimia: A
Multidimensional
Perspective
terr kining the origins of bulimia
is no easier than specifying the "causes" of anorexia

nervosa. Cornbined with the variability of basic

symptoms from case to case, the fact that there are
bulimic anorexics, bulimics who were once anorexic,
normal-weight bulimics, and overweight bulirnics
means that the "causes" of bulimia will bt multiple,
complex, and often controversial (7, 17). Like ah-

orexia nervosa, then 1büliia is best understood
through a multidimensional Fisk factor model that

emphasizes the transactions 1-Rtween predispositions,

precipitants, and perpetuators (16, 17),

Despite the heterogeneity of symp-

toms and causes, this chapter conceives of "bulimia"
as a unitary disorder (12, 16). Recent research 1has
demonstrated many parallels between normal-weight
bulimia and bulimic anorexia, suggesting that the

latter is more closely related to the former than to
restricting anorexia nervosa (12, 16, 29).

Biogenetic Predispositions
Bulimia and Depression

Based on the following evidence,

Pope and Hudson (26) maintain that bulimia is a
variant of depression.
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Symptom Similarity

Many bulimic patients report some of
the following symptoms of1 major depression in conjunction with their eating disorder: depressed mood;
low tolerance for frustration; high levels of anxiety,
guilt, tension, and irritability; low self-esteem; pessimism; problems in concentrating and thinking

straight; lack of energy; sleep disturbances; and

suicidal ideation (8, 17). In addition, the HSI of
serious depression or mania (the "major affective
disorders") in bulimic individuals may be as high as
75 percent, as compared with a figure of roughly 15
to 20 percent for the general population (22, 26).

This1 shocking statistic may overestimate the correlation between serious emotional disorder and bulimia,
but it is clear that bulimia and affective disorder are

linked. Moreover, in at least a third of the cases,

depression or 1rnania precedes the onset of bulimia,
rather than follows it as a reaction to uncontrollable
bingeing and purging (22, 26).
Family Histories

Surveys of first-degree relatives
(mother, father, brother, sister, son, daughter) reveal

that the risk of major affective disorder in the

immediate farnilies of normal-weight bulimics is approximately 30 percent, while the risk of substance
abuse is approximately 13 percent. These figures are

very similar to the risk of affective disorder and

substance abuse in the first-degree relatives of 1 manic-depressive patients and bulimic anorexics (17).
Dexamethasone Suppression Test

The dexamethasone suppression test
is designed to investigate the body's response to the
midnight administration_ of synthetic cortisol (dexa-

methasone) (6). Natural cortisol is a hormone released by the adrenal glands to help the body cope
with stress. Even in the absence of specific stressors,

during the morning and early afternoon the brain
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periodically directs the adrenal glands to secrete
cortisol as part of the body's circadian rhythms. In

normal individuals midnight administration of dexamethasone activates a negative feedback mechanism

whereby the brain detects the increased level of

cortisol following ingestion and then suppresses its
release on the following day. A significant numher of
severely depressed individuals show either no dexainethasone suppression or an early release from
suppression (6). Thus it is interesting to find that a
similar percentage of bulimic patients have the same
abnormal responses (17, 26).
Drug Therapy

Several well-designed studies have
shown that, although antidepressant medication _does
not "cure" bulimia in most instances, it does s4nificandy reduce both the frequency of bingeing and
purging and the intensity of correlate& depression in
a large percentage of bulimics (14, 17, 13, 26).
conctusion

Collectively these findings suggest a
strong relationship between bulimia and affective

disorder. The complexity of bulimia makes it unlike=
ly that "bulithia is just an affective disorder," but the
ongoing controversies over the lintage between bulimia and depression Shotdd not blind us to the fact

that a family or personal history of depression
definitely puts ferriales at risk for bulimia.

FAmilial Predispositions
Style of Family Interactions

Investigations of the style and quality
of family interactions have shown that the families of
normal-weight bulimics are very much like the fam-

ilies of bulimic anorexics (see Johnson and Maddi
[17] for a review). Relative to the families of restricting anorexics and normal controls, the families of
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battles tend to have high levels of stress and
conflict, poor problem-solving skills a large amount
of contradictory communication about autonomy and
dependence, and low levels of interpersonal trust and
emotional support. In addition; as predicted by the
sociocultural perspective (see:Chapter 7), there are
often high expectations for individual achievement in
the absence of clear support for personal autonomy,
intell6ctual Stimulation; and involvement in emotionally sustaining activities such as recreation and the
arts.
This research suggests that the major
concomitants of bulimialow self-esteem, perfectionism, nonassertiveness, emotional instability, and im-

pulsivityare attributable in part to a Chaotic and

disengaged family that makes it very difficult for a
constititionally VUlterable child to recognize her own
needs and feelings and to control them in accordance

with high standards of behavior (5; 15, 17). Even
though the data on family interactions make sense in

light of symptom patternsi however; two observations highlight the eitent of our ignorance and:the
necessity of a multidimensional perspective. FieSt,

the families of bulimics are very similar to the
"psychosomatic families" of children suffering from

asthma or repeated episodes of diabetic acidosis;
This raises the as-yet-unanswered question of why
bulimia and not some other disorder emerges in
certain disorganitdd and unsupportive:familiesi:(15,
21). Second, usually only one person in a "bulimic
family" develops the disorder, and as yet we do not

understand how the negative forces within such
families come to focus on that child instead of
another.
Family Charactefistics

It is11important that education staff
and other nonspecialists realize that the "chaos" and
conflict described above may be found in the "good
homes" of successful, well-respected people. The
members of these families unwittingly promote con-
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fusion about identity, _1-Yody: image, and_ the meaning

of food by tieing entotionaily overcontrolled, socially
isolated, hyperconscious of akiearances, and overin=
volved: with food preparation and eating habita as
symbols of adequacy in female sex-role functiónifig
(4, 27, 28).
Most of these families have accitiaint=_
ances, but no close friends or institutional sourceS of
emotional support. In-a significant number of cases a

college-educated mother is wedded to the role of
housewik, although She derives little or no emotional
sustenance from it. This sense of emptiness, Studded
Viith frustration and guilti may: manifest itself in a
self-conscious abandonment of life outside the home
and a compensatory overinvolvemmt with daugh=
ter's appearance and femininity._
As mother becomes increasingly :divorced front hei.7elfi father is increasingly married to
his jOli, The children love him very much and valtie
his approval highly, but their affection may be:tinged
With resentment because his positive_ comments are
usually contingent upon _their performance and ap=
pearance, instead of being freely_ given for just b6fig
themselves. The children also tend to idealize his
apparent strength and freedom, _but find him to he
physically absent a great deal and emotionally aloof
when present
Within- this "very together fan-illy"
an emphasis: on the impoftance of appearances in
getting ahead supersedes the ability of family itiethbers to support each other, For daughterS, getting
ahead may be defined in traditional terms (looking
goodthinand acting properly in order to catch a
desirable husband) or in contemporaryiterms (geail*
good grades, winning in athletics, Wilding ai Career,
awd catching a :desirable husband,---see Chapter 7).
This overvaluation of appearances has :two: effects
thatencourage the development of bulimia, Firat, the
children, particularly the:girlsi are taught that looking good to othett is much more important than self=
acceptance; Second, family members tend to monitOr
and compete with each other in order not to "look
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bad." This establishes a very unhealthy situation in
which fainily: members are emotionally isolated but
psychologiCally enmeshed in each other's lives;: An
atmosphere of mistrust, confusion, and competition
is created, and the minimum definition of "looking

gOod" is being thinner and more in control than
someone else. Meeting this criterion resillts in the
lonely elation of competitive victory; competitive

failure brings the isolation and dejection of defeat.
For the individual_ who:is genetically iVuhierable to
severe emotional instability and culturally oriented to
slenderness, such an atmosphere is bound to create
problems in the management of feelings and food.
A Very Cautious Conclusion

At this point it is very tempting to
conclude that family conflict and disorganization set
the stage for the impulsivity and identity problems
observed in bulimia. Nevertheless, our enthusiasm

should be constrained by three important points.
First, there is tremendous variability in the characteristics and communication styles of the families
studied (26, 28). Second, almost all studies rely on

the perceptions of bulimic and comparison subjects
as the principal means of characterizing family style.
TW4 behavioral studies have corroborated the
findings of self-report data, but there is still a great

need for actual observation of families instead of
reliance on the patients' opinions (17). Third, as is

the case for anorexia nervosa, our current knowledge
of familial characteristics associated with bulimia is
based entirely on studies of families who have been
coping with a severe eating disorder for some time.
Ur til investigators tackle the imposing problem of
prospectively observing interactions in a large ntmiber of high-risk families (white upper-middle-class

families with daughters), it will be impossible to
confirm whether the characteristics reported thus far
predate or postdate the emergence of bulimia. Given
these three qualifications, we must be content with
the strong possibility that there is a significant risk of
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bulimia if one grows up female in a middle- to upper-

class family characterized by lack of unconditional
support, emotional instability, interpersonal conflict,
overemphasis on appearances, and complex contradictions about connection and separation.

lndividual Predispositions:
Johnson's Affect
Regulation Theory
The personality traits of bulliffic individuals vary greatly (7, 9, 17). Nonetheless, based on
the biological and familial predispositions discussed

in the preceding sections, Craig Johnson and his
colleagues at Northwestern University's Institute of
Psychiatry believe that three interrelated personaliqr

characteristics place one at great risk for bulimia (16,
17). Johnson's theory is too recent to be well established, but it deserves considerable attention because
it integrates common clinical observations, many
research findings (see, for example, Gandour [9]),

and the expertise of a leading researcher and
clinician.
Emotional Instability

The first individual risk factor is
emotional instability. This is not the moodiness that
characterizes adolescents at certain periods in their
development, but rather a more profound deficit in
the regulation of emotions. Many bulimic patients
report long histories of swings in mood from elation
follovAng success to despair following perceived failtire Their tolerance for frustration and boredom is
generally low, and they frequently feel at the mercy

of the three "a's": anxiety, anger, and apathy.

Emotional instability also manifests itself as ithPulsiveness in the form of promiscuity, substance abuse,

or poorly thought-out changes in friends, classes,

and lifestyle.
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Low Self-Esteem

A feeling of being at home in one's
bckly and in control of one's emotions is fundamental

to a healthy self-image. Consequently, the chronic
emotional instability experienced by 'many bülimics

produces repeated episodes of helplessness that

eventually crystallize into low self-esteem. Lacking
self-acceptance,i the individual becomes extremely
dependent on what others think and like (4, 27); ThiS

external orientation sounds pathological. but it is
reinforced by two prominent aspects of the normal
socialization of Atterican women: (1) the extreme
importance of external appearances; and (2) dependency on others, particularly men, for the definition
and valuation of self.
Disturbances in Interoceptive
Awareness

The lack of internal control and selfdetermined values is intensified by the third characteristic of many bulimics, problems in interoceptive
awareness. As is true for anorexics, many bulimics
have trouble differentiating, identifying, and expressing internal states such as hunger, fatigue, or anger
(see Chapters 2 and 8).
The Effects of Predisposing
Characteristics
Emotional instability,

low self-es-

teem, and deficits in interoceptive awareness are

interrelated characteristics that grow together as any
one is intensified by a loss of controL All three leave

the indiftdual extremely dissatisfied with both her
body and her mind, a feeling that is reinforced by
constant exposure to the many aspects of our culture
that portray women as hyperemotional sexual objects
with infetior or even negligible intellectual powers
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(

4). One might think that friendships or other

interpersonal telatiiinships could assuage self-dissatisfaction. One of the piercing ironies of bulimia,
however, is that low self-esteem, emotional instabil-

ity, and an external orientation make the bulimic
hypersensitive tó negative appraisal and imagined
rejection by others (3). It is also hard for women in
general to reach out to other women for support,
because many of _theth have been socialized to
believe that a thin and otherwise desirable body is a
Major weapon in the competition to attract men (3,

32).

As noted previously, many bulimic
individuals have very high or completely unrealistic
standards for achievement in the realm of career and
family (4, 9, 17). Yet they are doomed to fall short of
those high expectations, because they lack the selfcontrol, the tolerance for frustration and ambiguity,

and the authentic familial support that the attainment of excellence often requires (9, 17). Failure to
meet extreme goalssuch as becoming a "superwoman" (see Chapter 7is virtually guaranteed, but
responsibility for it is likely to be incorporated into
an already _negative self-image. Not surprisingly, the
anxiety and shame generated by repeated discrepan-

cies between ideals and actualities further undermine
both self-esteem and the capacity for healthy
relationships.

Precipitants
Dieting

According to Johnson, the predispos-

ing characteristics lead many future bulimics to
experience their "normal" 13-odie_s _as inadequate con-

tainers of uncontrollable emotions, thoughts, and
impulses (17). In Many cases this negative and
unstable body image is reinforced by cultural messages which insist that women reject their normal
bodies (slim them, paint them, perfume them) and by
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an individual history of weight fluctuations attributable to childhood obesity, dieting, overeating, puberty, and, occasionally, anorexia nervosa (4, 16 32).
As is the case for anorexia1 nervosa,
any of the following experiences may intensify dis-

like of the body to an unbearable degree while

threatening the individuars sense of control over the
important events in her life (4, 9):
1.

A1 growth spurt or life change (going off to

college) that produces rapid weight gain
2. Being teased about weight
3. A desire to join a program (dance or gymnastics
or drill team) in which coaches and participants
are often obsessed with slenderness, fitness, and
competition

4. A traumatic loss or separation
5. The blossoming of heterosexual interest and/or a

real or fantasied rejection by a boy
6 Confusion about sexuality andlor identity
7.

Sexual 1hara ssment, sexual victimization, and/or

physical abuse at home or at school
8. Observation of friends who are dieting "religiously."

Because the body is the locus of so
many of her problems,_ and because women in iour

culture are strongly encouraged to develop their
identities around the body and its sexual 1 significance, the bulimic-to-be makes it the focus of efforts
to "getititogether." These days masteringi the body
means being thin,1 as seen, for example, in the widely

held but nonsensical belief that for a woman to be
physically fit, she must be thin (13; and see Chapter
7); Thus,1 for the bulimic-to-be, as for the anorexic,

weight loss comes to be a concrete and externally
defined indicator of self-regulation. Furthermore,
weight loss results in many compliments and greater

popularity, both of which are highly rewarding to
sensitive people with low self-esteem.
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If self-mastery = control of the body

= dieting, then dieting = severe, obsessive, and

prolonged restriction of food intake = total victory
over hunger and the body. For vulnerable individualsthose who are emotionally unstable, lacking in
self-confidence, and out of touch with their bodies
restrictive dieting is often the beginning of bulimia
(9, 17).*

In fact, there is considerable evidence that a tendency to binge-eat is a normal

consequence of dietary restraint (13, 25). This evidence is a fascinating and telling indictment of the
sociocultural pressures that deify thinness (see Chapter 7). Before proceeding, contemplate these two
questions: Should people who are overweight eat less
than 2,000 calories per day? Should people whose
weight is within acceptable medical limits lose a few
more pounds to look and feel better? As implied in

Chapter 7, the answer to both these questions is
probably no.

The Dangers of "Normal" Dieting

Dafid Garner, Janet Polivy, and C.
Peter Herman, all of the University of Toronto, are
among the 1foremost proponett 10f the belief that
restrictive dieting is a major risk factor in the devel-

oPinent of bulimia (11, 13, 24) 25; and see also
Bennett and Gurin [2]). Their theory integrates re=
search on starvatiort (see Chapter 2) with a physiological concept called "weight set point." An individ-

ual's set point is the range of either total body

weight or percent of body _fat that is normal for th-f-

person according to the dictates of genetics, ea,

feeding practices, and the body's need to maintain an
internal equilibrium. The brain defends this "phySio=
logically programmed weight level" (13, p. 532) in a

manner akin to the homeostatic regulation of body
temperature. Consequently, if weight falls signifi=
cantly below the predetermined range, the brain will
*A small but significant percentage of normal-weight bulimics were at
one thne anorexic; This suggests that being anorexic is a significant
riSk factor for future bulimia (9).
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adjust thinking, physiological functioningi, and b-ehav-

ior to restore weight to the_set_pOirit (13, 25).: This
compensatory _tendency is _partkillarly strong in females, the gender at _greatest risk for bulimia, because they must maintain a fatillody weight ratio of
approximately 17 percentin_ order to:begin menstit-

ation and 22 percent to restore it

17)._

This theory:is controversial,_ for two
reasons. First, it commits the blasphemy-of stating
that everyone is:meant tO be a :certain weight m the
same way they just are_ a certain height, even if the
"normal" weight for a given individual is well above

the "normative" range stipulated by weight-forheight tables.

Second, this theory redefifies "dieting!' to mean the normalization of food intake such

that body weight moves in the direction of that
"normal: weight," that is, the set :point. In practice;
the weight considered normal and healthy for a given
individual

is the weight at which the individual

stabilizes following sustained adherence to a daily
program Of three :to six regularly spaced and well,
balanced meals viith a total daily caloric content of

2,000 to 2,400 calories (A. B. Enright, personal
communication).* Although this meal plan may con-

stitute a "diet" Idietary restraint) relative to the

bulimic's (or any given person's) daily caloric intake,

such a program is a far cry from what most people
mean by a "diet" because its: goal is to help people
settle their weight "at a level that does not require
chronic dieting to maintain" (13, p. 544). Thus, the
purpose of this maintenance diet (for anyone) is to
reach: a weight at which the individtial no longer
experiences chronic hunger, emotional instability,
the urge to binge-eat, and other damaging effects of
semistarvation (13).
Most people, and partiailarly adoles-

cents, would reject the set point theory in favor of
the culturally sanctioned notion that all nonslender
°This is a general description of a maintenance diet. The program for
any specific individual; bulimic or otherwise; should be determined by
a registered dietician who understands set point theory.
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people should diet restrictively to become thin (see

Chapter 7). Nonetheless, Garner and others have
marshalled what I consider to be incontrovertible

evidence in favor of their contention that the type of
restrictive dieting that has become normal for many
teenage girls and some teenage boys is useless and
dangerous (for a complete discussion see Bennett
and Guem, [2], Garner and others [13], Rolivy and
Herman [24], Woo ley and Woo ley [31]). There ate
many people who do not systematically monitor their

body weight, food intake, or exercise, but who
maintain a stable body weight. And, despite the
claims of both quacks and respectable scienfists,
there is no reliable meanS of losing a significant
amount of weight and keeping it off. Eating much

less is certainly not the answer, for, counterintuitive
as it may sound, scientific research refutes the
proposition that overweight people eat more than
nonobese people (31). Moreover, severe dietary restraint is a form of self-induced starvation that
moves the individual's weight belowsometimes far
belowthe set point, producing a state tantamount
to semistarvation. As we have seen, such deprivation

produces many consequencesapathy,
preoccupation with food, food hoarding, unusual

taste preferences, excessive gum-chewing or coffeethinking, and bingeatingdesigned to conserve energy and motivate the individual to eat (see Chapter 2).

Ironically (and sadly), starvation also

produces "hyperlipogenesis" (32)the tendency of
depleted fat cells to retain abnormally large amounts
of fat during weight restoration. In essence hypeili-

pogenesis means that prolonged calotic restriction
not only motivates binge-eating and reduces normal
cues for satiation, but it also increases the probability that refeeding will result in excess accumulation
of fat-(32) These rebound effects are the basis of the
bulimic's desperate and perpetual battle with hunger
and weight
Demonstrations of the dangers of severe dietary restraint are but small voices of sanity
in an uproar of cultural madness concerning the
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achievement of slenderness (11, 13). As noted in
Chapter 7, women in partictlar are bombarded with
messages emphasizing "sensible" or fanatical or

even "natural" dieting as the solution to the problem

of self-control and other forms of success. These
exhortations to diet haVe a negative effect' on many
men and women (see Chapter 6), but the individual
predisposed to bulimia is particularly ill-equipped to

battle her tody's defense of the weight set point.
The apathy, distractibility, irritability, depression,
rage; anxiety; and social withdrawalin short; the
emotional instabilityproduced by extended caloric
restriction constitute the very same problems that

dieting is intended to control (17).
Recall that deficits in impulse control
are also _part of the vulnerability to bulimia. This is

extremely significant beCause extreme Caloric irestriction is essentially foOd deprivation, and focid deprivation produces a powethll "impulse"_ called _hunger.

This hunger drive threatens the self-control of the
htiliiflic i(or any chronic dieter) in, tWo major ways.

First, there is an extreme lesponsiveness to the
sight, smell, and taste of food. Second, in response to

prolonged and severe dieting, the body increases
prOduction of motiin, 2 hormone that facilitates
gastfic emptying and reduces satiation due to feeling
bloated (25).
Counter-regulation

As part of the bpdy's defense of a

weigli set point, intense hunger and reduced satiety
produce a phenomenon called "counterregulation:'
Unlike nonrestrained eaters, dieters do not reduce
their intake of foad folkneing ingestion of a kzrge
amount-, instead, they continue eating a lotthat is,
they counterregulate or binge (25). In other words
(17, pp. 263-64):
Foremost among the compensatory behaviors that emerge
in reaction to caloric deprivation is an increased vulnerability to binge-eating (rapid consumption of a large quanti-

ty of food in a short space of time).

Pfrecipitants

To make znatters worse, counterregulation (bingeing) isi:more likely to occur when the
tettrained eater (dieter) is emotionally distressed
(25). This becomes the foundation of a vicious circle,
because the emotionally unstable billimic-to-be tends
to amplify the irritability and restlessness that norMally accompany intense hunger (severe dieting)

(19).

The Impasse
At this point the_ibUlimic-to-be is once
more at _Odds witly her awn body...Restrictive dieting

(restraint = good -versus normal -eating

_

_bad)

initially enables her to control her bOdy and. approach
"excellence"_through_ the _successfiil _pursuit of thin-

nes& But over time; as her body seeks to _restore _a

normal weight, unhealthy Anonmaintenan_ce)_ dieting
evokes_ a: biological.imperative_experienced_as hunger
and:emotioritt instability. Thus; through :pathological
dietimg .the bulimic-to-be reaches what johnsoryand
Maddi (17)- call a. "psychobiological impasse": _she_iS
vulnerable-to hunger, emotional distress; and failure,
.

but bet _efforts to gain control of herself by extreme
dieting only increase instability, self-disparag -inent,

and, most of all, hunger.

Disinhibition

It is obvious that; despite their hunger anditendency to counterregulate,: restrictive diet=
ers (and anorexics) are generally_ able to_ eat very
small meals -without losing:controL_For _bingeing to
occur, somethingi must_ disinhibit _the compensatory
hunger generated by _nonmaintenance dieting :(25),
Act-Ugly, many different experiences can overwhelth
the bulimic-to-be!s shaky- defenses against counter,
regulation, including:a "hartriless" indulgence in a
forbidden food; drinking alcohol or smoking marijua=

ha, and a severe rejection or other stressor that:is
just "too much" (9, 17, 25). Sometimes a family
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celebration or a friend at school will encourage the
individual to participate in a group "pigout" (23, 32).
All these events produce the feeling
"I am no longer in control." Using the dichotomous
thinking of many dieters (and anorexics; see Chapter
8), any loosening of restraint is equated with having
totally given in to gluttony. Just as unhealthy dieting
is sustained by the belief "I am in control," bingeing
(counterregulation) is unleashed by the thought "I've
completely blown it now" (25).

Perpetuators
In general bulimics experience bingeeating as a foreign and disgusting iractice that they
axe powerless to resist (7, 17). Such helplessness
does not terminate the behavior, however, because

binge-eating has a complex set of positive and

negative consequences whose net effect over time is

to increase the probability of both bingeing and
purging (17).
Regulation of Emotion

At first bulirnics try to control their
emotional instability with restrictive dieting, Later,
as semistarvation intensifies emotionality and then
blends it with chronic hunger, they beim to transfer
the regulation of emotion from dieting to bingeing.
The trance-like state produced by rapid and mechanical gorging blots out anxiety; smooths out emotional
peaks and valleys, and makes the seeming inevitability of rejection by other people irrelevant (7, 17, 20).
Binge-eating also fills the emptiness of low selfesteem in the same_way a mother's breast soothes a
hungry baby (20). This form of self-nurturance is an
especially powerful motive in people whose instability, mistrust of others, and tendency to self-sacrifice
make it nearly impossible for them to receive emotional sustenance from interpersonal relationships
(17). Paradoxically, all these palliative functions are
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interwoven with1 thc ability of binge-eating to obscure the underlying emotional dysffinction by becoming itself the focus of intense emotions, both
good and bad (4, 17, 19, 23).
Although bingeing frightens the buhmic, it is initially experienced as a more or less
acceptable sensation of being "swept away." _This
projective defense enables the bulimic to indulge in a
stimulating release from dietary and emotional inhibition while- blaming the disturbing loss of control on
the irresistible power of a tempting food or a reject=
ing person, rather than on a lack of "will power"
(17). Denying responsibility in this manner also sets
the stage for a he:oic reentry into the process of self-

control through reestablishment of rigid dieting,

strenuous exercising, intense studying, or other
forms of self-control (20, 23).
As the tensions ml this overcontrolled
life begin to mount, and as the rewards of "controlla-

ble losses of control" become more salient, the

bulimic starts to use binge-eating as an intentional
regulator of the aversive emotions that continually
threaten her ability to "keep it together" (9, 17).
Thus, over time the binges develop into a predictable
response to tension, boredom, and loneliness, and
many bulimics eventually plan them on a weekly or
daily basis. At this stage, purging comes to occupy a

more prominent place in the cycle (see below),
because the bulimic rationalizes the planning of
binges in accordance viith her confidence in the

compensatory purge (32).

Impulse Expression

Since many bulimies are impulsive as

well as emotional, episodes of private binge-eating

offer an ostensibly safe means of "letting go."

Depending on the individual, binge-eating can express frustration, sexuality, anger, defiance, or simply a need to "cut loose" in a manner that has none
of the immediate moral, physical, 1or legal consequences of other forms of impulsivity such as pro-
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rniscuitydrtig abuse, or interpersonal violence (17).

Seen from another angle, bingeing and purging
provide an initially controllable superstructure of
impulsivity for people who are prone to boredom and
confusion about their feelings (23). Within families

characterized by an inability to let go of their
daughters and a strong emphasis on weight control,

binge-eating can also serve as a private form of
autonomous protest (17).
Purging

Binge-eating has many immediate rewards for the bulimic. Once the episode has ended,
however, the bulimic usually 1feels guilty, disgusted,
panicky, and, occasionally, suicidal (7, 9, 17, 20). Not

only has she lost control (been "bad"), but she is

terrified by her conviction that binge-eating will lead
to weight gain. In her eyes 1the inevitable accumulation of fat will be public evidence that she is out of
control and otherviise worthless.
This exaggerated interpretation points

to the fact that bulimics often operate according to
the same types of irratio2a1 attitudes and beliefs that
twist the thinking of anorexics (see Chapter 8): I
must diet to lx good; I have no self-control, so either
I must diet strenuously or I might as well give up;
any self-indulgence is a_ sign of weakness; eating

makes me feel fat, so I must be getting fat (8).

Binge-eating puts tremendous pressure on this system of btliefs because it highlights a contradiction:
severe dietary restraint = control and weight loss =
good; binge-eating = pleasure and tension regulation; binge-eating = loss of control and weight gain
= bad (17)._ Thus, the bulimic is faced with a very
important question from the standpoint of psychological equilibrium: Is there a way to "have her cake"
and not have it too? For some huiimics the answer is
purging, usually in the form of self-induced vomiting,

and the trap is sprung.

The thought of purging is repellent to
mcst people, but to the binge-eater it is very attrac-
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tive as a controllable, immediate, and aggressive
means of undoing excessive caloric intake. Moreover, in the short run it works extremely well (22,
32). hi fact, _many buhmics lose weight steadily for a
long time after they begin purging. Of course, this

reduction is highly valued and as such may be the
factor that transforms episodic binge-eating into a
vicious binge-purge cycle. In the long run selfinduced vomiting may actually contribute to weight

gain because this form of purging increases the

severity and frequency of binge-eating while eliminating only two-thirds or so of the mlories consumed
(A. B. Enright, personal communication; [13]).
Parallel to binge-eating, self-induced
vomiting serves a number oL purposes in addition to
the attemptto reverse the effects of gorging (17, 20).
Cleansing the system in an aggressive manner is a
concrete reassertion of control that can simultaneously discharge angry feelings toward others and self.
Purging _also functions as penance for the guilt

created by impulsifity, and after a purge many

bulimics feel alert, purified, and peaceful. Conversely, for the subgroup of 1btilimics who are severely

troubled by emotional instability, dependency on
.

others, and _a crushing sense of personal ineffective-

ness, both purging and bingeing are forms of selfmutilation whose pain combats their feeling of inner
deadness (17).

The other forms of purginglaxa-

tives, diuretics, prolonged fasts, diet pillsmay also
serve multiple purposes. Consciously, they are used
to counteract the effects of a binge. Unconsciously,
they may serve as self-punitive measures and as
legitimizers of continued bingeing.
As noted :above, in the early phases
Of the disorder bingeing is quite reinforcing because
it reduces and thereby controls both hunger and
unpleasant emotions. As it becomes habitual and
uncontrollable, however, its net effect is to increase
tension and body weight. This means that in the
later stages of bulimia the all-important ftmction_ of
tension regulation will be transferred to purging. No
matter how repugnant self-induced vomiting may
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appear to us, its ability to reduce tension and

increase the sense of dedication to slerideniess is: so
p-otent that:purging often_ betomeS the Sti Staining
_

fatter in btiliMia (16, 17; 32)-._ Softie bulimics_literally

binge so that they can purge, an outcome that only
increases the probability of bingeing and, ironically,
of weight gain.
The Distortion of Hunger
and Satiation

Given the -relationship between di
etary restraint and _the distortion of hunger- and
satiation (counterregUlation)i_ one might expect that a
teSSation of bingeing and purging and_ a restoration
of normal body weight would stabilize the experience
of hunger. Unfortunately, this is not_ the case,:Chroii=
ic bulimics have _an increased appetite, partiCtilailY
fOr:sweets, even after they have eliminated bingeing

and purging and have achieved a healthy body
weight (32).

-_

The distortion of hunger arid satiety
iS Very significant in the perpetuation of bulimia. A
voracious appetite makes it exceedingly diffkult for
_

the bulimic to overcome her fear that she will

become grotesquely fat if she eats "hothially;" hi
additiOn, the_ persistence of extreme hunger for
several weeks or even months is very discouraging
for the therapist andi client when: they haVe worked
So hard to stop the bingeing and purging (32).

It is very likely that residual vora=

ciousness is not a function of emotional factors, It is
probably due _to changes in_physidlOgY and learning

that impair the body's ability to terminate eating

once it has begun (32).
Most: bulimics eat very little between
their episodes of bingeing on sWeets or CarbOhdiate& This means that they subsist for long periods
on sugars that are absorbed to a small degree before
purging. The body learns to adjust tO thiS Stite of

affairs by releasing the hormone inStilin ifnfriediately

after eating begins. Insulin contributes to the onset
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of bingeing by increasing appetite and promoting fat
storage.

By definition, a person who :binges
continues to_ eat long after he or she 'feels full.
Psychological research has demonstrated, that, although the hypothalamus: regulates satiety, people

need to learn what combination of external:per-cep=
tions (such as tastes or texttres ) and internal signals
(metabolic feedbatk)i indicates that :they have eaten
enotigh. Bingeing and purging pervert _this process of

learning to "feel full," because the bulimic't: bOdY
"learns" that eating huge amounts of foods high in
sugar:or carbohydrates provides very few calories
(32). In effect, the bulimic's body forgets how to
regUlate consumption of balanced meals while it

learns that enormous amounts:of:sweet or fattY foods
are necessary to produce satiation.

The Vicious Circle
The relationship among the1

edispo-

sitions, precipitants, and perpetuators of bulithia is
shown in Figure 9-1 (adapted froth Johnson and
Maddi [17]). Another way to summarize much of the
material in this chapter is to examine the origin and

outcome of the vicious circle that imprisons bulirriics
once bingeing and purging become regillar features

of their lives (7, 10, 17, 20, 32).
Origin

This_ trap: originates in the ibulinuc's
need_ to be in control of her emotions and 'her bodY,
and thus- herself. At litSt :restrictive dieting meets
thig- fteet4 but: eventually it :leaves her hungry and
depleted in a physical and emotional sense._ Setirli8tar=
vation also renders- her less capable of_ :experiencing
pleasure in any:activity 'other than Weight. loss.
Binge-eating_ provides a release for

these tensions, but it makes her_ feel anxious afid
guilty about helplessness and gaining weight; HaVihg
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SOCIOCULTURAL

FACTORS
Glorification of thinnes1

and perfectionism

FAMILIAL FACTORS
I

Fãthilyhitory of áffëc-

1

conflict, stress, contra-

Stigma against obesity

depression
or mania) and/or alco-

Emphasis on unilueness

hol abuse

about autonomy

Weakening of external

rettraint
aex-role ambipity for

dictory communication

Middle- _to upper-class

Emotional isolation and

parents magnify cultural

unexpressiveness

emphases

women

Femininity .1.- appearance

IITIVIDUR PREDISPOSITIONS
Problems with autonomy, separation, and identity
Emotional instability: variable moods; impulsivity; low tolerance for anxiety,
_

frustration, liore-

dom; episodes oftlepression andior mania

Low self-esteem: sense of ineffectiveness; self-criticalness; competitive

but dependent; perfectionist; high interpersonal sensitivity and lack of internal
standard% body dissatisfaction
Weight problems (including anorexia nervosa) asa child or adolescent
Deficits in interoceptive awareness and flexible thinking

EFFECTS OF

PRECIPITATORS

DECISION TO DIET

WEIGHT LOSS

Adolescent cmilictt

Dimatisfaction with

Sense of control over

Separation, loss, rejection
Interest in dance or

body, self,and life
Threat of helplessness

_ selfiothers

spot

and failure

Reinforcement from

others andlor self

Blossoming of
heterosexuality
Sexual victimization
Observation of peers who
are dieting
Failure
Loneliness, boredom,

Perfectionist need for
_ control and succew
Familial and ailtural ern,
phasis on Slimness and
external aprearanceS
Competition with others

Fear obveight gain
Intensified dieting
Impasse: dieting = control/success + instability
and voracious htmger

anger

PERPETUATING
EFFECTS
Distortion of hunger and
satiation
Frequent and habitual
bingeingtpurging
Physical illness and
wealmess
Emotional instability
Narrowing_of interests
Interpersonal conflict and
isolation
Guilt, shame, anxiety
Failure and depression
Distorted body image and
all-or-none thinking

sou= joh9ö

PURGING
Uiidóingöf the binge
ReaStertion of Control
Expression of atiger
Penitence
TenSiciri reduction
Legitimitation Of

bingeing
Sense of dedication to
weight control

BINGE-EATING
Regulation of emotion
Expression of erotic and
aggressive impulses
Self--controlled narrowing
and distolving of life's
_structure
BUT also loss of control,
panic, fear of discovery

Figure 9=-1. A MultidimefisiOnal Model of Bulimia
áiid Maddi (17).
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reached this impasse, the bulimic usually- discovers
self-induced vomiting, laxativesi :or diuretics; _These
appear_loibe';aimirattilous solution to her problem,
because_they blirninate the contents of -a binge and
they result in- weight loss. Purging -is also-a temporarily successful form of self-deceptioni in that it _can
serve_ as a drairiatic first step in _the bUlimic's attempt

to reestablish "normal" self-regulation by being
perfect" in weight control, school, relationshipsi
dd

and so on.

The biologiCal pressures (hunger and
fatigue) and the psychological pressures (self-con=
sciousness and guilt) of this compensatory restraint
are simply too great _for a person who is already
susceptible_ to_ emotional instability _and impulsivity.

Thus, the stage is set once more for bingeing- and
purging and, further, more desperate -restraint. Aftdt
a while, dieting, bingeing:an& purging_ become an
autonomous chain of _habits; In severe _cases, an
automatic link viith emotions or time-s of the day is
forged, and- the body- adjusts -to a "diet":consisting
ahnost exclusively of forbidden_ feiOds; When this
happens, bulimic behavior becomes divorced almost
completely from the experience of hunger, deviations
from set point, or emotional distress (26).
Outcome

Ultimately, bulimia accentuates the
very problems it was "designed" to overcome (16,
20, 22; and see Chapter 4). Physically, the _bulimic
becomes weak and sickly. In addition, to the bulimic's horror, frequent bingeing and purging often
result in a net gain in body weight. Socially, the
bulimic loses authentic contact with others because
her self is overshadowed by a _continual and private
struggle between hunger, eating, fear of obesity, and

a deep sense of shame and worthlessness. Psycholog-

ically, the hope of control and integration becomes
the reality of helplessness and disintegration. Moreover, unlike many anorexics, most bulimics are all
too aware that they are living a lie. Underneath a
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normal and often very attractive exterior, bulimia
has eroded their self-esteem, their sense of purpose,
and their basic ability to experience arid express all
the emotions that make us human.
The tragedy of bulimia is expressed
with poignancy by Wooley and Wooley (32, p. 398):
ArriVint fot treatment, these women struggle to tell us
how life in their hodies_ is experiencedas a SerieS of
nightmarish transitions from relative calm to revulsion and

loathing;_ how tenuous and fragile is their capacity for
contrOl; how much effort_ they expendtoL maintain_ control

for even a few hours and how purging, for all itS horrible
effects, isall that stands between them and an anticipated
loSt of all Self-worth. They accept the pain of purging

rituals gladly, at the only remaining test of endurance
they know they can pass.

Conclusions
and Implications
A Multidimensionai Perspective
Qmausion i.
the cOnclusiöns and
implications concerning the riSk factors of anorexia
nervosa (see pp. 20378, =Chapter 8) also apply to the

"causes" of bi2Aimia._ Bulimia too must be Understood
as a complex and variable psychobiolOgiCal diSOrder.

There is no doubt that_construing it as an "illness" is
helpful in tempering anger and motivating the gtarch
for proper medical and psychological treatinent_NeVertheiess, RI's a mistake to _allow this categorization
to obscure the interplay between biological, personal,
familial, and sociocultural factcrs in the predispCsidon, pre-cipitation, and perp(,tuatiori of bulimia;

Moteoveri it is essential to keep in mind that each
bUlimic (and anorexic) person is different with re:

spect to the pattern of symptom.% the relative

strengths of the factors discussed in this chapter, and
the healthy aspects of personality that pave the road
tO recoveryintelligence, coping skills, creativity,
and so forth.
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Implications. Teachers should refrain
from offering simplistic pronouncements about 1th e
"cause" of _bulimia. For example, bulimia is not "just
a form of depression." If students want information

about the origins of bulimia, allow ample time to

consider the transactions among such factors as selfesteem, autonomy, fahion, dieting, set-point theory,
and interpersonal relationships. Such preparation is
more than a matter of good scholarship. Given that
sociocultural and interpersonal factors play a role in
the cause and maintenance of bulimia, there is every
reason to believe that teachers, both as caring people
and as representatives of an influential social institu-

tion, can make a significant contribution to the

prevention of bulimia.

A Sensitive Perspective
Conclusion. The multidimensiort?1 per-

spective definitely points to the family as one of the
"Villains" in the crime of bulimia. As one aectio a of
this chapter states, a major contributor to bulimi a is

marital discord between a frustrated, we*t.- conscious, and depressed mother and a workaholic,
emotionally aloof husband (see, for example, Bus-

kind-White and White [4])._ Itis important to remember that this is not true of all "bulimic fainflieS"; iii
fact, the vanability in family stnicture and dynamics
is at least as strong as the consistencies extracted by
researchers, Even if it is true of a particular family,
the multidimensional perspective, albeit compliex, is
simply too limited to provide an accurate and sympathetic picture of the historical and social context that
shapes the functioning of parents and grandparents.
Implkations. When evaluating other

persons, we tend to overlook the context of their

behavior and atlYibute their actions to internal dispo-

sitions (32). This chapter, as well as the previous

one, is an attempt to reverse this attributional bias in
the perception of bulimics (and anorexics) by elucidating the context of their seemingly irrational behavior. To be consistent and fair, we must rcknowl_
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edge, for example, that the mothers of today's

bulimics are themselves the products of complex
historical, social, and personal factors that, among
other things, have influenced the ways they think
about their bodies, their sentality, and their sex roles
(3, 4).

Teachers should endeavor to discuss

fathilial risk factors1 without blaming the family in a
one-sided manner. Remember that the concept of a
risk factor means that it 111 be present in varying

degrees in different instances of the disorder and
completely absent in some. Moreover, should the
family be clearly to blame in a certain case, respect
and sensitivity are even more necessary because the
family is the most important source of support for a
youngster in trouble.
Bulimia and Anorexia Nervosa

ainchisioit. A Comparison of the risk
factors for bulimia and- anorexia nervosa highlights
the complex and ambiguous _relationship between the
two eating disorders. On the one hand, two facts
support a distinction between bulimia and restricting
anorexia nervosa. First, there are normal-weight and
obese bulimics who have never been and will never
lx anorexic. Second, research indicates that bulimic
anorexia seems to be more closely related to normalweight bulimia than to restricting anorexia nervosa
on a number of variables.
On the other hand, there is evidence
of a strong relationship between the two disorders.
Being anorexic is a risk factor for subsequent normal-weight bulimia, and vice versa. More important,
a comparison of the two multidimensional models
reveals many aPParently identical risk factors (see
Table 9-1). Perhaps it 1is best at this point to view
anorexia nervosa and bulimia, not as dichotomous
syndromes, but as general "landmarks" on a spectrum of "eating diSorders" ranging from restricting
anorexia nervosa to bulimia in people of various body
weights (30; and see Figure 1-1 in Chapter 1).
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Table 9=1. Shared Predispositions, Precipitants, and
Perpetuators of Bulimia and Anorexia Nervosa
PREDISPOSITIONS

Socdtuml
Glorification of thinness and fanaticism
Stigma against obesity
Emphasis on -uniqueness
Weakening of external restraints
Sex-role_ ambiguity for women
Femininity = appearance
Familial
Middle-i ta upper-class status
Family hittory-of depression, -substance -abuse, weight/eating disorders
Family magnifies sociocultural _emphases
Conflicting and contradictory- information about identity and autonomy
Distorted, dysfunctional, and stressful family system
Lack of encouragement for expression of emotiosss
_

Personal

Female gender
Weight problems as:child or adolescent
Probledis- with- identitt, separation from parents, -and -autonomy
Interpersonal sensitivity and dependence on others for approval
Denial of inner needs and feelingS
Perfettionism and "all-or-none" thinking
Disturbances in body image and interoceptive awareness

PRECIPITANTS
Bases for the Decision

(lead to)

Events and

A9 Diet

Adolescent conflicts (e.g.,
autonomy versus dependence)
Separation; loss; rejection

Dissatisfaction with liOdy,

self, and life

Interest in dance or sports

'Threat of helplessness and
failure

Blossoming of heterosexuality
Observation of peers who
are dieting
Failure
Loneliness, boredom, anger
Selma] victimization

Perfectionist need for
control and success
Familial and culturalemphasis on slimness
and external appearances
Competition with, others

PERPETUATORS
Distortion of_ hunger and satiation
Perceptual disturbances and
dichotomous thinking
Interpersonal conflict and isolation
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Self-induced :vomiting
Narrowing- of -interests

Gastrointestinal disturbances
Ineffectiveness, guilt, anxiety

References

Imp/kat-km. It is not known with
certainty why some girls develop bulimia instead of
anoreicia nefvosa. If this question arises, it is best to
pohit out that bulimic girls tend to be more emotionally unstable, more attuned to their emotional distress, mord ektroverted, and less likely to have the
internal controls and obsessive personality features

that enable the anorexic ta regulate emotions and
caloric intake in a rigid fashion (1, 30).

Yet this distinction or any other
should be balanced by an acknowledgment that
bulimia and anorexia _nervosa share a number of
similar features (see Chapter 1) and risk factors.
Although it is hot an intellectually satisfying state of
affairs for teachers, students, or writers of books
about eating disorders, the fact remains that the
relationship between anorexia nervosa and bulimia is

ambiguous enough to warrant discussion of both
meahinfül differences and very important similarities.
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CHAPTER 10

Role of
Ij Ernpkyees
in the
Prevention of
Eating Disorders
his book has two interrelated
themes. First, eating disorders are multidimensional
problems that emerge from_ a very complex transaction between numerous influences: genetics, neurophysiology, personality, the fainily, peers, the cillture, and misinformation al:mut nutrition and weight
management. &.cond, since school employees play
very important roles in the transmission of culture,

the shaping of peer interactions, and the develop-

ment of knowledge almut the txxiy and the self, they

can have a significant impact on the prevention of

eating disorder&
Traditionally, the mental hèálth profession recognizes three tyfxs of prevention (5, 19).
Primary prevention eliminates or reduces sociocultur-

al factors (such as the stigma attached to being
overweight, or misconceptions about the body's reg-

ulation of weight) that increase the risk of eating
disorders. Thus, primary prevention involves the
monumental task of preventing eating disorders by
changing the behavior of those groupsstudents;
teachers, as well as the entire schml staff; parents;
psychologists; dieticians; advertisersthat influence
body image, self-esteem,_ eating habits, coping skills,
and so foffli. &ern:Wary prevention is the early identi-

fication, accurate referral, and prompt treatment of
individuals in the initial phases of anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Its goal is to prevent acute problems
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from tvecoming severe and chronic eating disorders.
Finally, teri*ii-y *mention corresponds to _the fullscale treatment of severe eating disorders. Effective
freatment will prevent the individual from having
subsequent episodes.
The guiding prin.::ple of this book is
that all sChool employees can contribute significantly
to primary and secondary prevention, and therefore
treatment will not be discussed. Educated and concerned teacher's viill have the greatest impact on
prithafy and secondary prevention in the classroom
and in the role of adviser_ Any member of the school
staff who has a special interest in preventing eating

disorders May also wish to btcome involved in
educating ffie community.

e Teac er as Educator
ih the Classrwm
General Principles
Since I do not presume to tell experienced teachers what eXactly to do in the classroom,

let Me begin with a list of general principles for
discussing eating disorders with students.
Self-Examination

It is very important that teachers
thorOughly examine their motives for presenting
information about eating disorders and their attitudes
toward eating and weight. For example, be as honest
as possible in making a list of all the reasons you are
interested in anorexia nervosa and bulimia. This
exercise will probably lead to a consideration of your
own b-ody image, Self-concept, eating patterns, and
exercise habits. Next, examine carefully your attitudes r bout sex roles and about underweight, "normal-weight," and overweight people (20). Dots your
languafi e overtly or subtly discriminate against people wh ) are overweight? For example, when you
hear th word "slob," does your mind automatically
=
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append "fat" to it? Do you believe that women ought

to be more concerned with appearance and less
concerned with achievement than men? If you are
going to ask your students to explore such issues, it
is imperative that you do the _same. This will make
you a more sensitive listener. It will also ensure that

your lifestyle and your nonverbal communications do

not undo your statements about the importance of
personal substance over external appearances.
Sensitivity

Eating, weight, and self-concept are
emotionally charged topics for adolescents, particularly girls and overweight boys. Teachers can demonstrate sensitivity to these authentic concerns and

fears by pointing out the difficulties involved in
discussing the subject and by allowing students
ample time to comment or not comment as they see
fit. The sensitive teacher will also want to introduce

the topic _in a nonthreatening way. The exercise
shown in Figure 10-1 is excellent in this respect, as

is consideration of individuals who accept their ample _girth, such as William "the Refrigerator" Perry,
Nell Carter, and Garfield the Cat.
Setting Limits

Given the high prevalence of eating
disorders and unhealthy eating habits in adolescents
(see Chapter 6), it is virtually certain that there will
be at least one student in the class with disordered

eating. Teachers should make it clear that their
discussion of eating disorders is didactic, hot thera-

peutic. Before the end of the (first) day, students
should be given a list of community or nearby
resources for the treatment of eating disorders. It is

also an excellent idea for teachers to coordinate
lessons on anorexia nervosa and bulimia with the
opportunity for students who are concerned about
themselves or others to speak confidentially with a
school counselor who is informed about eating disorders and resources for treatment.

Tki Madera s Ethscator

Fat? Skinny? or just Rght?
my La-Ai-brit-é food is

My favorite food group is
My favurite meal is

Why do I look forward to that meal especial ?
Family food rituals (traditions):

What rnestage§ have I heard from my parents
about food and eating?

Do I eat only when I'm hungry?

If not, what are some of the other reason0
Does anyone in my family have a weight probleth?

Part H.

If you could change your figure, what would you
change?

On a scale of one to ten, indicate your degree of
satisfaction about your body image.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
What do you think is the ideal weight for your
height (the weight at which you feel most healthy,
energetic, happy, etc.)?

Think of wme ways that advertising gets us to
think that thin is b-eautiful?

Figure 10-1. A Nonthreatening Exercise
for Introducing the Topic of
Eating Disorders
Spume Repthittd from J. M. Pratt, "Junior :High and_ High School." In
Ailefreila -and Bulimia: _A Handbook for atioettort and Thirapists, by P. -A,

Neuman and P._ A. _Halvorson. Copyright © 1983 by Van Nostrand Reinhold
Comi:fany. Reprinted with permission.
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Part III.

Concept of BODYMINDa delicate balance:
Can you read your body's messages?
Can you_ tell the difference between
hurt and angryl
tired and hungry?
bored and hungry"
restless and hungry?
Identify your "comfort foods."
How do we get in trouble with fw-d?

Figure 10-1Continued
EatingDisördérs and the
Bask Currictlum

There are many ways to work matenal about eating disorders into the curriculum (see
Table 8-1, p. 204). These approaches can 1-R divided

into two general categories: (1) curricula on eating

disorders, and (2) special topics that incorporate
important aspects of eating disorders.

Curilcula on Eating asorcleks

Andrea Bull-McDonough, an education _consultant for Anorexia, Bulimia Care, Inc.
(ABC), of Massachusetts, ififorms me that at the

time of this writing two curriculum guides are
available for teachers who wish to develop a unit on
eating disorders:

Teaching About Eating Disorders,
Girdea 7-12 This 23-page pamphlet is written and
published by the Center for the Study of Anorexia
and_Bdimia, 1 West 91st Street, New York, NY
10024 (212-595-3449). hi addition to facts about the
nature and treatment of eating disorders, the first
half contains concise information about the emotional
uses and meaning of food, a sociological perspective
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on women, and the relationship among body weight,
body size, and beauty._ The second half Provides a
list of general questions and actiVities to facilitate the
teaching of these toPieS. Ms. Bull-McDonough (in a
personal communication) feels that this pamphlet is
an excellent resource for teachers who think they
might bt interested in develoPing their own lesson
plans covering all or some of the topics listed.
The Ps-yaw Joky of Eating Disorders: A

Lesson Plan for Giades 7-12. This set of five I6ssons

was wiitten by the author and edited by several
experts from the National Anorexic Aid Society (6).
Quoting from the introduction:
[This] lesson plan attempts to explain anorexia and bulimia within the context of topics dicussed in middle school
and high school health, science, and Quest-courses. These
topics include cultural values; the transmission of values;
eating (refusing to eat) as a SOcial phenomenon; fears and

anxieties; positive and negative sWles of coping; the
meaning of abnormality; the self-defeating nature of abnormal behavior; the social psychology of helping; the
ethics of helping; and the prevention of mental illness. (p.
2)

In other words, this, lesson plan attempts to minimize the sensationaliain attached to
eating -disorders while makithizing the probability
that discussions of anorexia nervosa and bulimia will
touch on a number of topics relevant Id the teaCher's
basic role in educating adolescentS and supporting
their development. Figure 10-2 shows, a sample
page; Information about the lesson plan isaVailable
from the National Anorexic Aid SOCiety, 5796 Karl
Road, Columbus, OH 43229 (614-436-1112).
cial Topics

As noted iri Chapter 8, the multidi=

mensional model§ of anorexia nervosa and bulimia
indicate that eating disorders are related to topics
ranging from the biology of weight regulation to the
influence of teen magazines on fashion and eating

habits (see Table 8-1). Thit._ means that biology
teachers can discuss set-point tleory (see ChaPter 9,
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Day I/Page 7
Objedifie: STEREOTYPING AND WEIGHT

To have students think about values pertaining to weight,
and look at sexual differences and biases.
To encourage students to look beyond body size and appearance to find value in others.
Recommended Time: 5 minutes
AidS:

a. Ask-for students' stereoqpes about -overweight males and

female& These tan be listed on the board according to the
physkal = social = psychologiCal scheme.

NOTE: Be- sure care is taken for the feelings of- the class
members who are considered to be overweight by their peers.
b, Point ouz_ sexual differences as_ they occur-. For instance
people tend to see weight as cruciaT for girls' attractiveness, less so for lioys'.
C. Ue Overhead 2: [STEREOTYPING AND WEIGHT]

Questions: In our culture, is it better to be overweight or
underweight? Why do people care so much aWut their
weight?

Suggested Tofrid

In keeping with the paradigm of Physical-Social-Psycholocal Values, here is a scheme for exploring how our stereotypes about overweight people affect our attitudes towards

We tend to believe
Where our culture
PHYSICAL

values:
health
activity
coordination

overweight people
are:
unhealthy
lazy
uncoordinated

Figure 10-2. Sample Page from Lesson Plan

Source:

Reprinted from M. P. Levine, -The Psychology-of Eating DiSordeei: A

Lesson Plan fof Gra4es_7-12:

Edited by A: B. Enright; N. Rayne, and C.

Tootell. Copyright © 1983 by the National Anorexic Aid Society. Reprinted
with permission.
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Where our culture
values:
friendliness

SOCIAL

respect
Where our culture
values:
PSYCHOLOGICAL

having it
together
purposefulness
rapid and

We tend to believe
overweight
people are:
over-so-cial, or
withdrawn
We tèiid1 to believe
overweight
people are:
disorganized
aimless
slow,
ineffective

effectIve

being in control

out of control

Sk.reobtpts are fixed ideas about a group of people, which are
not necessarily_true for individuals within the group.:These

ideas redect our values, not what is actually true. Stereotype§ can be positive (the "halo" effect) but are usually
negative.

Figure 10-2-Continwed

pp.i 221-23)- and its implications for hunger; history
and_art _teachers can examine changes in theiconcept

of beauty_ and fashion through the centtkies;_ _and
social studies and speech teachers might encourage
studentsi tia_study advertising's role in the glorifica;
tion of thinness as a form of propaganda (14). The
range of special topics that might be discussed iS
limited only by the creativity of teachers;
Resources for Premration

Whether or _not the _teacher uses a
ourriculinn: guide, it is a _good idea to read at least
one bock that covers ahorexia nervosa or bulimiaiin
more detail or from a perspective_ different from thiS
one. Appendix II contains a list of useful _books and
_

articles.: Of these I_ highly reCommend -the_ following
as excellent supplements to the material in this_bOok:
Boskind-White, M. and White, W.
Jr. Brillnrarexia: The:Binge/Purge Cyck; New York: W.

W. Norton, 1983;
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Bruch,

The Golden Owe: The Enigma of

Anoraia Netvour. Cambridge: Harvard Universi-

ty Press, 1978.
Crisp, A. H. Anorexia Nervosa: Let Me He.
Orlando, Fla.: Grune and Stratton, 1980;
Kinoy, B. P. and others. When Will We Laugh

Again? Living 7,d .IYealing with Anorexia Nervosa

Cthd Buliinia. New York: Columbia University
Press, 1984. (See Table 10-2)
Levenkron, S. The Best Link Girl in the World.
Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1978. (See Table
10-2)

Resources for the Ctasroom

Invited Speakers. In some communities excellent speakers can lye obtained at no cost by

contacting the nearest mental _health association,
community mental health center, hospital, college
counseling center or psychology department, an eating disorders association, or any schwl employee
who has a special interest or_ experience in the area
of eating disorders. The speaker may be a therapist,

a specialist (such as a dietician), or a recovered

patient. Evert though the person may be an expert,
do not hesitate to ask for an outline of the talk in
order to be certain the speaker does not inadvertent-

ly glorify the disorder or stigmatize overweight
people.

Films. Appendix II contains a list of

several _filins; I 'use: DietingThe Ranger Point

(CRM1McGraw-Hill Films; 20 minutes) in my college

psychology courses as an excellent introduction to
eating _disorders and the role of the media. It contains some footage of 2 severely:anorexic woman
clad only_ in a bikini. Teachers shoUld be sure to

preview this or any other film to determine its
suitability :for the audience as well as for their
educational aims;
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The Teacher as Meidel

All schwl employees can contribute
to the prevention of eating disorders by conducting
themselves M a manner that coMMunicates selfacceptance and the irrelevance of body weight or
shape for enjoyment of a wide variety of activities (1,

12). The teaching and advising functions will be

strengthentd considerably by attitudes and behaviors
that repeatedly say: "Regardless of my weight and
shape, I like myself. I do not need to drive myself to

be thinner or more accomplished. It would not

matter if I gained weight or lost weight; I would still
be me, a worthwhile person."

The Special Role of Coaches
If a crucial component of prevention
iS the deemphasis of slenderness and the promotion
of self-esteem via self-acceptance, then it is reasonable to believe that coaches and dance teachers can

help prevent eating disorders (4). Boys and girls
should bt allowed to dance and to participate in
athletics, regardless of their body weight or shape.
Being "in shape" to participate should not_bt con-

strued as a need to mortify the flesh. That is,
students should not be driven to excel in a manner
that encourages them to treat their lxxlies as enemies to be conquered, and weight loss should not be
advocated as a solution to the problem of improve-

ment. In this regard_ weekly weigh-ins and the

postings of body weights should 1Ye discontinued.
Moreover, dance instructors and coaches of women's

teams should not give advice about diets without
ascertaining the _student's motivation, particularly
if the request for information closely follows an
experience with failure or rejection. Similarly, wrestling coaches need to consider the Potential damage
created by the need to "make weight" and by the
social transmission of extreme tactics for temporary
weight loss.
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These suggestions are based explicitly on the goal of healthy participation in athletics and
dance. Thus, some coaches may ignore them out of

lumd as being hopelessly out of step with current
conceptions of how to develop a "winning" _program.

However, I know of no evidence to indicate that the

leanest teams or dancers are the best Moreover,

even if this were the case, I imite coaches and dance
instructors to renew the self-examination advocated
earlier in this chapter. What are the true priorities of
a high school coach or dance teacher?

The Teacher as Adviser
Detection and Referral of
Eating Disorders
Obstacles to Detection

EatingAisorders are difficult to de-

tect_ for five reasons. First, educators are very busy
people whose primary function is certainly not the
detection of psychopathology. Second, many school
employees, both female and male, do not see anything wrong with most of the attitudes and dieting
practices that contribute to eating disorders. Third,
in isolation many of the so=called "warning signs" of

anorexia nervosa or bulimiafor example, unusual
eating habits or oversensitivity to diticismare (a)
not abnoryl al according to the IMAD criteria (see
Chapter 1) or (13) possibly indicative of other serious

problems. Fthth,11à significant number of adolescents with eating disorders are intelligent, compliant
achievers who do not stand out among the problem
students who 1often inhabit crowded classmoms. Finally, for various reasonsfear of efiforced weight
gain, interpersonal anxiety, guilt, the need to binge
most anorexics and bulimics are incredibly adept at
hiding their eating disorders._ It is not unusual for
husbands to be unaware of chronic bulimia in their
vfives of 20 years (2).
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General Principtes of
Identifieation

Despite these difficulties, all members of the school staff are in an excellen.- position to
detect eating disorders. In their varied roles; they

come to know many students quite well.
Table 10-1 shows the warning signs
of anorexia nervosa and bulimia. Five rules are
important in applying this information (12, 17):
1.

The purpose of detection is the identification of

a problem and referral to the appropriate servicesnot accurate labeling; The ftmetion of
school employees is to weld intuition, knowledge, itid concern into support for those who
need professional and specialized help, not to act
as trained diagnosticians.
2. Use more than hearsay or direct observations of
behavior (such as walking in on a student who is
inducing vomiting after lunch) before maldng a
judgment about a student. For example, speak
confidentially to the student.
3. Eating disorders are syndromes composed of a
number of interrelated problems, some of which
are found in other psychological disorders. In

accordance With the IMAD criteria and the

warning signs listed in Table 10-1_, your conver-

sation with a student about whom you are

worried should elicit both general and specific
The general category 1indudes
physical appearance, functioning at school and
at home,_ feelings about the self and others, and
relationships with others. The specific category
information.

encompasses

ting habits, exercise patterns,

preaccupation with weight and dieting, and use
of dangerous weight control methods such as
self-induced vomiting, diet pills, and laxatives.
There is no script for obtaining this information because a teacher's detection of a possible
eating disorder should unfold within a compassionate and forthright conversation, not a diag-
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Table 10-1. The Warning Signs
of Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia
SIGNS OF ANOREXIA NERVOSA OR BULIMIA

Riad aNd Weht avilw
Preoccupation with weight., food, calories, and dieting
Claims of "-feeling fat" when weight is normal or low
Guilt and shame about eating
Frequent weighing
Evidence of binge-eating
Hoarding faxl
Use of laxatives, diuretics, purgatives, and emetics
Use of diet pills
Secretive vomiting: leaving for the bathroom immediately after
a meal
"erkMeilliy afl Ektotio*iih6i
Moodiness- and irritability

Inflexibility_and resistance to changes in routine
Low self-esteem : :1
Perfectionism and dichotomous thinking ("I'm thin" or "I'M
Chronic_ dissatisfaction_ with grades and with self; regardless of
_: level of _performance
_

Siai withdraWal and intolerance of others
Oversensitivity to criticism
Extreme concern about appearances;

both physical and

behaviorial

SIGNS OF ANOREXIA NERVOSA

Significant weight _loss in the absence of related illness
Extremely thin appearance
_

Signs of starvation: a thinning of -hair;-hair- loss; the appearance
of_fine; raised white hair_ (lanugo) on the-checks, neck-, forearms; _ and_ _ thighs; repeated: gastrointestinal_ problems;

yellowish appearance of the paints or soles of the feet

Significant-reduction- in- eating coupled- with a denial of hunger
Dieting_ _with relishwhen not overweight
Amenorrhea in _women
Unusiial eating habitt: preference for foOds of a certain tektite
_

or- color, compulsively arranging food, unusual mixtures of
food
Soma: aayer and Raker (1), Garfinkel and Garner (3), NAAS Newsletter
(July-September), Neuman and Halvorson (10), Pope and Hudson (13), Pratt
(14), Rubel (15), Sansone (16).
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Table 10-1Centimiid
Obsessive and prolonged exercising despite weakness, fatigue,
illness

Complaints of feeling bloat&d or nauseated after eating a small
or normal amount

SIGNS OF BULIMIA

Evidence of binge-eating: actual observation, verbal reports,
large_amounts of focx1 missing, stealing money or fuod
Habitual overeating in response to stress
Frequent weight1 fluctuations of 10 pounds or more

ating (not sampling) fuoils such as dough, canned frostings, or
maple syrup without preparing them
Evidence of purging via vomiting, laxative/diuretic use, emetics
(e.g., syrup of ipecac), frequent fasting, excessive exercising

Swelling of the glands under -the jaw (caused by frequent
_ vomiting), yielding a "chipmunk" appearance
Frequent and unusual dental problems

nostic interview (see item 1 above). The four
important pFmciples here are as follows:
a.

The warning signs listed in Table 10-1
should serve as guides to communication
with _a1 student suspected of disordered eat-

ing. They are not intended to be a diagnostic checklist or an interview protocol (see
item 1 above).
b.

This means that teachers, as well as staff
and concerned students, should not leap to
conclusions on the basis of one sign (for

example, weight loss) or on the basis of the
student's proclamation that he or she has an
eating disorder.
c.

The more comprehensive the conversation
with regard to the quality of the student's
life and the role of food, weight, and eating
within that life, the more effective the de-

tection and referral process (see item 2
above).
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d.

To avoid overdiagnosis of eating disorders
and misdiagnosis of other significant problems (for example, depression), the presence
of an eating disorder must be verified by an
expert clinician.

Consult with at least one other teacher, the

school counselor, and the school psychologist
before reaching a decision about referral.
5. Throughout the process of detection, referral,
and recovery, keep the focus on feeling healthy
and functioning effectively, not on weight lost or
gained.
eneral Principles of Referral

The effective treatment of eating disorders requires a professional tierapist with special
training and considerable skill. Thus, such treatment
is not the province of teachers, school counselors, or
even school psychologists. What follows are some
general principles for helping students with eating
disorders and their families to find the right person
or organization in your community or neighlwing
area. These suggestions are based on a precious few
readings (1, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18); my interpretation of
conversations with experts from the National Anorexic Aid Society (see Appendix I); and my four years

of experience educating and advising (not counseling)

teachers and students from middle school through
college1 about eating disorders (6), suicide (7), and

domestic violence. In other words, this section is
wz=itten in part from experience as a teacher of

psychology, not as a psychologist.
& informed allout the referral process
in your schol system. Ask your school administrators,
school nurses, and counselors/psychologists for specific information about the steps involved in verifying the presence of an eating disorder and arranging
for proper services.

He informed about the services M your
rommunity and surrounding areas. This will increase
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_
students' ptrception_ of both your authoritativeness

and your degree of concefn for them. Moreover,
presenting options decreases everyone's helplessness

by emphasizing hoke and choice. Lists of services
vertaining to eating disorders may be obtained from
an eating disorders association (see Appendix I), a
nearby hospital, a mental health association, and the
reference exp-ert at the public library.
-Be -comkassionate_ and fthrihti
the student directly that you_are tonceriied about
him or her.__Present the_SPecifie_ ieaSons for your
concern, emphasizing health, apparent unhappiness,
conflicts at schwl, unexpectedly_ low acadettit performance,- and obvious_ :evidence of bingeing and

purging; Telling the stlidefit that he or-she is "too
thin" or_ "too committed to dieting" is of little- ot no

value, and, indeed,_ may _be takenas_ a complitrient;
Similarly,_ use _of_tlie labels "anorexia ner-VOSa" and
!tali-n-11a" iS_often counterproductive;_ once again, the
issue for teachers is not_ diagnosis, but :concerti fOr
someone who: meets the_ _criteria of ineffiCienCY,
misery, alienation, and_ distUrbanCe (see Chapter 1).
Corivey your _desire to get involved in the pro-cess of
helping by expressing a willingness__(not a heed) to
provide literature, to obtain infOrmation a1out services, tO talk with the student further, or to accom-

pany the stui!ent
psychologist.

E0

see the school counsPlor or

107=2 lists_ several vublicatiOnS

that should tt t the needs of most teetiageiS for
StraightforWant i.7.Anrmative, and readable material
(see also Appel..., iI).
Tr p
siof empathy_ and honesty should :also
_a;plied in conversations Vith
shidentt__Who ai :;oric..!rnet: -fbout a friend whom
they__ suspect of i
ezting_ disorder. Their
genuine _cc acern _A6
with_confition about
the-symptoms_ ano_
of abhofmality, and
witIL fear
_repercc.3sion, from "turning someone
In talking with Cilc3e respontible stodents, keep
in mind how an adult ;L..:Is when a ....:611eague Seeiris
to be drinking too much;
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Table 10-2. Selected Publications
on Eating Disorders for Teenagers
Alio id Anorexia Netvosa (#1452) and About Bulimia (#1453)

These "scriptographic" _pamphletS are designed to convey a
large amount of information in- a brief, simple,- and straightfor-

ward: fashion,::They are in widespread use_ in mental health
associationsilibraries, _hospitals, and high_schools. Information
about individual or bulk purchases is available from the Chan=
ning L. Bete Compuiy, Inc., 200 State Road, South Deerfield,
Mak 03173;

Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia: Two Severe Eating Disorders by
Ikverly JacobSon

Although it is also designed for the lay reader, this public
affairs pamphlet (#632) provides more detailed and- better

organized information than the scriptographic pamphlets. Infor-

mation about individual or bulk purchases is available from
Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Avenue South, New York,
NY 10016.

Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia by J. Bradley Rubel
This ill-page _pamphlet addresses the:subject of eating disorders by posing a number of baSic questions and answering them
in--straightforward- lansuage. For example, What is anorexia
nervosa? What is bulimia? T, 'hy should_ I_ know about anorexia

nervosa and betlimia? How does_ anorexia nervosa _(bulimia)
begin? What are the symptoms of 'anorexia :nervosa ibOlimiaP
Can anorexia-nervosa and-bulimia Ile -treated-successfully? But

aren't Lanorexics and bulirnics happy?After all; they are
controlling their weight. _This _pamphlet can be _obtained from
Anorexia Nervosa and -Related Eating Disorders Inc.,
(ANRED), P;sa Box 5102, Eugene, OR 97405 (503-344-1144).

The Best Littte Girl in the World by Steven Levenkron (Chicago:_ Contemporary Books; 1978 or New York: Warner Books;
1981)

Steven Levenkron, -an internationally known expert on the
treatmert of eating _disorders,-is the author of-this novel-about a
teenage girl's_ descent into_ anorexia nervosa and her successful
participation in a hospital-based program of weight restoration
and nurturant-authoritative psychotherapy.

Nott- It is imperative that teache.-.i read any pamphlet or bOok
v.efore recom,-..,!.:iding it to teenage-s.
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Table 10-2Continued
Whim Will We Laugh Again? Living and Realing with Anorexia

Nemo and Bulimia by Barbara P. Kinoy and others (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1984)
This 135-page book is a sensitive and skillful blend of up-todate facts abbut eating disorders and numerous personal statements by anorexics, balimics, and their families. hiformation

about purchase is available from the American Anorexia/
Bulimia Association, 133 Cedar Lane, Teaneck, NJ 0766&

thiltss the situation is an emergency;
Concerned friends should be encouraged to make the
choice themselves. Teachers can facilitate responsi=
ble decision making by confirmingthe seriousness Of
the matter; acknowledging the ability of adolescents
te Make mature choices; being aware of options, and
helping to formulate the ethical question: T
angry friend . . . better than a severely
one?" (10,
223); It is lilccly that b:

student will be angry, but it is a!sc vet.)
that the friendship will weather the st:
case for the adult whose collezgue
t-111dtitikeri it is very diffieillt for students to ue.ie to
1.

intervene in a peer's life. Consequently, as an a lyiser,_ the teacher should he patient and remain avail=
able for consultation and support;
Be katient. Be prepared for the' Rossibility that stndents with eating disorders and their
friends *ill need time and further opportunities for
discussion tefore accepting your concerni and taking
your advice. Even if you are certain that the anorexic

or bulmic student is wrong in protesting that "eye

ing is really OK," it is very important to

respect the adolescent's struggle for autonomy. Uri=

less the student is suicidal or completely out cif
Central, accept his or her need to think it over. Make
sure; however, to leave the student with the impres=
sion that (a) you feel strongly= that something is the

mafter, (b) you are more than Willing to speak
further with him or her about the matter, and (c) you
care enough to check back soon with the student on
how things are going.
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Know what to do in an emergency. Ask

school administrators, schnol nurses, and counseling

personnel to help you prepare in advance for the
possibility that a student you reach out to will be
suicidal,- light-headed from starvation, or bingeing
and purging out of control. As a general rule, if the
student has a sptcific plan for self--destruction with a
lethal and available method, treat this communication of despair as a medical emergency analogous to
a severe blow on the head: do not leave the person
alone and send someone for help.

Know your limits. Do not become
overinvolved in trying to help a student with an
eating disorder. Overinvolvement by school staff is
an honest reaction to concern and confusion, but it is
no substitute for professional care. Moreover, "getting in over your head" usually converts an initial

willingness to "do anything" for that student into

arger, despair, or dissociation, all of which only hurt

the student in the long run. Do _not promise to be
available "any time" for consultation unless you
really mean it, unless you are honestly prepared for
contacts late at night or on weekends. If the student
requires your continual support in a way that begins
to encroach on your life, however, the problem is too
big for you to handle. Your iffitation in this regard is

a signal that it is time to seek assistance from
administrators and counselors. Do not fall into the

trap of promising the student you will keep the
problem a secret; this may be a promise that your
responsibility to a young life prevents you from
keeping.
Advising the School System

The Fall liz-Servki Meeting. Eating
disorders and unhealthy weight management practices are significant health problems for many teenagers. Thur, it would be reasonable for a teacher or,

better yet, a group of teachers, counselors, and
nurses to request that the back-to-school in-service
meeting address these issues. If the school system is
prepared to make a major commitment to educating
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staff; an entire morning coUld be- devoted: to a

program:provided _by an eating disorders association.
If there is time for only a short presentation; a lcwal
expert could be invited to speak on the most relevant

topic for the -groupfor-example; -"Definitions; De
tection; and Referrar For more information about
the best way to educate the staff of a school system,
contact one or more of the eating disorders associations listed in Appendix I.
Seh-5bl COUnsilois and &hool Nurses.

It is very important for teachers interested in -the

prevention -of eating disorders to coordinate __their

efforts with _those of school counselors; school
nurses; _and psychologists. Before discussing the

matter With them, encourage these professionals to
read a chapter called- "Junior High and High School"
(14) in _Neuman and _lialvorson's Anorexia _Nervosa
and Bulunia: A Mindbeek for Counselors and Thera-

pists (10). Written by Janet M. Pratt, a counselor for

junior and senior high school students -in Fargo;

South Dakota; this chapter :Will provide school camselors and school nurses with a number of practical
suggestions for detection and_referral, working with

teachers, -educating and advising parents; and promoting adolescent development.
The School Librarian/Media Center
Director. The prevention of eating disorders requires
the availability of _appropriate literature for students;
teachers; _counselors; nurses, and parents. Teachers
are strongly encoulwed to work closely with- the
school librarian/media- center director, the school
nursei_ and_ an eating disorders association to select;
organize; and update the books and articles on eating
disorders and related topics (for example, fashion
and health) that_ art most: appropriate _for different
developmental levels (11; 14, and see Appendix II).

Once the mateeials for students are in place, the
librarian/media center director should find ia way tO

keep confidential the names of those who check
them out. (14).

The Sckaol Newskaper. Many stu-

dents, teachers, and parents read the school newspa-
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per-. Teachers could encourage _the .fatillty adviser
aiiii_the :student editors to develop.a series_ of articles
concerning eating disorders and their relationship- to
fashion, diet, self-esteem, relationships, and so forth.

The TeacIer
in the Commuray
Any schwl employee -who is very

committed to the prevention of eating_disorders_may
wish to become__ involved_ in educating the public
about anorexia _nervosa,_ bulimia, and the role of .the
school system in prevention. There are many waysJin
which- educated lay .people can contribute :to public
educatiOn (8); Two_ of _the .foremost are public speak-

ing and use of the media.

Public Skeaking

Teachers are in an excellent position
to combine their communication skills, knowledge of

eating disorders, and position of respect in the

community into clear and effective presentations to
civic groups, child conservation leagues, mental
health associations, auult education classes, fraternal

groups, and adult sororities. One need not be an
expert clinician to provide people with good basic
information about the nature of eating disorders,

warning signs, resources for treatment, sociocultural

factors, and the role of public education. In fact.
most of these groups are constantly searching for
local speakers with topics of current interest.
The Media

:Particularly. in smaller
towlls, where the iurni.,e.7 of if for the:writing of
feature cifyri-y.;: is low 7n4 _the interest in local
accompll..t.inents- is
newspaper may ibe

delighted to publish an rdë by a teacher on eat;ng

Conclusions and Implications

disorders; Teachers of speech; health, home economics, or English could work with students in the class

to write such an article and then submit it to the

paper wider joint authorship.
Distribution of Literature. Teachers

whO do not have the inclination or time to write
about eating disorders may choose to obtain pamphlets about anorexia nervosa and bulimia from an
eating disorders association. These can be distribut7

ed to any number of organizations that consent to
display themfor example, public libraries, churches
and temples, dmtors' and dentists' offices (severe
dental problems can result from bulimia); and supen
market btilletin bOards; If_ the association has only a

limited number of free pamphlets, the committed
school employees should consult the local or national
mental health association; or a nearby hospital, about
the_possibility of securing funds for the purchase of
sufficient numbers.

Radio Most radio stations have at
least one community affairs program. There is no
reason why a teacher would not be welcome on this
type of show to discuss adolescent development,
eating disorders, and the school system.

Conclusions
and Implications
Primary Prevention

amclusions. The primary prevention
of eating disorders requires the elimination of factors
that place adolescents at risk for developing anorexia

nervosa and bulimia. As discussed in Chapters 7
through 9; these factors include the worship of
thinness;: ignorance about normal weight regulation
and nutrition, low self-esteem, sexism, negative cop=
mg skills, and fanaticism,: to name but a few. Such

problems reflect socioctiltural influences to some
extent; and school is a very important part of social
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experience during the ad"lescent years. Thus, teachers, working *Rhin a supportive schoo: system, are
in an excellent rosition to help psychologists and
psychiatrists combat ignorance, promote healthy development, and otherwise transform "sociocultural
influences" from a risk factor into a preventive
force. The focus of educational efforts could be any
or all of the following: students, faculty, counselors,
nurses, librarians/media center directors, and any
other members of the school staff, parents, or the
general public.
implications. Teachers who are conu rned alYout the prevalence of eating disorders and
dy3functional eating habits should incorporate mate-

rial on the.,' topics into their lesson plans. These

be most effective if they are coordinated

1.h the r,ducation of school personnel anti bther
Oedicated to the deve?ocmeat
healthy
Ftudent.s. Although there is no scientific evidence

on the stibject, expee: are agreed that

caxiag, well-informed, and ser,:,;itive teachers can

make a difference_ One need not be an expert to
start. people thinking onift talking about something
important.

Secondary Prevention
Conclusions. _Secondary _prevention _ re-

quires . _ani.awareness _by school_ employees and students_ of the warning signs of an eating disorder, the

resources for professional therapy, and -the -basic
skills involved in helping anorexics and _Mimics
receive effective treatment. With _eating disorders in

partieular; _an illness of short- duration is a very
strong :predictor of success in treatment__ (liven_ _the
amount of_ time adolescents_spend away from._home;

and-given the distinct possibility of pronounced

conflict within the families of anorexics and-bulimics,
peers and teachers are often in a better position thaii
theifamily to observe, acknowledge; and act upon the

early signs of anorexia nervosa or bulimia.
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Implications; Teachers who are concerned abOut the destructiveness of eating disorders
should educate themselves and their students about
identification and referral; understanding and support, the ethics of helping someone who may initially
be_ resistant, and the distinction between effective
helping and irresponsible overinvolvement.
Careful Planning
Conclusions; Topics such as body irn
agei dieting; sex-rolc 'tereotypes, self-esteem,
'
psychotherapy are s-e. ,Live ones for most teenagers
(and teachers). Consequentlyi teachers should plan
bOth their lessons on eating disorders and their
advising function very carefully, using these

guidelines:
1.

Examine honestly your att;tudes about these
tOpics;

2;

3.

Educate yourself about eating disorders; rele-

vant literature for teenagers, resources for facili7
Ming _classroom discussion, and community set=
vices for the treatment of anorexia nervosa and
bulimia. Contacting an eating disorders association is a very good way to begin this process.
Coordinate your efforts with those c the schocil
counselor, the school psychologist.; the: school
nurse, the school librarianimedia center director,

and other staff. Most peopleanorexics, buli7
mks, psychologists, teachersfeel better and
work more productively when they are patt of a

4.

5.

meaningful network.
WOrk to develop an atmosphere of respect for
self and others in the classroom. Demonstrate _by
your own actions what it mean& to be compassionate, forthright, and patient in discussing a
sensitive subject;
Know your limits: you are a teacher or other
school employee and an adviser, not a therapist
or diagnostician.
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Implications. This book should not be
seen as the only resource necessary for the effective
discussion of eatiag disorders with students in the
classroom and With those seeking advice about anorexia nervosa and bulimia. Rather, it should Le but
one aspect of a co_llaloration among the teacher, the
librarian/media center director, the counseling staff,
the schml nurse, and an eating disorders association.

Prevention. in this area is far too new for any one
book or person to delimit it yet. Thus, by virtue of

their skills and their immersion in the lives of

adolescents, schml staff are in a position to shape
the prevention of eating disorders in creative, exciting, and productive ways.
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Eating Disorders
ganizations
yone seriously interested in finding out more alout eating disorders for purposes of
classroom instruction, student advising and counseling, staff development, or public education should
contact the national eating disorders associations
plus a regional organization or a hospital-based clinic. For example, the list of readings in Appendix ILiS
based in large part on rc_ornmendations published by
the four national eating disorders associations, as are

some of the specific suggestions for teacl.m that
comprise Chapter 10.

National Organizations
Names and Contact Information

American Anorexia/Bulimia Association, Inc.
(AA/BM
(founded 1978)
133 Cedar Lane

Teaneck, Nj 07666
201=836=1800

Anorexia Nervosa and Related Eating Disorders, Inc;

(ANRED)
(founded_ 1979)

PA); Box 5102
Eugene, OR 97405
503-344=1144

National Anorexic Aid Society, Inc. (NAAS)
(founded 1977)
5796 Karl Road
Columbus, OH 43229
614-436-1112
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Natiöiiil cociation of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders (ANAD)
(founded 1976)
Boic 271

_

Highland Park, IL 60035
312=831-3438

neral Description of Services

According to Amy Baler Enright,
Executive Director of the National Anorexic Aid
Society (see listing above) and the Center for the
Treatment of Eating Disorders in Columbus, Ohio:
These four national: organizations are very similar in
_

origin, mission, [and] the nature of the services thy
provide All four organizations were founded by women-. Two _of the founders_are _parents of daughters who
SUffered from an eating disorder, and the other tWo had

themselves recovered from an eating disorder. These
organizations were created to provide information and

support to family members and to persons with anorexia
nervosa and bulimia. Each organization provides a national telephone hotline; winted -information on eating disorders; periodic newsletters; referral resources for _professional treatment and self-help/support groups; workshops,
seminars, and conferences for the lay and professional
communities; and consultation to parents, professionals,
and the media. (Enright; Butterfield; and Berkr witz, p.
498)

I strongly encourage people seeking
more informPtion to contact all the national associations. The st ices of each one are slightly different,
and together their newsletters and publications provide an extraordinarily rich source of new reference
works, personal statements by anorexics, bulimics,
and their families, research upciaos, tip& on advising
and counseling, and fofthcomicg workshops. Moreover, I have found that all the organizations are

friendly, responsive, and extremely interested in preventive education.
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:zillion

1 inpnizations and

Eating Dizders Clihics

Teachers, corm- elors, and parents
can also abtain useful inforrotion from regional

eating disorders organizations that are no ieSs dedicated than the nationai associations. Examples include the Pittsburgh Educational Network for Eating

Disorders, Inc,, and the Center for the Study of

Anorexia and Bulimia in New York. The composition, mission, and kxation of these regional groups
area subject to change so it is a good idea to contact
both the national eating disorders asszyciations and
nearby hospitals, mental health assciciations, or mental health centers to obtain information concerning
the most effective regional organization in your area.
Eating disorders clinics are, of
course, designed primarily to proside specialized
treatment services for anorexics, bulimics, and their
families. As a rule, however, they are also committed
to primary and secondary prevention (see Chapter
10), Consequently, teachers should not hesitate to
contact such clinics about educational materials,
guest speakers, and tips on advising _and counseling
(Neuman and Halvorson). The addresses of the
nearest clinics can be obtained from the national and
state organizations.
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Suggested
Readings

and Fihns
though the literatike on eating
disorders is rapidly expanding, there are many excellent 1Yooks available that have stml the test of fastpaced developments in The tuiderstanding of anorexia

nervosa and bulimia; The lists that follow are not
comprehensive, because my intent is primarily to
help readers tegin the process of tracking down
literatate that will be most useful to them. Unless
otherwise denoted, it should be assumed that the
books or pamphlets listed are intended for teachers
and parents, not students.

I-kre are someiguidelines for making
effective use of the suggested readings:
1. With one exception, do not recommend a book to
a parent or student without having read it. The
exception is 1Th Gomm Cage by Hilda _Bruch
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978);
2. For specific suggestions about literature appropriate for teenagers and young adults, consult an
eating disorders association and _the following
article: Oldis, K. O. "Anorexia Nervosa: The
More It Grows, the More It Starves"_ fYoung
Adult Literature). English journal (January
1986): 84-87;
3. Wcrk with your school and/or public libranan to
identify new b-aoks and to obtain reviews of both
newer and_iolder literattire. Note that the 'new&
_

letters published by the National Anorexic Aid
Society and the American Anorexia/Bulimia Association (see Appendix I) contain lists of new
books and bOok reviews.
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Ifiyou arei interested in an advanced lxioki begiti

viith Anorata Nenjosa:-:=A_

spfctivei by P. E. Garftlikel and D. M.
(New York: Brunner/Mazel, 1982).

Gai=rier

Geñeral Information
IntrOductory
Abrahani; S. F., and Llewellyn-Jones; D. Eating-Dricorders: The

Farts. New York4)tfOrd: Okford UitiVeisity Press; 1984.
Boskind-White,_ M., and White,_ W.
Bidinkireivia: The
BingelPurge Cycle. New York: W. W. Nortott, 1983.
Briith; H. The GERCIa _Cage: The:=Ensgma of Anorevia Nervosa.

Cambridge: Harvard University Press; 1978; (Appropriate for

teenagers)_
Cauwels;
M; Bulimia Tke Binge-Purge C6mparskm. NCW
York: Doubleday, 1983;
_

Chenin,-K. The-Obsession: Reiketioks _EWt_the Tyranny of &order-

mess. New York: Harper and Row, 1982.
Claypool, J., _and Nelsen, C. D. Food TrijA arid TraPS: aking
with Eating Eit-sorderS. New York: Franldin Watts, 1983. (Ap=
propriate for teenagers)
Crisp; k_H._ Anorexia Nervosa: Let Me l!k. Otiandö, Fla.: Grtme
and Stratton; 1980.
Dally; P. and Gomez; J. iObesity__and Anorexia Yervosa: A
Quiestion _of Shake. BoSton: Faber and__Faber; 1980:
Kinoy, B. P.,_and others. When Will We LaUgh_Again? wing
and Dealing_with AtTOMill Ifervosa and Bidiniia. Ne* York:
COliiiribia_ University Press; 1984.
Landau, E. Why:Are TheY Starving Tkemselves? New York:
Messner, 1983. (Appropriate for teenagers)
Levenkron; S. Treating arid Overcoming Ario-revia NerVOSa. New
Yórk:Charles Scribner's Sons, 1982._
MehriUe J. _The ABC of Eating: Coking with Anorexia, Bulimia
and ampultive Eating. London: Sheldon _Press; 1983.
Neuman; P. -A.-and Halvorson; P. A. Anoreila_ Nervosa and
Bulimia: A Handbctok for Counutors and TherakiSts. NeW York:
Van Nottrand Reinhold; 1983;

Palmer, R. E. Anorevia Nervosa: A Guide for Sufferers and
Their Families. New York: Penguin; 1980.
Pope; H; G;-, jr.; and Hudson, J. I. NOW Hoke fcir Binge Eaters:
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Advances in the Uneterstanding and Treatment of Bulimia. New

York: Harixr and Row, 1984.
Squire, S. The Slender Balance. New York: Putnam, 1983:
Vincent, L M. Coinpeting with the Sytph: Dancers and the
Pursuit of Ickal Bay Form. New York: Andrews and McMeel,
1980.

Advanced
Andersen, A. E. Pradical Comprehensive Treatment of Anoraia
Nerifoga-awd Bulimia. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press; 1985:
Bruch, H. Eating DiSo*ders: Dbesik Anorexia Nervosa; arid the
Person Within. New York- Basic llo-oks, 1973.
Emmett, S. W., ed. Tkeory-arid Treatment of Anorexia Neruoga
and Bulimitr_Biomedical; Sociocultunal;: and Fsycholoetcal Perspec-

tives. New York: Brunner/Maiel, 1985.
Fairbum- C. G. Binge-Eating -and Bulimia Nervosa. London:
Smith, Kline and French, 1982.

Garfinkel, P. E.,_and Garner; a_ M. Anorechr Nervosa: _A
Multidimensional P6sPeiffve. New York: Brunner/Mazel, 1982.
Orbach, S. Hunger Strike: The Anorectic's Struggk as a Mai=

pkor for Our Age New York: W. W. Norton, 1986.

Palazzoli,_ M: S Self-Starvation: F ow _Individual to: Family
TherapyJis the Treatment_ of Anorexia _Nervosa. :Translated by
Arnold Pomerans. New_ York: Jason Aronson, 1978.
Vandereycken, W., and Meermann, R. Anorexia Nervosa:- A
Clinician's Guide to Treatment: New York: Walter de Gruyter,
1984:

Fiction and Autobiography
Appropriate for Teenagers
and Young Adults
Katherine Oldis, M.Ed., teaches at
Foxcroft Academy in Dover-Foxcroft, Maine. She
has an anorexic daughter. The following books are
the better ones that she has read and reviewed to
meet the needs of students who ask her for fiction
and autobiographies about eating disorders (see References [Oldis, 1986] for the reviews):
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&Igkeskd Readings and Fthis

Fiction
Aydt, D. Kane._ New York: Scholastic, 1980;
Dean; K._ S. Maggie Adams, _Dancer. NeW York: AVon; 1980.
Hautzig, D. Second Star to tke Right. Nov York: AVOn; 1981.
josephsii R. Early Ifisorders; New York: Farrar, 1980. (More
mature teens)
Levenkron; S-. Tire -,r>,ost -Littk Girl 7- the World. New_ York:
Warner,_1978. (See:W.1>o the sequel: L. s.w. NeW YOrk: PoPtilar

.
Library/Warner; 1986)
Ruckman, I. The Hunger Scream. New York: Walker, 1983.
Snyder, A. _Go-odbye, Pak& Doll. New Yerk: Signet. 1980; (More
mature teens)
_

Autobiography
1979.

A; Solitaire: A Narrative. New Yerk: Hai-pee and Row;

MacLeed, S. The Art of Staivation:_-_A Story of Anorak) and
Survival; New York: Schocken; 1982.
O'Neill; C B. Starving for Attention. NeW Yerk: Dell; 1982;

Pamphlets on Eating
Disorders
Alit Anorexia Ivervosa (#1452) AND About Bulimia (#1453)
Scriptographic pamphlets ,,failable from
Charming L. Ilete Company, Inc.

40 State Road

South Deerfield, MA (3173
Anorexia Nervoga and Bulimia by j. Bradley Rubel
Available _from

Atibteicia Nervosa and Related Eating Disorders, Inc. (ANRED)

P. O. aox-5102

Eugene, OR 97405 (503-4144)
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia: Two Severe Eating Disorders by

Beverly jatebson
Public Affairs Pamphlet- #632 available from
Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
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Not Just a L'37inny Kid. The_Anorexic or Bulimic Teenager by

Alan E. Bayer and Damel H. Baker
Available from
Comrnunication aid_ Public Service Division
Father_Fianagart s_ Boys' Home

Boys Town, NE 68010

The November 1985-Febrry 1986 issue of
the newsletter of_ the American Anorexia/Bulimia Association,
Inc.:(see Appendix -I), nobs that the following pamphlets are
available from Hazelden- Educational Materials, Pleasant Valley
Road,- Box _176,_ Center City; _MN 55012 (80C1-328-900G or

612-257-401e, in Minnesota; Alaska; or outside the United
StatéS):

Ltarn Akut Ea:ing DisordersBulimia: _The Binge-Eating and Purging Syndrome
Recovering (The Story of an_ OveFeater)
Rekpse for Eating Di:corder Sufferers
Killing Ourselve:_ with _Kindiress
Accepting Powerlessness

Films
Bulimia: The Binge-Purge Obsesswn (color, 20 minutes)
Rental ar.0 purchase information available from
Carle Medical Communications
510 West_Main Street_
Urbana, IL 61801 (217-384-4838)

DittingTke Danier Point (color, a) minutes)
Rental and purchaseinformation available from
CRM/McGraw-Hill Films

100 Fiftee,:th Street
Del Mar, CA 92014 (619-453-5000)
The Hunger ArtiSt: A Portrait Of Anorexia Nervosa (30 minutes)

Rental and purchase information available from
Fat Chance Films
390 Elizabeth Street
San Francisco, CA 94114 (415=8214217)
Killing _Us &iftly_(color,__ 30 minutes)

Film about_the impact of the:portrayal of women in adv-rtising

un women's body image. Rental and purchase infLanation
avaable from
Cambridge: Documentary films
Ea_ &if( 385_
Cambridge, MA 02139 (617=354=3677)
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lefgested keddings avid Filvvii

The Wai St Land: Eating Disorders_ (23 minutes)
Rental -and Nit-hate information available from
Coronetf-Mi-Yilm arid Video, Distributors of
Learning Corporlt,on of Americn
_

108 Wiltifot_ R

Deerfield, IL

IMPORTNT NOTE: Never show a film without previewing it
firtt tö determine both its suitability for your audience ar:i itt
connection With your lesson(t).

Books on Relatee. 113jects
Bennett,_

-*In, J. The- Dieter's -Dikrizma: Eating
Le-$:s akd Weighing Marc New York: Basic Bcyoks, 1982.
Giljigah, C. In a afferent Voicc_Psychological Tkeory -and
Wonren's Development Catiibridke7 11..7..r,iard University Press;

1982;

Kano, S. Making Peace_ with Food: A Step-by-Siefi _Guide to
Freedom frOnt -Diet Weight Conflict Allston; Mass.: Amity
Publishing, 1985.
Keys, A.,:andiothem _Tke-Biolor of Human
2 Volt.
MinneatiOlis: University of Mitint3ota Press, 1950.
Millitan, M. Siith a Prety Face: Being ..r,rt in America. New
York: W. W. _Morton, 1980.

Orbach; S. Fat Is a Femtmat &sue II. New York: Berkeley
Bbirik-s; 1982.

_

J., arid HerniaL C. P. Breaking tke Diet Habit. New

York: Basic gooks, 1983.
7owers; P:_ S. akosiiv.. The liegiedtieh Of Weight. Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkin

1980:

Teaching About Emotional
Subjects: Two Model
Cufriculum Guides
Adokscent Suicitk: A Preziention Approach. Teacher's Curriculum and Guide; 1984. Available from
Help Hotline, Inc.
P.O. Bmt 46
Youngstown, OH 44501 (216=747=5111)
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_Relatiemships: CL,rricuhtm for Young
6ki1b for
People, Ages 13-18. Written by Barrie Levy, 1984. Available
frOm

Southern California Coalition on Battere, Women
P.O. Box 5036
Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213=392=9874'

References
Kinoy, a P.; and others. When Will We Laugh :1 gain? Living
and ael7ir4g with Anorexia Nervosa- atid- Bulimia. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1984; (See pp; 133-35.)
Oldis; K. a "Anorexia Nervosa: The More it (xows, _the More
It StarvesfYoung Adtilt Literature). English fotrnal (January
1986): 84=87.

Vandereycken, W., and Meerrnann, R. Arwrexia Nervosa: A
Clinkian's Guide to Treatment. New: York: Walter de_ Gruyter,
1984._ (See in_partiCular Appendix 10-7: LiteratUte 'or "Lay
men," pp. 233-=34.)
Note: Suggested readings and films__were :)!.s,D _obtained from

literature generously provided by fair: ofi the national eating
disorders associations_ listed in Appendix I:
AMerican Anorexia/Bulimia Association (AA/BA)
Anorexia Nervosm and Related Eating Disorders; Inc;
(AYRED):
National Anorexic Aid Society (NAAS)
National As,Tociation of Anorexia Nervcsa and Associated Disorders (ANAD,
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